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Abstract   

Cu2ZnSn1-yGey(S,Se)4 (CZGTSSe) has been co-related with the successful CuIn1-

yGay(S,Se)2 as a promising candidate to be used as absorber material for photovoltaic 

applications. The main advantages of the CZGTSSe solution are that it does not contain 

rare or expensive elements and, as a consequence, it has a potential cost reduction for its 

industrialization. 

The aim of this work was to investigate the fundamental properties like structural, 

optical, vibrational and electrical, of Cu2ZnSn1-yGey(S,Se)4 in single crystals grown by 

chemical vapor deposition and in polycrystalline samples synthesized by Bridgman 

method and solid state reaction. By this way, this thesis contributes to understand and 

enhance the knowledge of the properties of these compounds that can lead to improve 

device efficiencies. Another objective was the fabrication of solar cells of the material 

previously synthesized. 

The crystal structure of Cu2ZnSn1-yGey(S,Se)4 single crystals and polycrystalline 

quaternary semiconductors compounds with a wide range of Ge contents have been 

investigated. The chemical composition of the compounds was measured by wavelength 

dispersive X-ray (WDX) and energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectroscopies. The 

compounds were grinded to powders and measured by X-Ray and Neutron diffraction. 

On the one hand, the single crystals experimental data from both diffraction techniques 

were analyzed simultaneously by Rietveld refinements. On the other hand, the 

polycrystalline compound refinements were performed only using the neutron diffraction 

experimental data. In both cases, the Rietveld analysis of the diffraction data gave 

valuable information like the tetragonal lattice constants, anion coordinates, cation-anion 

distances, site occupancy factors of the cations and the point defects type with the change 

of the [Ge/(Ge+Sn)] atomic ratio.   

The linear optical properties of Cu2ZnSn1-yGey(S,Se)4 high quality single crystals with a 

wide range of Ge contents have also been investigated in the visible and near infrared 

range using spectroscopic ellipsometry measurements. From the analysis of the complex 

dielectric function spectra, it has been found that the bandgap energy E0 increases 

continuously with the Ge content. In the case of the polycrystalline form of these 

compounds, it appears the same linear behavior of the band gap when the germanium 
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increases. Furthermore, the evolution of the interband transitions E1A and E1B has been 

also determined. The understanding of the incorporation of Ge into the Cu2ZnSn(S,Se)4 

lattice is fundamental in order to develop efficient bandgap engineering of these 

compounds towards the fabrication of kesterite-based thin film solar cells with enhanced 

performance. 

Raman spectroscopy was used to evaluate the zone-center optical phonons of Cu2ZnSn1-

yGey(S,Se)4 single crystals, leading to a complete characterization of their vibrational 

properties. The analysis has been performed by using Raman scattering spectra excited 

with three different excitation wavelengths. The Raman spectra show the characteristic 

peaks for different Cu2ZnSn1-yGeyS4 and Cu2ZnSn1-yGeySe4 samples. The two mode 

behavior was found for most of the peaks in both compounds. However, the most intense 

mode exhibited one mode behavior in selenium containing compounds and two mode 

behavior in sulfur containing compounds, in the single crystal form. Moreover, it was 

shown that for the polycrystalline compounds, there were present one and two mode 

behavior of the main peak for selenium and sulfur compounds, respectively. Finally, the 

Raman scattering was used to identify clearly the presence of secondary phases in the 

Cu2ZnSnS4 compounds, as well as for the thin films. 

The conductivity versus temperature ((T)) measurements were used to identify two 

different conduction mechanisms for the single crystals. The thermal activated conduction 

process dominates at higher temperature ranges and the Mott variable range hopping fits 

better with the experimental results at lower temperatures. At low temperature, it was 

correlated the defects found with the Rietveld refinements in the structural 

characterization section with the energy of the width of the band acceptor determined by 

(T) measurements. 

Finally, photovoltaic devices based on CZTSSe using the synthesized compounds as 

precursors for absorber thin films solar cells were manufactured and characterized by 

Intensity versus Voltage and EQE measurements. 
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Resumen 

La solución sólida Cu2ZnSn1-yGey(S,Se)4 (CZGTSSe) se ha correlacionado con la 

exitosa CuIn1-yGay(S,Se)2 como un candidato prometedor para ser utilizado como 

material absorbente para aplicaciones fotovoltaicas. Las principales ventajas de los 

compuestos CZGTSSe son que no contienen elementos raros o caros y, como 

consecuencia, implican una posible reducción de costes para su industrialización. 

El objetivo de este trabajo consistió en la investigación de las propiedades 

fundamentales, estructurales, ópticas, vibracionales y eléctricas, de monocristales de 

Cu2ZnSn1-yGey (S,Se)4 crecidos mediante deposición química en fase vapor y de muestras 

policristalinas sintetizadas por Bridgman y reacción en estado sólido. De esta manera, 

esta tesis contribuye a entender y mejorar el conocimiento de las propiedades de estos 

compuestos que pueden conducir a mejorar la eficiencia de los dispositivos. Otro objetivo 

adicional consistió en la fabricación de células solares con el material previamente 

sintetizado. 

Se ha investigado la estructura cristalina de los monocristales de Cu2ZnSn1-yGey(S,Se)4 

así como la de los mismos compuestos semiconductores en forma policristalina con una 

amplia variación en el contenido de Ge. La composición química de los compuestos se 

midió por dispersión de longitud de onda de rayos X (WDX) y por energía dispersiva de 

rayos X (EDX). Los compuestos en forma de polvo fueron medidos mediante difracción 

de rayos X y de neutrones. Por una parte, se analizaron de manera simultánea los datos 

experimentales de ambas técnicas de difracción para las muestras monocristalinas 

mediante refinamiento Rietveld. Por otro lado, los refinamientos de los compuestos 

policristalinos se realizaron utilizando sólo los datos experimentales de la difracción de 

neutrones. En ambos casos, tras el análisis de los datos de difracción por Rietveld, se 

obtuvo información importante, tal como los parámetros de red, las coordenadas 

fraccionarias de los aniones, las distancias catión-anión, los factores de ocupación de los 

cationes y los tipos de defectos puntuales, con el cambio de la relación atómica 

[Ge/(Ge+Sn)]. 

Las propiedades ópticas lineales de los monocristales Cu2ZnSn1-yGey(S,Se)4 de alta 

calidad con una amplia  variedad en contenido de Ge también se han investigado en el 

rango visible e infrarrojo cercano utilizando mediciones de elipsometría espectroscópica. 
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A partir del análisis de los espectros de la función dieléctrica compleja, se ha encontrado 

que la energía de la banda prohibida, E0, aumenta de manera continua con el aumento del 

contenido de Ge. En el caso de los compuestos policristalinos, parece que la energía de la 

banda prohibida sigue el mismo comportamiento lineal cuando el germanio aumenta. Por 

otra parte, la evolución de las transiciones interbanda, E1A y E1B, también fue 

determinada. Entender la incorporación de Ge en la red atómica de los compuestos 

Cu2ZnSn(S,Se)4 es fundamental para el desarrollo de la ingeniería de la banda prohibida 

de estos compuestos para llegar a la fabricación de células solares de lámina delgada de 

kesterita con un mayor rendimiento. 

La espectroscopía de Raman se utilizó para evaluar la zona central óptica de los fonones 

de los monocristales de Cu2ZnSn1-yGey(S,Se)4, lo que ha llevado a la caracterización 

completa de sus propiedades de vibración. El análisis se ha realizado mediante el uso de 

espectros de Raman obtenidos con tres diferentes longitudes de onda de excitación. Los 

espectros muestran los picos característicos de las diferentes muestras de Cu2ZnSn1-

yGeyS4 y Cu2ZnSn1-yGeySe4. Se encontró un comportamiento bimodal para la mayoría de 

los picos en ambos compuestos. Sin embargo, para los monocristales se vio claramente 

que el modo más intenso exhibe un comportamiento de un solo modo para los 

compuestos con selenio y un comportamiento bimodal para los compuestos con azufre. 

Por otra parte, se observó que, para los compuestos policristalinos, el comportamiento de 

un solo modo y bimodal seguía presente para el pico principal de los compuestos de 

selenio y azufre respectivamente. Por último, se utilizó la dispersión de Raman para 

identificar claramente la presencia de fases secundarias en los compuestos Cu2ZnSnS4, así 

como para las películas delgadas. 

Las medidas de conductividad frente a la temperatura ((T)) se utilizaron para 

identificar dos mecanismos de conducción diferentes en los monocristales. El proceso de 

conducción activado térmicamente domina en rangos de temperaturas más altas y el rango 

de Mott de “hopping” variable encaja mejor con los resultados experimentales a 

temperaturas más bajas. En este último rango, se correlacionaron los defectos encontrados 

mediante los refinamientos Rietveld, en la caracterización estructural, con la energía de la 

anchura de la banda aceptora determinada mediante las medidas de (T). 

Finalmente, se realizaron dispositivos fotovoltaicos basados en el compuesto CZTSSe. 

Las láminas delgadas del absorbente se depositaron a partir de los compuestos 
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sintetizados previamente. Con dicha capa delgada se fabricaron células solares y se 

caracterizaron mediante medidas de intensidad versus voltaje y EQE. 
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This chapter introduces the current status of the PV sector and the properties and thin 

film technology of the quaternary chalcogenide semiconductors. In the last section, it is 

explained the thesis objectives and motivation. 
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1.1. Current status 

The conversion of light into electrical energy, photovoltaic (PV) effect, is one of the 

most attractive types of energy conversion. In 1839, Alexandre Edmond Becquerel 

observed the photovoltaic effect via an electrode in a conductive solution exposed to light 

[1]. In 1877, Adams and Day observed the PV effect in solidified selenium [2] and in 

1904, Hallwachs made a semiconductor-junction solar cell with copper and copper oxide. 

However, this time was a discovery period but without any real understanding of the 

science behind the operation of these first PV devices. The key events for the PV 

understanding were the Bell Labs announcement of the Silicon solar cell [3] in 1954 with 

the Pearson, Chapin, and Fuller patent [4] in 1957 with an 8% efficient Silicon solar cell 

[5]. 

At the present time, the population growth brings new challenges for everyone.  One of 

the biggest issues is to match the growing energy demand of the whole population. As a 

result of the rising oil prices, the finite fossil fuel supplies, and the drawbacks of fossil 

energies in the environment as greenhouse effect [6], it becomes necessary that the energy 

generation sector shifts towards the renewal energies such as the PV technology. 

Currently, most of the solar cell market is based on silicon devices, but the high cost of 

silicon wafers production and the high demand levels, makes photovoltaic an expensive 

technology. Si-wafer based-PV technology accounted for about 93% of the total 

production in 2015 [7], in part because of the mature silicon industry, as well as the 

device stability and power conversion efficiencies offered by crystalline silicon (the 

current record efficiency is 26.0% [8]). Nevertheless, this Si technology is based on an 

absorber with indirect band gap; consequently it is necessary a thick layer, around 100 

μm [9], to absorb enough fraction of the incident solar radiation and convert it into 

electricity. Moreover, because the grain boundaries work as recombination centers in Si-

based technology, it is necessary to produce the perfect single crystal substrates to obtain 

the highest efficiency solar modules, thus contributing to higher cost. Due to the high cost 

for the Si-monocrystalline technology, the silicon industry has invested in the Si-

polycrystalline technology. This technology has the advantage to lower the production 

cost but decrease the efficiency to 20% [10].        
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As a consequence, it becomes worthy to invest in the research of PV low cost 

alternatives. Nowadays, the alternative of cheap solar cell energy is based on thin films 

technology with direct band gap.  The most common absorber materials for thin films are 

Cu(In,Ga)Se2 (CIGS), also known as chalcopyrite, and CdTe with efficiencies of 22.6% 

[11] and 22.1% [12] respectively. Because of the direct band gap and the corresponding 

high absorption coefficient of 10
-4

-10
-5

cm
-1

,
 
the amount of absorber material utilization 

can be reduced to 1-2 μm layer thickness, which usually is enough to absorb most of the 

incident solar radiation. Additionally, these thin film technologies have a reduced 

requirements for film crystalline quality because the grain boundaries are less active as 

recombination centers [13] and, as a consequence, allow to lower cost routes to be 

employed in the layer deposition. Also, Silicon industry developed Si thin film solar cells 

but only achieved efficiencies of 10.5% [10].  

Although being promising, these thin film technologies present some drawbacks which 

could restrict the production of Cu(In,Ga)Se2 and CdTe. These restrictions consist on 

heavy metal usage like Cd and limitations in supply for In, Se and Te [14,15]. The 

abundance of indium in the upper continental crust is estimated to be 0.05 ppm compared 

with an abundance of 25, 71 and 5.5 ppm of copper, zinc and tin respectively [16]. The 

world-wide indium production amount is of the order of 600 metric tons per year [17,18], 

although most of this is used for transparent conductive coatings for the growing flat 

panel display industry. An investigation, based on current production trends, indicates 

that the world-wide production of indium can support approximately a CIGSSe 

production capacity of GW/year, well below the desired TW/year production [18]. Taken 

into account these considerations, there is a clear need to identify an absorber material for 

thin film solar cells which is composed of abundant and less toxic elements, while still 

providing adequate device performance, in order to be able to match the development and 

growth of PV technology.  

A potential alternative to those thin film compounds are the I2-II-IV-VI4 ones (I=Cu; 

II=Zn; IV=Ge,Sn; VI=S,Se), a series of quaternary chalcogenide semiconductors with 

suitable direct band gaps [19], large band-edge absorption (Figure 1.1) [20] and p-type 

conductivity, as absorbers for thin film solar cells. These quaternary chalcogenides 

include compounds like Cu2ZnSnS4 (CZTS), Cu2ZnSnSe4 (CZTSe), Cu2ZnGeS4 (CZGS), 

Cu2ZnGeSe4 (CZGSe), Cu2ZnSn1-yGeyS4 (CZTGS) and Cu2ZnSn1-yGeySe4 (CZTGSe). 
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Figure 1.1 shows the absorption coefficient versus the energy of the CZTS and CZTSe 

kesterite compounds. Also, for comparison there is the absorption coefficient of 

chalcopyrite CISe. Kesterite and chalcopyrite compounds are expected to have similar 

characteristics due to isovalency and closeness in crystal structure. However, the last 

record efficiency reported of 12.6% [21] for kesterite is still very far away from the 

highest performance of Cu(In,Ga)Se2 (CIGSe) solar cells, 22.6 % [11]. One of the key of 

the success of CIGSe is the capacity of tuning the absorber band gap [22]. Recently, it has 

been shown that this band gap tuning can be also applied on CZTSSe by partially 

replacing tin with germanium [23–30]. The role of the Ge/Sn ratio in Cu2ZnSn1-

yGey(S,Se)4 (CZTGSSe) is analogous to the Ga/In ratio in high efficient CIGSe solar 

cells. Improved efficiency of kesterite thin film solar cells has been already reported by 

replacing Sn with Ge, with device efficiencies of 11.0% [31].  However, not a lot is 

known about their fundamental properties and so, this work will be focused on the 

Cu2ZnSn1-yGeyS4 (CZTGS) and Cu2ZnSn1-yGeySe4 (CZTGSe) compounds with different 

contents of Ge and Sn. Next, a summary of the investigated properties of I2-II-IV-VI4 

compounds is presented. Finally, a description of thin film solar cells based on these 

compounds is also shown. 

 

Figure 1.1: Absorption coefficients of kesterite CZTS (blue solid line) and kesterite CZTSe (black solid 

line). For comparison, the absorption coefficient of chalcopyrite CISe is also presented (dotted line) [20]. 
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1.2. Structural properties 

The zinc-blende related structures adopted by these compounds, kesterite and 

chalcopyrite, depend on the degree and type of metal cation ordering within the face-

centered cubic array of chalcogenide anions with both metals and chalcogens adopting a 

tetrahedral coordination. These I2-II-IV-VI4 compounds are formed by replacing the III 

(In) cations with an equal number of II (Zn) and IV (Sn,Ge) metals in the ternary 

chalcopyrite structure I-III-VI2 (CuIn(S,Se)2) with I4̅2d space group (see Figure 1.2(a)). 

When the ordering of the metals is such that I (Cu) and IV (Sn,Ge) atoms alternate on the 

z=0 and ½ planes, where z is the fractional coordinate along the long c-axis of the 

structure, and I (Cu) and II (Zn) atoms alternate on the z=¼ and ¾  planes, this is known 

as the kesterite structure (KS) with I4̅ space group (Figure 1.2(b)). However, when II (Zn) 

and IV (Sn,Ge) atoms alternate on the z=0 and ½ planes and only I (Cu) resides on the 

z=¼ and ¾  planes, this is known as the stannite structure (ST) with I4̅2m space group. 

While the kesterite structure has the same basic I/VI (Cu/S) structure as chalcopyrite, the 

stannite structure requires some reorganization of the Cu sublattice. Theoretical 

calculations predict that the lowest energy configuration for CZTSe and CZTS 

corresponds to the kesterite structure [23,32,33], nonetheless the difference in energy 

between kesterite and stannite is much smaller for the selenides versus the sulfides, 

suggesting a stronger tendency of the selenide compounds to incorporate stacking faults 

involving alternative layering sequences. These structural differences have a direct effect 

in the band gap energy transition. The band gap energy in the sulfides is higher than the 

selenide compounds [20,23]. 

Table 1.1 shows the theoretical calculated and experimental lattice parameters (a(Å) and 

c(Å)) for the kesterite and stannite structures of the CZTS, CZTSe, CZGS, and CZGSe 

compounds. The difference between the kesterite and stannite structures for CZTS and 

CZTSe is small and difficult to discern in the experimental measurements due to the 

intrinsic possible associated error. On the other hand, the compounds with the presence of 

germanium show a clearer difference between the kesterite and stannite structure, 

especially for the CZGS compound.  
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Figure 1.2. Schematic representation of the chalcopyrite CuIn(S,Se)2 (I2-III-VI2 ) (a), kesterite CZTG(S,Se) 

(I2-II-IV-VI4) (b), and stannite CZTG(S,Se) (I2-II-IV-VI4) (c) structures. The unit cell boundaries are 

denoted with dashed lines. Atomic radii are arbitrarily chosen.  

Table 1.1.  Lattice parameters of CZTS , CZTSe, CZGS and CZGSe. The CZTS and CZTSe values were 

extracted from [34] and the CZGS and CZGSe values were extracted from [24]. 

Unit cell 

parameters 

Cu2ZnSnS4 (CZTS) Cu2ZnSnSe4 (CZTSe) 

KS 

(calc.) 

ST 

(calc.) 

KS 

(exp.) 

ST 

(exp.) 

KS 

(calc.) 

ST 

(calc.) 

KS 

(exp.) 

ST 

(exp.) 

a (Å) 5.443 5.403 5.432 5.426 5.717 5.696 5.680 5.688 

c (Å) 10.786 10.932 10.840 10.810 11.378 11.455 11.360 11.338 

Unit cell 

parameters 

Cu2ZnGeS4 (CZGS) Cu2ZnGeSe4 (CZGSe) 

KS 

(calc.) 

ST 

(calc.) 

KS 

(exp.) 

ST 

(exp.) 

KS 

(calc.) 

ST 

(calc.) 

KS 

(exp.) 

ST 

(exp.) 

a (Å) 5.264 5.328 5.270 5.342 5.602 5.583 5.606 - 

c (Å) 10.843 10.741 10.509 10.540 11.259 11.325 11.040 - 

1.3. Phase diagrams 

There is little information about the phase diagrams of I2-II-IV-VI4 compounds. There 

are only four experimental phase diagram papers published so far [35–38]. All the 

publications were done at the Volyn State University in Ukraine and their results are 

based in differential–thermal analysis. Two of them are related with the sulphide 

kesterites, one specifically with the Cu2ZnSnS4 (CZTS) compound [35] and the other 
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with Cu2ZnGeS4 (CZGS) [36]. The other two reports are about the phase diagrams of 

selenide kesterites, more specifically the Cu2ZnSnSe4 (CZTSe) [37] and Cu2ZnGeSe4 

(CZGSe) [38] compounds.  

Figure 1.3 shows the isothermal section of the Cu2S-SnS2-ZnS (a) [35], Cu2S-GeS2-ZnS 

(b) [36], Cu2Se-SnSe2-ZnSe (c) [37] and Cu2Se-GeSe2-ZnSe (d) [38] systems at 670 K, 

where we can find the I2-II-IV-VI4 compound (I = Cu, II = Zn, IV = Sn, Ge and VI= S, 

Se) in the center of each ishothermal section. In these sections presented here, there is a 

small range of existence of the kesterite single phase. As an example, for the CZTS 

compound, such range of existence is predicted within 1-2% maximum deviation in the 

composition at growth temperatures around 823 K. Whether we compare this existence 

region with the chalcopyrite one, which have similar structure as it had been mentioned in 

Section 1.2, the phase diagram of the chalcopyrites allows for Cu poor compounds with a 

4% deviation in composition at the growth temperature [39]. Chalcopyrites and kesterites 

stability regions based on total energy calculations can be compared. Under Cu-rich 

conditions, the stability region of Cu2ZnSnS4 extends over an area in the chemical 

potential μSn–μZn diagram which is about 1 eV long and 0.1eV wide [40–42], whereas the 

stability region of CuInSe2 chalcopyrite is as long as in the kesterite structure (1 eV) but 

wider with 0.5 eV [43]. These parameters are analogous for the other kesterite 

compounds and, as a consequence, it is thus predicted that constraints on forming single 

phase are stricter for kesterite than for chalcopyrite compounds.  
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Figure 1.3. Isothermal sections of Cu2S-SnS2-ZnS (a) [35], Cu2S-GeS2-ZnS (b) [36], Cu2Se-SnSe2-ZnSe (c) 

[37] and Cu2Se-GeSe2-ZnSe (d) [38] systems at 670 K. In the center of each system is located the I2-II-IV-

VI4 compound (I = Cu, II = Zn, IV = Sn, Ge and VI= S, Se). 

1.4. Optical properties and band structure 

In spite of this promising result of 11% [31] efficiency for CZTGSSe compounds, 

mentioned above, there is not much known about their optical properties and  the effect of 

the atomic ratio x= [Ge/(Ge+Sn)] (the x atomic ratio is the experimental value of the y 

value present in the chemical formula Cu2ZnSn1-yGeyS4 or Cu2ZnSn1-yGeySe4. In other 

words, y is the nominal or desired value of the x atomic ratio). So far, Morihama et al. 

[44] have reported information on the structural properties of Cu2ZnSn1-yGeySe4 

(CZTGSe) alloys by X-ray diffraction and determined the band gap energies by diffuse-
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reflectance spectra. Grossberg et al. [45] have studied the recombination mechanisms of 

CZTGSe by photoluminescence. In both cases, a linear increase of the bandgap from 0.9 

eV to 1.3 eV at room temperature with the Ge content was shown. On another hand, there 

is even less information about the optical properties of Cu2ZnSn1-yGeyS4 (CZTGS) alloys. 

A fundamental band gap energy E0 = 2.2 eV and 2.0 eV for Cu2ZnGeS4 single crystal and 

single-crystalline nanowire arrays respectively have been reported in [46] and [47] 

respectively. Recently, E0 = 1.59 eV and 1.90 eV have been determined for 

Cu2ZnSn0.9Ge0.1S4 and Cu2ZnSn0.5Ge0.5S4 single crystals respectively by spectroscopic 

ellipsometry [29].  The addition of Ge gives the possibility to control the bandgap of the 

absorber in a wider region from 1 to 2.3 eV, expanding the range of values available by 

varying the anion compositions in CZTSSe [48]. This is of main interest for the 

development of new multi-junction devices where photovoltaic conversion is optimized 

by improving the device efficiency in different spectral regions.  

From band structure calculations, the upper valence band in CZTGSSe consists of 

antibonding Cu 3d and S(Se) 3p(4p) orbitals whereas the bottom of the conduction band 

consists of antibonding orbitals of Sn 5s and S(Se) 3p(4p). In these calculations, the Zn 

atom does not affect the valence band maximum or the conduction band minimum [49]. 

However, some calculations predict that Sn substitution, due to disorder or non-

stoichiometry, on the Zn site can create a detrimental deep level due to a +IV+II 

transition inside the band gap [50]. 

In [51], it was calculated the band structures of Cu2ZnSnS4 (CZTS) and Cu2ZnSnSe4 

(CZTSe) in kesterite (KS) and stannite (ST) structures in the Brillouin zone. Figure 1.4 

shows the calculated band structures through high-symmetry points (T-G-N) of the first 

Brillouin zone of the tetragonal lattice. It is clearly seen that there is no significant 

difference between band structures of these KS and ST structures. But in the G symmetry 

point it can be observed qualitatively that for both compounds the KS structures have 

higher values than the ST structures for the direct transition. This transition is correlated 

with the band gap energy which values are shown in Table 1.2. Furthermore, the energy 

transition from N(A): 2π/a(0.5 0.5 0.5) and T(Z): 2π/a(0 0 0.5) symmetry points to the 

first conduction band are known as the energy of the second (E1A) and the third (E1B) 

threshold, respectively. Moreover, in the band structures (Figure 1.4) it can be appreciated 

that the most noticeable discrepancy between the band structures of the two materials 
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comes from the atomic mass difference between the S and Se atoms. This mass difference 

also leads to a narrower gap energy in the phonon frequencies of CZTSe. Table 1.2 shows 

the calculated and the experimental band gap energy values for the CZTS, CZTSe, CZGS 

and CZGSe for kesterite and stannite structures. Furthermore, the calculated direct energy 

transition of E1A and E1B are also shown for the CZGS and CZGSe compounds. Also, 

there is the experimentally obtained direct energy transition values of E1A and E1B for the 

CZGS with kesterite structure [24].  All the experimental and calculated values present 

the same tendency, where the direct energy transition values of the kesterite structure are 

higher than those of the stannite structure. 

 

Figure 1.4. Calculated band structures for Cu2ZnSnS4 kesterite (upper left corner) and stannite (lower left 

corner) structures and Cu2ZnSnSe4 kesterite (upper right corner) and stannite (lower right corner) structure, 

extracted from [51]. Band gap transition is indicated with grey arrows in G symmetry point. 
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Table 1.2. Theoretical calculated CZTS and CZTSe energy transition values, extracted from [32], and the 

experimental energy transition values, extracted from [34]. The calculated and experimental CZGS and 

CZGSe energy transition values were extracted from [24]. 

Energy 

transition 

(eV) 

Cu2ZnSnS4 (CZTS) Cu2ZnSnSe4 (CZTSe) 

KS 

(calc.) 

ST 

(calc.) 

KS 

(exp.) 

ST 

(exp.) 

KS 

(calc.) 

ST 

(calc.) 

KS 

(exp.) 

ST 

(exp.) 

Eg 1.50 1.38 1.50 1.45 0.96 0.82 1.00 0.90 

Energy 

transition 

(eV) 

Cu2ZnGeS4 (CZGS) Cu2ZnGeSe4 (CZGSe) 

KS 

(calc.) 

ST 

(calc.) 

KS 

(exp.) 

ST 

(exp.) 

KS 

(calc.) 

ST 

(calc.) 

KS 

(exp.) 

ST 

(exp.) 

Eg 2.43 2.14 2.28 - 1.60 1.32 1.63 1.29 

E1A 2.99 2.66 2.87 - 2.35 1.84 - - 

E1B 4.10 3.83 4.28 - 3.58 3.17 - - 

 

1.5. Vibrational properties 

In order to determine the vibrational properties, it is necessary to calculate the Brillouin-

zone-center phonon frequencies for the kesterite (KS) and stannite (ST) structures of 

CZTSe and CZTS. Since these structures have eight atoms per primitive cell, there are a 

total of 24 modes, three of them are acoustic modes and equal to zero at the zone center. 

The irreducible representation of these Brillouin-zone-center phonon modes in the KS 

structure can be written as: 

Γ= 3A ⊕ 6B ⊕ 6E 

Equation 1-1 

In this case, all the modes are Raman active. Besides, B and E modes are also infrared 

(IR) active and present longitudinal and transversal optical (LO-TO) splitting. 
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Similarly, the phonon modes in the ST structure can be written as:  

Γ = 2A1 ⊕ 1A2 ⊕ 2B1 ⊕ 4B2 ⊕ 6E 

Equation 1-2 

From these modes, only the A2 one is not Raman active. The B2 and E modes are also 

IR active, and they present LO-TO splitting due to their polar character. The A1 symmetry 

mode is expected to be the strongest line in the Raman spectra, in agreement with the 

behavior observed for the closely related chalcopyrite crystals [52]. 

Table 1.3. Brillouin-zone-center phonon frequencies (in cm
−1

). Values are given with their mode 

symmetries of Raman peaks from Cu2ZnSnS4. 

Experimental (cm
-1

) 

[53] 
Symmetry exp. 

Calculated (cm
-1

) 

[54] 
Symmetry calc. 

66 E/B 79.2 79.2 E(TO/LO) 

83 E/B 92.3 93.1 B(TO/LO) 

97 E/B 
101.4 101.4 /   

104.2 104.3 

E(TO/LO) / 

B(TO/LO) 

143 E/B 166.1 E(TO/LO) 

166 E/B 179.6 179.9 B(TO/LO) 

252 E/B 269.1 285.1 B(TO/LO) 

272 E/B 278.2 289.8 E(TO/LO) 

287 A 

302.1 

309 

309.7 314.1 

A 

A 

E(TO/LO) 

337 A 
335.2 

332.7 336.1 

A 

B(TO/LO) 

347 E/B 341.4 E (TO) 

353 E/B 
353.2 / 354.8 

366.4 

E(LO) / B(TO) 

B(LO) 
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Usually, Raman spectroscopy is performed with green light with an excitation 

wavelength around 532 nm. Furthermore, for better identification of Raman modes, 

Raman measurements with different excitation wavelengths from ultra-violet (UV) to 

near-infrared (NIR) regions might be performed. NIR excitation conditions are used due 

to the expected increase in the intensity of the Raman modes because of near-resonant 

Raman effects. This is expected to take place, in particular, for the polar modes of CZTS–

like peaks, which are NIR active and are usually observed as very weak peaks in standard 

Raman scattering conditions. More specifically, using the 325 nm excitation wavelength 

there is a strong increase in the relative intensity of the experimental Raman peaks (Table 

1.3) at 166, 252, 272 and 347 cm
-1

; using the 632.8 nm excitation wavelength there is an 

enhancement in the experimental Raman peaks at 66, 83 and 97 cm
-1

 and the 785 nm 

excitation wavelength also shows an increase in intensity of the experimental Raman peak 

at 143 cm
-1

. These enhancements or increase of the relative intensities are in relation to 

those from the Raman measurements at the standard green excitation wavelength (532 

nm) [55].  

1.6. Electrical properties 

The electrical properties of the I2-II-IV-VI4 compounds are a sensitive subject due to the 

difference in composition that could imply the presence of several intrinsic defects 

including vacancies (VCu, VZn, VSn, VSe and VS), antisite defects (CuZn, ZnCu, CuSn, SnCu, 

ZnSn, and SnZn), and interstitial defects (Cui, Zni, and Sni) [32,56]. Usually, the most 

common defect present in a I2-II-IV-VI4 cell is mainly the antisite CuZn as will be explain 

in depth in section 1.7. Reported resistivity of CZTS  thin films was significantly different 

[57–59], and the most suitable value for CZTS and CZTSe thin films should range from 

10
-3

Ω∙cm to 10
-1

Ω∙cm according to published data for CZTS solar cells [60]. For CZTSe 

[61,62] thin films, the resistivity values are located around 0.1 and 0.8 Ω∙cm. In both 

cases, the carrier density was reported to vary from 10
16

cm
-3

 to 10
19

cm
-3

 [59,63–68], 

although extremely high and extremely low concentrations were also reported for CZTS 

[67,69]. Hall effect measurement results showed that carrier mobility of CZTS and 

CZTSe changed from lower than 0.1 to as high as 30 cm
2
V−1s−

1
, while most published 

values were in the range of 1 to 10 cm
2
V−1s−

1
 [59,61,66–72]. The reported Hall mobilities 

are measurements that might reflect thin film quality. As a consequence, the lower 

mobility might indicates that the optimized thickness of the absorber layer in CZTS and 
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CZTSe devices might not be as optimized as that for CIGS [73].  Generally these films 

are prepared on insulating substrates to prevent parallel conduction in the Hall 

measurements. Thus, these reported electrical properties may not reflect those of the thin 

films grown on metal-coated substrates for the PV devices due to different grain growth, 

structure and incorporated impurities. Electrical characterization, including mobility and 

carrier density, are still therefore a need in the I2-II-IV-VI4 compounds, with special care 

that the films are single phase and deposited in the same configuration as that used in 

devices [74].  

1.7. Thin film solar cells 

The most common metric of performance for a solar cell is the device efficiency, 

generally expressed as  

PCE = FF × Voc × Jsc/Pin 

Equation 1-3 

where PCE is the power conversion efficiency, FF is the fill factor, Voc is the open circuit 

voltage, Jsc is the short circuit current and Pin is the input power (typically 100 mW cm
−2

, 

corresponding to 1 Sun AM1.5G solar spectrum illumination). 

In the last thirty years, the efficiency of the thin film technology of the I2-II-IV-VI4 

compounds has been improved remarkably from one of the first efficiencies of 2.3% [75] 

for CZTS until the record efficiency of 12.6% [21] for the kesterite compound 

Cu2ZnSn(S,Se)4, prepared using a hydrazine-based pure solution approach. On the other 

hand, hydrazine is explosive, hepatotoxic, and carcinogenic. Hence it is necessary to 

understand better the nature of these compounds to find out a new way to produce the 

devices and achieve better efficiencies without using toxic agents. One of the main 

challenges in the processing of CZT(S,Se) compounds is the presence of secondary 

phases. As mentioned in section 1.3, the volume of the stable region for CZTS [76] and 

CZTSe [56] is small, and a deviation from that region will cause the formation of 

Cuy(S,Se) (1< y < 2), Zn(S,Se), Sn(S,Se)y (1< y < 2),  or Cu2Sn(S,Se)3 secondary phases, 

which would have a negative effect on their power conversion efficiency (PCE) [77].  

Theoretical calculations have indicated that the isolated anti-site defect CuZn has the 

lowest formation energy, which is different from the case of CuInSe2 where the dominant 
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defect is the Cu vacancy. As the energy difference for other acceptors (VCu , VZn , ZnSn , 

CuSn) relative to the dominant CuZn is not very large (less than 1 eV), these defects may 

also be present in much smaller concentrations. Three computational defect studies 

[40,41,49] of Cu2SnZnS4 agree on a formation energy of the copper vacancy between 0.6 

– 0.8 eV, and a value of the copper vacancy close to 0 eV above VBM (shallow acceptor) 

under copper-poor conditions. The relative concentrations can be tuned by controlling the 

material growth conditions. The anti-site defect CuZn induces a deep acceptor level in the 

band gap, which can cause a Fermi-level pinning that deteriorates the power conversion 

efficiency [78]. Actually, for CZTSSe the formation energies of most acceptor defects are 

lower than those of donor defects, explaining the experimentally observed p-type 

conductivity and indicating that n-type doping will be difficult in the CZTSSe compounds 

[40,56]. Most of the reported high efficiency kesterite solar cells exhibit copper-poor and 

zinc-rich conditions, in which the formation energy of Cu vacancy (VCu) defects increases 

accordingly. As mentioned above, the VCu defect behaves as a shallow acceptor and less 

likely to promote detrimental Fermi-level pinning. It is also possible that the anti-site 

defect CuZn is formed, although the density should be relatively small. The copper-poor 

and zinc-rich conditions also suppress the SnZn defect, which behaves as a deep-level 

donor defect acting as a recombination center.  

It is important to note that the dominant defect CuZn has an acceptor level at 0.12 eV 

above the valence band, deeper than that of VCu (0.02 eV above VBM). The shallow level 

of VCu is common in Cu-based chalcopyrites like CuInSe2 and CuGaSe2 [79,80]. The 

deeper level of CuZn can be explained by considering that the Cu on Zn site enhances the 

p–d hybridization between Cu and S/Se. Low temperature photoluminescence 

measurements of CZTS identified two shallow acceptor states (10 and 30 meV above the 

VBM) [81], which could be attributed to two symmetry inequivalent Cu vacancy sites. 

The deep level of the dominant antisite defect is negative for CZTS solar cell efficiency, 

as it will decrease the open-circuit voltage. Therefore, it should be beneficial to decrease 

the formation energy and enhance the population of shallow VCu relative to CuZn using 

Cu-poor and Zn-rich growth conditions. Experimentally this condition has led to high 

solar cell efficiencies [82]. 

Figure 1.5 shows the structure of a complete kesterite thin film device. Generally, soda-

lime glass is used as substrate material, but also other materials as polyimide or stainless 
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steel can be used for that. Typically, a Mo back contact is deposited onto the substrate. 

After that, the p-type semiconductor absorber layer is grown, kesterite in the present case. 

CdS is the most extensively thin film used as buffer layers, being the n-type 

semiconductor. Nowadays, Cd-free alternatives are also being studied, as for example 

Zn(S,O) [83]. Later, a transparent conductive oxide or window layer of intrinsic zinc 

oxide and doped zinc oxide, normally with Al, or In2O3:SnO2 is grown.  The grids of 

nickel and aluminum are finally deposited as front contact to enhance the current 

collection.   

 

Figure 1.5. Scheme of a kesterite thin film device. 

1.8. Thesis motivation and objectives 

The first objective of the present work was the synthesis of Cu2ZnSn1-yGeyS4 or 

Cu2ZnSn1-yGeySe4 (CZ(T,G)(S,Se)) bulk compounds to study the fundamental properties. 

Secondly, the goal of this thesis is to study deeply the structural, optical, vibrational and 

electrical properties of the CZ(T,G)(S,Se) measured by X-Ray and neutron diffraction, 

ellipsometry, Raman spectroscopy, and conductivity versus temperature measurements 

(Chapter 3) to enhance and contribute to the knowledge of these materials, leading to 

higher solar cell performances. As mentioned above, the partial substitution of Sn with 

Ge allows tuning the band gap energy, being very attractive for tandem solar cells.    

Complementarily, photovoltaic devices, based on CZTSSe using the synthesized 

compounds as precursors for absorber thin films evaporation, were manufactured. Thus, 

the direct application of the material synthesized and studied in the two main objectives 

proposed in this thesis was demonstrated. 
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Besides the “Introduction” and “Conclusions” chapters, this thesis is structured in two 

parts. Part I is about the analysis of fundamental properties of the bulk compounds 

(Chapter 3).  In Part II, the experimental details and synthesis of the thin films deposition 

as well as the characterization of the solar cell devices are presented (Chapter 4). 

Moreover, the chapter 2 describes all techniques used to characterize the samples.  
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This chapter introduces the techniques used for the characterization of the samples that 

have been studied in this work. It covers the basic concepts and principles of each 

method. Also it lists the features and parameters used, and shortly discusses important 

issues of each technique with respect to the analysis of the kesterite material. 
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2.1. Chemical composition 

2.1.1. Energy Dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) [1] 

Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX or EDS) is a powerful technique that is 

ideal for revealing what elements are present in a particular sample. Basically, EDX 

consists of detecting the characteristic X-rays produced by each element after 

bombarding a sample with high energy electrons in an electron microscope. Using a 

process known as X-ray mapping, information about the elemental composition of a 

sample can then be overlaid on top of the magnified image of the sample. What makes 

EDX particularly useful is that the amount of X-rays emitted by each element present 

in a sample bears a direct relationship with the concentration of that element (mass or 

atomic fraction). This is why it is possible to convert the X-ray measurements into a 

final X-ray spectrum and to assess the concentrations of the various chemicals present 

in a sample. 

An EDX system typically consists of several key units. These include: a 

semiconductor detector housed with a field-effect transistor (FET) preamplifier, 

cooled to a sub-ambient temperature; and a main amplifier that provides further 

amplification and a fast pulse inspection function to reduce pile-up events. All of 

them can be fully controlled with a computer-assisted system, such as a multichannel 

analyzer (MCA) or a computer-assisted X-ray analyzer (CXA), allowing for 

unattended and automated operation. 

When the electron beam hits the sample, there is a high probability that 

characteristic X-rays will be generated. The generation of this X-rays are produced 

due to the inelastic collision of the electrons from the incident beam and the electrons 

in the inner-shells of the atoms in the samples; in the moment that an inner shell 

electron is ejected from its orbit, leaving a vacancy, another shell electron falls down 

from a higher level into the vacancy and it could give off some amount of energy in 

the form of X-rays. The energy and intensity of these X-ray lines/peaks can be used to 

make elemental qualitative and quantitative analysis. The resulting X-ray escapes 

from the sample and reaches the detector, creating a charge pulse. This short-lived 

current is then converted into a voltage pulse with an amplitude reflecting the energy 

of the detected X-ray. 
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Finally, this voltage pulse is converted into a digital signal and one more count is 

added to the corresponding energy channel. Once the measurement is completed, the 

accumulated counts produce a typical X-ray spectrum with the major peaks 

superimposed on the background. Figure 2.1 shows a characteristic spectrum of the 

CZTGS compound measured by EDX. 

  

Figure 2.1. A CZTGS energy-dispersive X-ray spectrum showing the main elemental peaks superimposed 

on the background. 

In this work, the measurements were done in the Servicio Interdepartamental de 

Investigación at UAM in Madrid. The composition of the samples, both bulk and thin 

films, was measured by energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) (Oxford Instruments, model 

INCAx-sight) inside a Hitachi S-3000N scanning electron microscope. The 

measurements were performed at 20 kV (samples without Ge) and 25 kV (samples 

with Ge) operating voltage and the Cu-, Zn-, Ge-, S-K lines and Sn-L line were used. 

The relative error of the concentration values is 1% maximum.  

2.1.2. Wavelength Dispersive X-ray (WDX) 

WDX is a method closely related to EDX and it is based on the same electron-

sample interaction. A beam of electrons is accelerated in an evacuated electron 

column of an Electron microprobe system or scanning electron microscope (SEM) to 

the sample surface with sufficient energy to generate characteristic X-rays for the 

elements to be analyzed. 
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Once X-rays are generated in the sample, they are selected using an analytical 

crystal with specific lattice spacing. The geometry of the X-rays generated by the 

sample and the analytical crystal is such that they maintain a constant take-off angle. 

When the X-rays encounter the analytical crystal at a specific angle (θ), only those X-

rays that satisfy the Bragg’s Law are reflected and a single wavelength beam is passed 

on to the detector. The wavelength of the X-rays reflected into the detector may be 

varied by changing the position of the analyzing crystal relative to the sample. 

Consequently, X-rays from only one element at a time can be measured on the 

spectrometer and the position of the analytical crystal must be changed in order to 

adjust it to a characteristic wavelength of another element. There is commonly more 

than a single analytical crystal in a WDX spectrometer and, in the case of most 

instruments, there are typically multiple spectrometers with a suite of analytical 

crystals. Several different analytical crystals with dissimilar crystal lattice spacings 

(d-spacings) are normally used for WDX so that the spectrometers can reach all of the 

elemental wavelengths of interest and it will optimize its performance in different 

wavelength ranges [2].  

The effective resolution of a WDX system may vary from 20 eV to 5 eV or less. The 

resolution is not detector-dependent, whereas, the resolution of the EDX system is 

dependent on the resolution of the detector. This can vary from 150 eV or less for a 

liquid nitrogen cooled Si(Li) detector or 150-220 eV for various solid state detectors.  

The Excitation Efficiency or detection sensitivity, usually expressed in ppm per 

count-per-second (cps), is another important factor for determining the detection 

limits, repeatability, and reproducibility. The relative excitation efficiency is 

improved by having more x-rays sources closer to the energy of the element of 

interest but above the absorption edge. WDX generally uses direct unaltered X-rays 

excitation, which contains a continuum of energies with most of them not optimal for 

exciting the element of interest. On the other hand, EDX analyzers may use filters to 

reduce the continuum energies at the elemental lines, and effectively increasing the 

percentage of X-rays above the element absorption edge. At the end, the detection 

sensitivity for WDX is, usually, between 100 to 500 ppm, while for EDX is around 

1000 to 5000 ppm.    
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The sample preparation to extract the chemical composition consists of embedding 

ascertain amount of the synthesized sample in an epoxy disc. This epoxy disc was 

mechanically polished to flatness the sample and the surface was cleaned with alcohol 

to perform accurate measurements. To ensure a good accuracy, it was executed a 

minimum of 10 measurements in each grain.  

The WDX was important to find out the number and composition of the phases. This 

information was important to perform a more accurate Rietveld analysis from the X-

ray and Neutron diffraction data. 

In this work, the measurements were done at the Freie Universität Berlin at the 

Crystallography Department in Berlin. The equipment had an electron microprobe 

system (JEOL-JXA 8200) assembled with a wavelength dispersive X-ray 

spectroscopy unit (WDX). In order to calibrate the measurement, elemental standards 

for Cu, Zn, Sn, Ge, Se and the mineral chalcopyrite as standard for S have been used. 

The averaging over all the measurements did not exceed the 1% error, originated by 

the instrumental error. 

2.1.3. X-Ray Fluorescence (XRF) 

X-ray fluorescence (XRF) spectroscopy is a method closely related to EDX and 

WDX since it is based in the same phenomena. XRF has become a well-established 

and developed multi-element technique, capable of supplying accurate quantitative 

and qualitative information on the elemental composition of a variety of materials in a 

non-destructive manner. The XRF technique has a wide dynamic range, high 

precision and minimal requirements for sample preparation. 

The main difference between EDX/WDX and XRF is that in EDX/WDX an electron 

beam is used, while XRF uses a photon beam to hit the samples. An incident photon 

beam (XRF) experiences a photon absorption interaction with the specimen while an 

electron beam (EDX and WDX) primarily experiences a Coulomb interaction with the 

specimen. This difference affects to the penetration depths and as a consequence 

produces different interaction with the samples. There are three important matrix 

effects that should be taken into account in the case of quantitative analysis like the 

effect of the atomic number, the absorption and the enhanced fluorescence.  
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As mentioned above, the XRF produces a photon-atom interaction like in the case of 

EDX and WDX techniques [3]. There are three possible photon-atom processes: the 

first process is the photoelectric effect in which the photons cause the ejection of an 

electron leaving a hole in the atom which, when the vacancy is filled by another 

electron, emits a fluorescence photon that has the energy difference between the 

electron and the hole level; the second process is the Rayleigh scattering in which the 

photon changes momentum but not energy; and finally, the third process is the 

Compton scattering in which both momentum and energy are transferred to the 

electrons comprising the atom. The desired interaction in XRF is the photoelectric 

effect, provided that the energy of the X-rays detected is a measure of the elements 

concentration. 

In this thesis, the measurements were done at the Institut de Recerca en Energia de 

Catalunya (IREC) in Barcelona. The X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy was carried out 

in a Fisherscope XVD equipment, which had been previously calibrated with 

measurements by inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-

OES, Perkin Elmer Optima 3200 RL). 

2.1.4. Glow Discharge Optical Emission Spectroscopy (GDOES) [4] 

Glow Discharge Optical Emission Spectroscopy (GDOES) provides rapid, direct 

bulk analysis and depth profiling analysis of solids: metals, glasses and ceramics.  

GDOES operation can be described as follows: The sample to measure will be in 

contact with the analytical Glow Discharge (GD). Inside the sheath (anode) adjacent 

to the sample (cathode) will generate ionized gas atoms that will accelerate towards 

the sample (cathode). 

The ions will impact on the surface of the sample causing detachment (sputtering) of 

the surface atoms. These dislodged atoms migrate into the plasma, and they will be 

excited due to their collisions with electrons and/or metastable gas particles. Upon 

returning to their fundamental energy state, the atoms will emit characteristic photons, 

whose characteristic spectrum is measured by a spectrometer which can detect the 

elements present in the sample. 

GD experimental devices consist of (Figure 2.2), mainly, in a small cylindrical 

vacuum chamber, a sheath (which will act as an anode), the sample (which will act as 
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a cathode) and a slit through which the emitted light is collected. An inert gas (usually 

Ar) at low pressure (0.1 to 10 torr), is continuously injected through the anode and 

pumped outwardly by the vacuum pumps. 

Inside the vacuum chamber, a typical analytical GD is achieved by applying a 

potential difference (100V to several kV) between the anode space and the sample. 

The anode is usually placed at ground potential and the potential is applied to a 

contact with the sample. If this applied potential is constant, it is called "direct current 

Glow discharge" (dc-GD). When the applied potential has a different range of 

frequencies (kHz-MHz), it is called "Radio Frequency Glow discharge" (rf-GD). In 

the first case it is only possible to analyze conductive samples while the second can be 

applied to conductive and insulator samples. 

In a glow discharge, cathodic sputtering is used to remove material layer by layer 

from the sample surface. The atoms, removed from the sample surface, migrate into 

the plasma where they are excited through collisions with electrons or metastable 

carrier gas atoms. The characteristic spectrum emitted by this excited atom is 

measured by the spectrometer and the intensities are recorded as a function of time. 

Based on a calibration method, established beforehand, these qualitative results can be 

transformed in a quantitative content depth profile. 

 

Figure 2.2. Schematic drawing of a GD source, extracted from [5]. 
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2.2. Structural characterization: X-Rays Diffraction (XRD) and 

Neutron Diffraction (ND) 

X-rays and neutron powder diffraction were performed to extract the structural 

parameters and their changes related with the change in composition of the 

compounds.  

The diffraction phenomenon on a periodic structure has the same wave behavior for 

X-rays than for neutrons. The periodic structure acts as a three dimensional grating. 

The waves scattered at different angles interact between them and the result is a 

diffracted wave whereas the maximum intensities meet the Bragg’s law [6]: 

2𝑑ℎ𝑘𝑙 𝑠𝑖𝑛( 𝛳)  =  𝑛𝜆        

Equation 2-1 

where dhkl is the spacing of the lattice planes, ϴ is the angle at which the radiation 

beam hits the array of atoms and λ is the wavelength. Figure 2.3 shows the 

representation of the condition for a constructive interference following the Bragg’s 

law. The diffracted intensity following the Bragg’s law leaves the sample at a 2ϴ 

angle with respect to the incident radiation beam.  

 

Figure 2.3. Schematic representation of Bragg’s law 

Geometrically, it is easy to consider groups of atoms which maintain the same 

distance between them and located in parallel planes with an interplanar distance d, 

and refer to them as a family of planes. To refer to each of these families, the "Miller 

indexes" (h k l) are used, which denote the group of a set of planes perpendicular to 
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the direction [h k l] for a given structure. For each crystalline structure the values of 

these interplanar distances can be calculated according to the unit cell parameters (a, b 

and c) and the angles between the axes (α, β and γ). In the case of a tetragonal 

structure, where a = b ≠ c and α = β = γ = 90º: 

1

𝑑2 =  
(ℎ2+𝑘2)

𝑎2 +
𝑙2

𝑐2      

Equation 2-2 

and the diffracted X-rays are determined by the size and shape of the unit cell 

following the Bragg’s law. 

Normally, the intensity Ihkl of a Bragg diffraction peak is proportional to the square 

of the structure factor Fhkl, Ihkl α |Fhkl|
2
. The structure factor Fhkl describes the Fourier 

transformation of the electron density and the summation of the scattering 

contribution of each lattice. The structure factor can be expressed as [7]: 

𝐹ℎ𝑘𝑙 = ∑ 𝑓𝑛
𝑁
𝑛=0 𝑒𝑥𝑝{2𝜋𝑖(ℎ𝑥𝑛 + 𝑘𝑦𝑛 + 𝑙𝑧𝑛)}      

Equation 2-3 

where the summation extends over all the N atoms of the unit cell. fn is the X-ray 

scattering factor, h, k, l are the Miller indexes and x, y, z are the coordinates of each 

atom [8]. .  

In neutron diffraction, the scattering factor fn of Equation 2-3 is substituted by the 

neutron scattering amplitude bn, which defines the interaction of the neutron with the 

nucleus of each atom.  

In general, X-rays or neutron diffraction are a very useful techniques to get 

structural information due to its intrinsic properties. However, conventional X-rays 

present some disadvantages, but also advantages: 

1. Interacts with the electron density of the atoms, and do not interact with the 

nucleus. 

2. Atomic scattering power varies smoothly with the variation of Z. It is difficult to 

distinguish between atoms with low differences in Z.  
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3. Strongly absorbed by all atoms except those ones with low atomic number (Z). 

Therefore, elements with low Z can barely be measured. 

4. The X-ray scattering amplitude is strongly dependent on sinϴ/λ (Figure 2.4a), 

making it very difficult to get good quality X-ray data at high sinϴ/λ. 

5. Largely insensitive to magnetic moments, so they do not show up in the measure. 

6. Readily available as intense beams, being possible to get enough information with 

short-time measurements. 

The main properties of neutron scattering are summarized next, showing the benefits 

and/or drawbacks: 

1. The neutron is uncharged, so it penetrates easily into a bulk sample; the neutron 

interacts with the atomic nuclei of the sample. 

2. Atomic scattering power varies erratically with atomic number. It is possible to 

distinguish between isoelectronic cations (see Figure 2.4b). 

3. Weakly absorbed by most materials, independent of Z. For most materials, 

absorption cross sections are proportional to the neutron wavelength, so the 

absorption lengths are inversely proportional to the wavelength. 

4. Neutron scattering amplitude is not dependent on sinϴ/λ (see Figure 2.4b), it 

provides good quality neutron data at high sinϴ/λ. 

5. Scattered by magnetic moments because neutron possesses a magnetic moment 

and it makes easy interactions with the unpaired electrons of the sample. 

6. Low intensity beams. It is necessary to expose the sample during a long time to 

get enough information. 

It is easy to compare the X-rays and neutron diffraction properties and conclude that 

despite the X-ray technique is much more accessible and economical, this is not 

sufficient in certain cases, in particular to distinguish between the cation Cu
+
, Zn

2+
 

and Ge
4+

, which have the identical number of electrons. Due to these limitations, it 

was necessary to conduct neutron diffraction experiments. 
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Figure 2.4. Scattering amplitudes of three isoelectronic cations. The atomic form factor fn of Cu
+
, Zn

2+
and 

Ge
4+ 

(a). The coherent neutron scattering length bn for Cu, Zn and Ge (b). Extracted and modified from [7] 

In the case of the kesterite compounds, the atomic scattering factors of Cu
+
, Zn

2+
 

and Ge
4+

 follow the same tendency and almost overlap, especially for Cu
+
 and Zn

2+
, 

and diminish substantially with the increasing sinϴ/λ, as it can be seen in Figure 2.4a. 

The neutron scattering length of copper and zinc are different, bCu=7.718(4) fm, 

bZn=5.680(5) fm, bGe=8.185(20) fm [9], and it can be seen in Figure 2.4b that bCu and 

bZn keep constant over the whole range of sinϴ/λ. Then, neutron diffraction 

experiments give stronger reflections at high angles than in the case of X-ray 

diffraction. Neutron diffraction pattern gives reliable and accurate information of the 

atomic positions in the structure especially because the peaks are located at are well-

defined high ϴ angles, and the above mentioned cations can be distinguished in their 

lattice positions through the structure factor. 

The powder XRD diffractograms were performed in an X-Pert PRO θ-2θ device 

applying the Bragg-Brentano geometry and using copper K-alpha1 (Cu Kα1) 

radiation. The instrument had a primary monochromator of Germanium, and a 

X’Celerator detector. The normal operating conditions during measurements were 45 

kV and 40 mA. 

The neutron diffraction experiments were performed at the D1B instrument at the 

Institut Laue-Langevin (ILL) (Grenoble, France) working at 1.284 Å, 1.287 Å, and 

1.288 Å wavelength at room temperature. The power supplied by the reactor ranged 

from 43 MW to 57 MW. The samples were placed inside a Ø6 or 3 mm cylindrical 

vanadium-can. Vanadium was chosen because it has an atomic coherent scattering 
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cross section negligible when it is compared with the incoherent cross section. Then, 

the diffraction measurement gets an increase in the background because of the 

vanadium, but the great benefit is the absence of Bragg peaks in the diffraction 

patterns [10]. In addition, neutron powder diffraction experiments were performed in 

the Research Reactor BER II, and more specifically in the instrument E9 at the 

Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin für Materialien und Energie (HZB) (Berlin, Germany). 

The measurements were performed in a neutron fine resolution powder diffractometer 

with a flux of 10
5
 neutrons/cm

2
s, wavelength of 1.7986 Å, and at room temperature. 

The sample holder was a cylindrical vanadium receptacle of 6 mm of diameter. 

Rietveld Refinement is a method developed by Hugo M. Rietveld to determine the 

crystal structure. The theoretical fundaments of the Rietveld method have been 

explained in detail in [11], but in summary, the Rietveld method refines the selected 

parameters by the user to minimize the difference between an experimental pattern 

and a model one based on the hypothesized crystal structure and instrumental 

parameters. 

To perform the refinement of the diffraction patterns of the samples, there are two 

necessary basic requirements. The first one is an accurate set of diffraction data. The 

second requirement is to have a reasonable starting structural model, that is, some 

information like spatial group and approximated atomic positions. In this case, the 

FullProf Suite software package has been used [12]. 

Below it is shown the strategy followed for the refinements of the diffraction 

diagrams: 

1. Refinement of the background. It was performed by hand, fixing several points in 

the background line, far enough from any possible reflections, and after that, these 

points were refined by the program. 

2. Refinement of scale factor and zero-shift while all other structural parameters 

were fixed. 

3. Lattice constant refinement (a, b, c) with the cation site occupation factors fixed, 

consistent with the WDX/EDX analysis values. 

4. In the case of the X-ray diffraction data refinement, it was necessary to refine the 

U, V and W values. These values depend on the instrument features and 

configuration. For the Neutron diffraction data, this step was not necessary 
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because the manager of the neutron diffraction instrument provided us with a file 

with the instrument resolution. 

5. Refinement of shape factor. 

6. Refinement of the anion positions (X,Y,Z). 

7. Refinement of the isotropic temperature factors (Biso). Whether it is not possible to 

refine Biso, then it was refined the overall temperature factor (Bov) 

8. Refinement of the cation site occupancy factors (Occ.). 

The last three points of the refinement only applied in the neutron diffraction data 

analysis or in the simultaneous refinements with neutron and X-ray data. 

In all cases, it is essential to plot the observed and experimental patterns frequently. 

The examination of the differences in the pattern is a quick and efficient method to 

detect problems in the model or in the input file controlling the refinement process. 

The order of the steps above was not strict in all samples analyzed and in some cases 

was altered to avoid problems of lack of convergence in the refinements. 

As a measure of the improvement and the quality of the refinement between the 

experimental and calculated patterns, the following agreement factors were used: 

Bragg Factor:   𝑅𝐵𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑔 = 100
∑ |𝐼𝑜𝑏𝑠−𝐼𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐|𝑛

∑ |𝐼𝑜𝑏𝑠|𝑛
    

Equation 2-4 

where Iobs is the observed integrated intensity (experimental) and Icalc refers to the 

calculated integrated intensity. 

Reduced chi-square:  𝜒𝑣
2 = {

𝑅𝑤𝑝

𝑅𝑒𝑥𝑝
}

2

    

Equation 2-5 

where Rwp and Rexp are the weighted profile and the expected weighted profile factors, 

respectively: 

𝑅𝑤𝑝 = 100 {
∑ 𝑤𝑛|𝑦𝑜𝑏𝑠−𝑦𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐|2

𝑛

∑ 𝑤𝑛|𝑦𝑜𝑏𝑠|2
𝑛

}
1/2

   

 Equation 2-6 
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𝑅𝑒𝑥𝑝 = 100 {
∑ (𝑛−𝑝)𝑛

∑ 𝑤𝑛|𝑦𝑜𝑏𝑠|2
𝑛

}
1/2

    

Equation 2-7 

where yobs and ycal are the observed and calculated intensity points in the patterns, 

respectively. wn is equal to 1/σ
2
, where σ

2
 is the variance of yobs. n-p is the number of 

degrees of freedom; n is the total points taken into account where there are Bragg 

contributions, and p is the number of refined parameters [12]. 

2.3. Optical characterization: Spectroscopic ellipsometry 

The spectroscopic ellipsometry technique analyzes the elliptical polarization of the 

light after being reflected by a surface. Such ellipticity is caused by the reflection of 

the linearly polarized light when it hits a surface. Figure 2.5 shows a scheme of an 

ellipsometer. The light source can be either a laser or a broad-band source such as a 

xenon gas discharge or a quartz-halogen lamp. In the case of a broad-band source the 

light is passed through a monochromator to select a narrow band of frequencies. 

Ellipsometry performed over a wide range of photon frequencies is known as 

spectroscopic ellipsometry. The light leaving the monochromator is passed through a 

linear polarizer. After reflection from the sample surface, the light experiences a 

relative phase shift θ between its s and p components (vertical and horizontal 

component, respectively) and becomes elliptically polarized. There are several 

variations in the method to detect the ellipticity of the reflected light. In Figure 2.5 a 

compensator introduces another relative phase shift -θ which exactly cancels the 

ellipticity induced by the reflection and the light becomes linearly polarized again. 

This null condition can be easily detected by passing the light through an analyzer, 

which consists of another linear polarizer oriented to block out the light after the 

compensator [13].  
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Figure 2.5. Schematic of an ellipsometer. P and S denote polarizations parallel or perpendicular to the 

plane of incidence, respectively. Based on [13] 

As mentioned above, the electric field of the reflected light can be decomposed into 

two orthogonal components whose relative amplitudes and phases define the 

ellipticity of the reflected light. These amplitudes and phases might be determined 

theoretically as the complex ratio (ρ) of the reflection coefficients for perpendicular 

(rp) and parallel (rs) polarizations, which is also called the complex reflectance ratio 

or complex Fresnel reflection coefficient:  

ρ = rp / rs     

Equation 2-8 

which is expressed in a conventional manner in terms of two angles:  

ρ = tan ψ exp(iΔ)     

Equation 2-9 

where,  

tan ψ = |rp|/| rs|     

Equation 2-10 

Δ=φp - φs      

Equation 2-11 
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 Therefore, tanψ represents the modulus of the reflection coefficients for 

perpendicular and parallel polarizations, and Δ represents the relative phase shift 

between the p and s components of the reflected light. 

It is possible to obtain the complex refractive index (ñ) combining the Fresnel 

coefficient (ρ), the Fresnel equations and the Snell’s law: 

ñ =  𝑛0𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑0 [1 + (
1−𝜌

1+𝜌
)

2

𝑡𝑎𝑛2𝜑0]

1
2⁄

=  𝑛0𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜑0 [1 −  
4𝜌

(1+𝜌)2 𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝜑0]
1

2⁄

  

Equation 2-12 

Since the complex refractive index is related to the dielectric function ε(ω) by,  

ε(ω)= εr - iεi= ñ
2 

= (n
2
-k

2
)-i2nk      

Equation 2-13 

where εr is the real part of the dielectric function, εi is the imaginary part of the 

dielectric function, n is the refractive index, and k is the extinction coefficient; as a 

consequence, by spectroscopic ellipsometry it is possible to measure the real and 

imaginary parts of the dielectric function. 

In this thesis, the spectroscopic ellipsometry measurements were carried out in the 

Laser Processing Group of Instituto de Óptica Daza de Valdés, CSIC. The 

measurement of the spectroscopic ellipsometry parameters,  and Δ, of the crystals 

was carried out using a variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometer (Woollam VASE) at 

room temperature at three incidence angles of 60º, 65º and 70º, to ensure a consistent 

and accurate determination of the dielectric function in the 0.75-4.5 eV photon energy 

range, using 0.03 eV steps. In order to obtain reliable data for the optical properties of 

the bulk crystals, the preparation of a good quality surface is extremely important to 

minimize the surface roughness and oxide formation effects [14,15]. Recently, we 

have observed the modification of the values of the effective transitions energies 

because of the presence of GeO2 on the surface of these single crystal compounds 

[16]. Therefore, the crystal samples were thoroughly polished using colloidal silica 

polishing suspension (Mastermet) in order to remove the oxides that might be formed 

at the surface, measuring the ellipsometric parameters  and Δ immediately after that. 

The complex effective dielectric function (ε(E)= ε1(E) + iε2(E)) was determined by 
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simulations with the WVASE ellipsometry analysis software assuming a two-phase 

(substrate-ambient) model [14,15]. The second derivative spectra of the real (1) and 

imaginary  parts (2) of the effective dielectric functions have been used to determine 

the change of the fundamental band gap E0 [17] as a function of the compositional 

changes of the compounds, and the corresponding interband transitions E1A and E1B.  

2.4. Vibrational characterization: Raman spectroscopy 

As mentioned above, the photons can interact with matter through different physical 

processes. Among them, there is the light scattering, which is characterized by 

modifying the momentum of the incident photon. Moreover, the light scattering may 

be elastic, which does not involve modification of the photon energy, or inelastic 

(Raman) where there is an exchange of energy between matter and the incident 

photon. The physical process of light scattering is illustrated in Figure 2.6: a 

monochromatic light of known energy interacts with the material, and most of the 

light is elastically back-scattered (Rayleigh scattering); a small number of photons 

(typically 1 in 10
6
) interacts with the crystal lattice and undergoes an inelastic 

(Raman) scattering by generating (Stokes) or absorbing (anti-Stokes) a phonon, and 

thus has a slightly lower or higher energy than the incident light. By measuring the 

energy of the scattered light from a sample, Raman spectra can be generated, which 

are strongly dependent on material composition, structure, defects, and other factors. 

 

Figure 2.6. Scheme of the physical process in Raman and Rayleigh scattering. 

An additional Raman scattering phenomenon of great interest can be the pre-

resonant Raman scattering. Pre-resonant Raman scattering leads to a strong 

enhancement of the Raman signal, and sometimes, but not always, is achieved when 

the excitation source is closely matched to a fundamental energy value in the material, 
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such as the bandgap. Figure 2.7 shows the Raman scattering spectra of ZnS measured 

under 514 and 325 nm laser radiation (pre-resonant) excitation conditions. In the first 

case, normal Raman scattering occurs with a main peak at 348 cm
-1

. With 325 nm 

excitation, ZnS is in pre-resonant conditions, and the signal is greatly enhanced, so 

that even second (697 cm
-1

) and third resonance orders (1045 cm
-1

) of the main peak 

are visible. This enhancement is especially useful in cases where the phase is present 

in small quantities as a secondary phase, as it will be seen in the next chapter. It is 

important to note that the acquisition time between the two spectra is 2-3 orders of 

magnitude shorter in the pre-resonant case. 

 

Figure 2.7. Raman spectra of ZnS powder with 514 nm excitation (top spectra) and 325 nm excitation 

(bottom spectra) laser wavelengths; note that measurement acquisition times when using 325 nm excitation 

are 2-3 orders of magnitude shorter when compared with 514 nm excitation [18]. 

In this thesis, the measurements were performed at the Institut de Recerca en 

Energia de Catalunya (IREC) in Barcelona. Raman spectra were obtained with a 

Horiba Jobin Yvon LabRam HR800-UV equipment matched with an Olympus 

metallographic microscope. Backscattering measurements were done with three 

different excitation wavelengths (532, 325, and 785 nm) focusing the laser spot onto 

the single crystal and bulk compounds to detect possible secondary phases (Figure 

2.8). The use of different excitation wavelengths allows for the selective enhancement 

of the secondary phases modes and the activation of different Cu2ZnSnS4 (CZTS) 
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modes. Note that the main peak is found at 338 cm
-1

 for CZTS. The laser spot size is 

of the order of 1-2 μm, but in order to integrate the potential secondary phases, a spot 

raster facility that extends the analysis to an area of 30 µm x 30 µm has been used. In 

all Raman measurements, the power density for all excitation wavelengths has been 

kept below 16 kW/cm
2
 to avoid thermal effects. All spectra have been calibrated 

using a Si single crystal as reference and imposing the Raman shift for the main Si 

band at 520 cm
-1

. Simultaneous fittings of spectra with Lorentzian curves have 

allowed the identification of the peaks attributed to their optical modes. 

 

Figure 2.8. Raman scattering spectra of CZTS single crystal with 325, 785 and 532 nm excitation 

wavelength (from top to bottom).  

2.5. Electrical characterization: Temperature dependence 

conductivity 

Nowadays, there are several methods to obtain the conductivity parameters. Among 

them, there are three methods accepted by the ASTM (American Society for Testing 

and Materials): the two- and four-points methods, and the Van der Pauw method. In 

this work, the conductivity was measured varying the temperature and using the Van 

der Pauw configuration [19]. 

The Van der Pauw method is widely used because of its accurate measurements and 

flexibility in the size and shape of the samples. Regarding the two and four points 
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methods, the Van der Pauw configuration has the advantage that samples should not 

be cut in a specific way but it is necessary to accomplish certain conditions: 

• The sample must be polished and the surface must be free of porosities. 

• The sample thickness should be constant. 

In this method four contacts are used, as shown in Figure 2.9.  

 

Figure 2.9. Schematic view of Van der Paw configuration on an irregular sample.  

Considering a flat sample of a conducting material of arbitrary shape with 

successive contacts A, B, C and D fixed at arbitrary places along the sample (see 

Figure 2.9), the resistance RAB,CD (ρ = R d ) is defined as the potential difference VD-

VC between the contacts D and C per current unit through the contacts A and B. The 

current enters the sample through the contact A and leaves it through the contact 

B[19]. The RBC,DA is defined in a similar way. The resistivity might be extracted from 

the van der Pauw formula: 

𝑒
− 𝜋 𝑑 𝑅𝐴𝐵,𝐶𝐷

𝜌 + 𝑒
− 𝜋 𝑑 𝑅𝐵𝐶,𝐷𝐴

𝜌 = 1      

Equation 2-14 

where, d is the thickness, ρ is the resistivity and RAB,CD and RBC,DA are defined as: 

𝑅𝐴𝐵,𝐶𝐷 =
𝑉𝐷−𝑉𝐶

𝐼𝐴𝐵
      

Equation 2-15 

𝑅𝐵𝐶,𝐷𝐴 =
𝑉𝐴−𝑉𝐷

𝐼𝐵𝐶
      

Equation 2-16 
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The conductivity of the samples was extracted from the resistivity values. 

In this thesis, the measurements were done in the Academy of Sciences of Moldova 

at the Institute of Applied Physics in Chisinau. The temperature dependence of the 

resistivity, ρ(T), was measured between 10 and 300 K by the Van der Pauw method. 

To produce the contacts, In:Ga alloy was used to avoid the sample heating and 

because of its good ohmic contact. The sample was placed in a closed circle helium 

cryostat to control the temperature.  

The Hot-Probe method was also used as a simple efficient way to distinguish 

between n-type and p-type conduction using a heated probe and a standard 

multimeter. The experiment is done by attaching a couple of cold and hot probes to 

the semiconductor surface. Both probes are wired to a sensitive electrometer whose 

positive terminal is connected to the hot probe and the negative terminal to the cold 

probe. While the cold and hot probes are applied to an n-type semiconductor, positive 

voltage readout is obtained in the meter, whereas for a p-type semiconductor, negative 

voltage is obtained [20]. 

2.6. Characterization of solar cells 

2.6.1. Single diode equivalent circuit model for solar cells [21] 

A single-junction PV cell that is not illuminated behaves very similarly to a 

semiconductor diode. The single diode model is a basic equivalent circuit to represent 

a single solar cell. Figure 2.10 shows a single diode model equivalent circuit, where 

Rs is the series resistance, Rsh is the shunt or parallel resistance, Iph represents the 

photo-generated current in the cell, ID represents the voltage-dependent current lost 

due to the recombination and Ish represents the current lost due to the shunt resistance.  

 

Figure 2.10. Single-diode model equivalent circuit 
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The conventional equation below describes the ID modeled using the Shockley 

equation for an ideal diode: 

𝐼𝐷 =  𝐼0 [𝑒𝑥𝑝 (
𝑞𝑉𝐷

𝑛𝑘𝑇
) − 1] 

Equation 2-17 

where n is the diode ideality factor, I0 is the saturation current, k is the Boltzmann’s 

constant, q is the elementary charge and VD is the voltage across the diode. The 

ideality factor, which usually ranges from 1 to 2 but might be higher in certain cases, 

is determined according to the fabrication process and the semiconductor material.  

When the photovoltaic junction is illuminated, it will produce a photo-generated 

current, Iph. An ideal cell is depicted as a current generator that is linked to a parallel 

diode with an I–V characteristic, writing the shunt current as: 

𝐼𝑠ℎ =
𝑉𝑝𝑣 + 𝐼𝑅𝑆

𝑅𝑠ℎ
 

Equation 2-18 

where Vpv is the PV output voltage, and combining Equation 2-17 and Equation 2-18 

results in the complete describing equation for the single diode model for a solar cell: 

  

𝐼 = 𝐼𝑝ℎ −  𝐼0 [𝑒𝑥𝑝 (
𝑞𝑉𝐷

𝑛𝑘𝑇
) − 1] −

𝑉𝑝𝑣 + 𝐼𝑅𝑆

𝑅𝑠ℎ
 

Equation 2-19 

A simple theoretical definition is presented by Equation 2-19 because it does not 

consider the impact caused by the presence of the electrodes, one above and another 

below the semiconductor layer, which are required to accumulate the charges that 

cover the intercepting surface to some extent. 

A single diode model provides a good compromise between accuracy and simplicity 

and this model has been used widely. The effectiveness of the single-diode model has 

been proven, particularly in the simulation of PV modules with power converters. 
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The ideality factor (n) accounts for the different mechanisms responsible for moving 

carriers across the junction. The parameter n is 1 if the transport process is purely due 

to diffusion of the carriers, and approximately 2 if the primary process is controlled 

by the recombination in the depletion region.  

Series and shunt resistances (RS and RSh, respectively) represent the various ohmic 

losses that happen in the cell. On one hand, the series resistance represents the 

resistances introduced by cell solder bonds, cell metallization, and semiconductor 

resistance. On the other hand, the shunt resistance represents any possible 

imperfection in the pn junction like high-conductivity paths, which could produce 

short circuits or losses through the edge of the solar cell. Finally, the photo-generated 

current, Iph, must be determined. Usually, it is assumed that Iph would be equal to ISC. 

2.6.2. Current density - Voltage 

J-V measurements were carried out to determine the photovoltaic parameters that 

define a solar cell device. Figure 2.11 shows the  J-V curves of a Cu2ZnSn(S,Se)4 

solar cell [22].This is a measure of the output current as a function of the applied bias 

voltage, both in dark and under illumination conditions. The dark curve shows the 

standard diode behavior with an exponential turn-up at forward bias. The light curve 

is shifted down by the light-generated current. 

 

Figure 2.11. J-V curve in dark and under illumination of a Cu2ZnSn(S,Se)4 solar cell. The photovoltaic 

parameters are indicated in the graph [22]. 
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The photovoltaic parameters are illustrated in Figure 2.11. The short-circuit current 

density, Jsc, is the current density at zero bias and relates to the maximum current 

measured. It is often assumed to be the same as the light-generated current, though 

this assumption is frequently violated when the light-generated current is voltage 

dependent. The open-circuit voltage, Voc, is the voltage at which the current is zero. 

The maximum-power point is the point at which the output power density, |J ·V| is 

maximized in the power-generating quadrant. It is also defined the maximum-power 

current density and voltage, Jmp and Vmp, respectively. A third parameter, fill factor 

FF, helps for the definition of the efficiency or performance of a solar cell and can be 

defined as: 

𝐹𝐹 =  
𝐽𝑚𝑝𝑉𝑚𝑝

𝐽𝑠𝑐𝑉𝑜𝑐
     

Equation 2-20 

The most important parameter of a photovoltaic device is the efficiency. This is 

defined as the ratio between the power out and the power in. For a solar cell, the 

output power is the electrical power at the maximum-power point of the J-V curve. 

The input power is the solar power shining on the cell, which is defined by the AM1.5 

spectrum conditions for terrestrial applications (AM0 for space applications). The 

spectrum has an integrated irradiance of 100 mW/cm
2
. The efficiency can be written 

as: 

𝜂 =  
𝐽𝑠𝑐𝑉𝑜𝑐𝐹𝐹

𝑃𝑖𝑛
    

 Equation 2-21 

where η is the efficiency or performance and Pin is the light power incident on the 

cell. 

The I-V characteristics were measured using a Sun 3000 class solar simulator (Abet 

Technologies Inc., Milford, Connecticut, USA). The measurements were carried out 

in standard test conditions: AM1.5 spectrum with 100 mW/cm
2
 of irradiance at 298 K 

at IREC. 
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2.6.3. External Quantum Efficiency  

The external quantum efficiency (EQE) is a measure of the ratio of the number of 

electrons collected out of the cell to the number of incident photons on the cell. It 

gives valuable information about optical losses and limited information about the 

electronic properties of the cell. Figure 2.12 shows a typical EQE spectrum for a 

Cu2ZnSn(S,Se)4 cell with an efficiency of 11.8% [22]. At long wavelengths the EQE 

gives information about the absorber layer.  At short wavelengths, the EQE response 

is dominated by the CdS absorption. The band gap energy of CdS is around 2.4 eV 

(520 nm), so absorption increases strongly below this point.  

 

Figure 2.12. External quantum efficiency (EQE) versus Wavelength of Cu2ZnSn(S,Se)4 cell [22] 

The short-circuit current can be calculated from QE measurements:  

𝐽𝑠𝑐 = 𝑞 ∫ 𝑄𝐸(𝜆)𝑁𝑝ℎ(𝜆)𝑑𝜆    

Equation 2-22 

where q is the elemental charge and Nph is the number of photons at each wavelength 

in the solar spectrum. This provides a second way of calculating Jsc, which can be 

used as a cross-comparison with the value obtained from J-V measurements.  

External quantum efficiency (EQE) measurements were performed using a Bentham 

PVE300 system (Bentham Instruments Ltd., Berkshire, UK) calibrated with a Si and 

Ge photodiode at IREC. 
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This chapter presents the synthesis of bulk compounds and the study of the chemical 

composition, structural, optical and vibrational properties, and electrical characterization 

of the single crystals and polycrystalline compounds of Cu2ZnSn1-yGeyS4 (CZTGS) and 

Cu2ZnSn1-yGeySe4 (CZTGSe). All details about the characterization techniques were 

described in Chapter 2. 
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3.1. Synthesis of bulk compounds  

In this work, the bulk material has been synthesized by three methods, Bridgman 

method, solid state reaction (SS) and Chemical Vapor Transport deposition (CVT). 

3.1.1. Synthesis of Cu2ZnSnS4 (CZTS) by Solid State reaction (SS)  

Based on the phase diagram reported in [1], the initial weight of each pure element 

(99.9999 % purity from Alfa Aesar company) was selected to conduct the SS synthesis to 

obtain Cu2ZnSnS4 (CZTS). The solid state reaction is based on the diffusion of the 

fundamental metallic elements, binary or ternary compounds under isothermal conditions. 

The essential factors which permit such a reaction are the diffusion behavior of one 

element or compound into the other, and the endothermic reaction in the final alloy. The 

latter provides the necessary chemical driving force for the reaction. In addition, the 

reaction to form the CZTS compound must be carried out at sufficiently low temperatures 

to avoid to some extent the formation of undesired secondary phases [2], although, it is 

known that it is very difficult to suppress the presence of secondary phases in the 

synthesis process of these compounds.  

Three different approaches were studied to achieve the single phase CZTS compound. 

In all approaches, the synthesis process was performed in a sealed vacuum ampoule. The 

ampoule was located in a vertical furnace and was heated up to 1023 K for at least 145 h. 

The heating and cooling rates were adjusted to 50 K/h, as illustrated in Figure 3.1. After 

the first synthesis, the compound was grinded in an agate mortar and the heating and 

cooling cycles were repeated to improve the chemical and structural homogeneity. In the 

heating process, it was carefully considered the speed of the heating ramp to prevent from 

explosions of the ampoules due to the high sulfur vapor pressure. 
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Figure 3.1. Synthesis process profile used in the Solid State reaction process. 

In the first approach the polycrystalline CZTS compound was synthesized from its 

constituent elements Cu, Zn, Sn and S, weighed in stoichiometric proportion (2:1:1:4) and 

sealed in a quartz ampoule at a base pressure of 10
-5

 mbar. Additionally, it was used a 

40% excess of S in the initial mixture of the elements in order to compensate for the poor 

S incorporation in the compound. This excess of sulfur in the initial mixture facilitates the 

formation of single phase CZTS [3]. The left image of the Figure 3.2 shows the CZTS 

compound after the synthesis process. In this image it can be observed the presence of 

inhomogeneities due to the presence of secondary phases. In the right image of the Figure 

3.2, it can be seen clearly how the inhomogeneity was suppressed after the second cycle, 

which might be indicative that a single phase CZTS compound was achieved.    

    

Figure 3.2. CZTS compound after the synthesis from the pure elements (left) and after the homogenization 

process (right). 

The second and the third approaches were based in the solid state reaction of Cu2S, 

SnS2, ZnS binary compounds and Cu2SnS3 ternary compound, respectively, to obtain the 

final CZTS compound.  
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In the second approach, the CZTS compound was synthesized from the Cu2S, SnS2 and 

ZnS binary compounds. These Cu2S and SnS2 were previously synthesized in our 

laboratory, while commercially available ZnS binary compound (99.99 % purity from 

Alfa Aesar company) was used. The Cu2S and SnS2 were synthesized from their 

constituent elements Cu, Sn and S, weighed in stoichiometric proportion and sealed in a 

quartz ampoule at a base pressure of 10
-5

 mbar. The Cu2S was synthesized by the 

following process: heated up with a ramp of 2 K/h until 1023 K, this temperature was 

kept constant for 120 h, then it was cooled down with a ramp of 5 K/h until 723 K for 12 

h and finally it was cooled down at room temperature with a ramp of 10 K/h. 

Additionally, it was performed a homogenization process in which it was heated up until 

1073 K for 12 h with a ramp of 50 K/h and then, it was cooled down naturally. Figure 3.3 

shows the final Cu2S ingot after the synthesis and homogenization process. To obtain the 

SnS2 binary compound, it was necessary the previous synthesis of SnS. The SnS was 

synthesized from its constituent elements Sn and S by the following process: heated up 

with a ramp of 10 K/h until 523 K and kept at this temperature for 96 h, then it was 

heated up until 1073 K for 24 h with a ramp of 5 K/h and finally it was cooled down with 

a ramp of 5 K/h until room temperature. The homogenization process was done by 

following these steps: heated up with a ramp of 20 K/h until 648 K, immediately it was 

heated up until 693 K for 72 h with a ramp of 10 K/h and the final heating ramp of 2 K/h 

was used to achieve the maximum temperature at 783 K for 72 h; finally, it was cooled 

down naturally. Once we have the SnS compound, it was added the necessary amount of 

sulfur to obtain the stoichiometric portion 1:2 of Sn and S, respectively, and it was sealed 

in a quartz ampoule under vacuum. The synthesis process of this compound was exactly 

the same that for the SnS compound but the homogenization process was different. The 

homogenization process consisted of a ramp of 2 K/h until 385 K and immediately it was 

heated up until 923 K for 120 h with a ramp of 10 K/h; the cooling down process was 

done with a quenching with liquid nitrogen. Figure 3.4 shows after the synthesis and 

homogenization process the SnS compound with a partially embedded quartz ampoule, 

and also it shows the SnS2 compound which presents a particular orange color. It can be 

observed that the SnS2 is homogeneous in all the volume thanks to the cross section 

image. 
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Figure 3.3. Cu2S compound after synthesis and homogenization process. 

 

       

Figure 3.4. SnS compound (above), cross section and longitudinal image of the SnS2 ingot (below) after the 

synthesis and homogenization process. 

Once we have the binary compound it is necessary to ascertain the correct weighed of 

each binary compound and the synthesis temperature to obtain the CZTS.  To perform 

this task, it was fundamental to consider the isothermal section of the Cu2S–SnS2–ZnS 

system at 670 K of Figure 3.5 (already shown in Chapter 1) and the phase diagrams of 

Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7.   

Figure 3.5 shows with more detail the isothermal section of the Cu2S–SnS2–ZnS system 

at 670 K. This figure is fundamental to know how to synthesize the CZTS compound. In 

the center of the Figure 3.5, it is highlighted with a red circle the formation area where the 

CZTS compound takes place. In each corner it is highlighted the Cu2S, SnS2 and ZnS 

binary compounds with a red solid rectangle, and also the A and B points corresponding 

to 50% molar fraction of ZnS. The line that connects the Cu2S corner and the A point is 

the section of the phase diagram presented in Figure 3.6 and the line that connects the 

SnS2 corner and the B point is the section of the phase diagram presented in Figure 3.7. 

Furthermore, in Figure 3.5 it is highlighted the Cu2SnS3 ternary compound, which is 

connected with the ZnS corner and its phase diagram will be discussed below in the third 

synthesis approach. 
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Figure 3.5. Isothermal section of the Cu2S–SnS2–ZnS system at 670 K, extracted from [1]. 

As mentioned above, Figure 3.6 shows the phase diagram of the Cu2S–A section. The 

Cu2ZnSnS4 compound is located in the region 11 under the δ Greek letter. Also, it is 

necessary to take into account the phase diagram of the SnS2-B section (Figure 3.7), 

where the CZTS compound is located in region 15 under the δ Greek letter. At the end, all 

three binary compounds, Cu2S, SnS2 and ZnS, are interrelated because the A point is a 

50% molar mixture of SnS2 and ZnS and the B point is a 50% molar mixture of Cu2S and 

ZnS. As a consequence, the polycrystalline CZTS compound was synthesized from Cu2S, 

SnS2 and ZnS binary compound, weighed in stoichiometric proportion 1:1:1 and sealed in 

a quartz ampoule at a base pressure of 10
-5

 mbar. As mentioned before, this last synthesis 

was produced in a vertical furnace and the ampoule was heated up to 1023 K for 7 days. 

The heating and cooling rates were adjusted to 50 K/h, as illustrated in Figure 3.1. 

Moreover, it was performed a homogeneity process with the same temperatures and ramp 

mentioned for the synthesis during 24 days. It was required this amount of time due to the 

amount of the mixture (15 grams). In this way, it was possible to complete the diffusion 

of the binary compounds to achieve the CZTS formation. Figure 3.8 shows the 

Cu2SnZnS4 after the synthesis and homogenization process. As it can be seen at naked 

eye, the compound was homogenous.     
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Figure 3.6. Phase diagram of the Cu2S–A section: (1) L, (2) L + α, (3) L + β´, (4) L + β + β´, (5) L + β, (6) 

L + α + β´, (7) L + β´+ δ, (8) L + β´+ γ, (9) α, (10) α + δ, (11) δ, (12) β´+ δ, (13) β´+ γ + δ, (14) β´+ γ, (15) 

β´+ δ + Cu2ZnSn3S8, (16) β´+ Cu2ZnSn3S8, (17) β´+ γ + Cu2ZnSn3S8; where α, β’, γ, δ are solid solution 

regions of Cu2S, LT-ZnS, SnS2 and Cu2ZnSnS4, respectively [1]. 
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Figure 3.7. Phase diagram of the SnS2–B section: (1) L, (2) L + γ, (3) L + β’, (4) L + β + β’, (5) L + β, (6) L 

+ β’ + γ, (7) L + β’ + δ, (8) L + α + β’, (9) L + α + β, (10) α + β, (11) α + β + β’, (12) α + β, (13) γ, (14) γ + 

δ, (15) δ, (16) β’+ δ, (17) γ + Cu2ZnSn3S8, (18) Cu2ZnSn3S8, (19) δ + Cu2ZnSn3S8, (20) α+β’+δ; where α, β’, 

γ, δ are solid solution regions of Cu2S, LT-ZnS, SnS2 and Cu2ZnSnS4, respectively [1]. 

 

 

Figure 3.8. Cu2ZnSnS4 compound from binary compounds synthesis and after the homogenization process. 

In the third and last approach to synthesize the CZTS compound, Cu2SnS3 and ZnS 

were used as starting reactive. This Cu2SnS3 ternary compound was previously 

synthesized while commercially available ZnS binary compound from Alfa Aesar was 

used. The Cu2SnS3 was synthesized following the phase diagram of Figure 3.9. This 

phase diagram is the tie-line from Cu2S to SnS2 of the isothermal section of the Cu2S–

SnS2–ZnS system at 670 K (Figure 3.5). The Cu2SnS3 ternary compound is located in the 

phase diagram of the Figure 3.9 at 50% molar of SnS2. To synthesize the ternary 
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compound, it was used the previous synthesized binary compounds Cu2S and SnS2, 

mentioned above, in the same stoichiometric weighted proportion and it was sealed in a 

quartz ampoule at a base pressure of 10
-5

 mbar. The Cu2SnS3 was synthesized following 

the presented process in Figure 3.1 and explained above. No homogenization process was 

needed for this compound.    

 

 

Figure 3.9. Phase diagram of the Cu2S–SnS2 system: (1) L, (2) L + α, (3) L + Cu2SnS3, (4) L + γ, (5) 

Cu2SnS3 + α, (6) Cu4SnS4 + α, (7) α, (8) α + α', (9) α´, (10) α´ + α´´, (11) α´´, (12) Cu4SnS4 + α´, (13) 

Cu4SnS4 + α´´, (14) Cu2SnS3 + Cu4SnS4, (15) Cu2SnS3 + γ, (16) γ, (17) Cu2SnS3 + Cu2Sn4S9, (18) Cu2Sn4S9 

+ γ; where α, β’, γ, δ are solid solution regions of Cu2S, LT-ZnS, SnS2 and Cu2ZnSnS4, respectively [1]. 

Once the Cu2SnS3 ternary compound was synthesized, it was mixed with commercial 

ZnS following the phase diagram of Figure 3.10. Cu2ZnSnS4 was synthesized from 

Cu2SnS3 and ZnS compounds, weighed in stoichiometric proportion 1:1 and it was sealed 

in a quartz ampoule at a base pressure of 10
-5

 mbar. As mentioned before, this last 

synthesis was produced in a vertical furnace and was heated up to 1023 K for 24 days. 

The heating and cooling rates were adjusted to 50 K/h, as illustrated in Figure 3.1. No 

homogenization process was needed after the synthesis. As it can be seen in Figure 3.11, 
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the CZTS ingot shows a homogenous appearance after the synthesis from the Cu2SnS3 

ternary and ZnS binary compounds.  

 

Figure 3.10. Phase diagram of the Cu2SnS3–ZnS system: (1) L; (2) L + Cu2SnS3;(3) L + Cu2ZnSnS4; (4) L 

+ β’; (5)L + β; (6) β; (7) β + β’; (8) β’; (9) Cu2SnS3 + Cu2ZnSnS4; (10) β’+Cu2ZnSnS4; where β’is a solid 

solution region LT-ZnS [1]. 

 

Figure 3.11. Cu2ZnSnS4 compound synthesized from Cu2SnS3 ternary and ZnS binary compounds. 

3.1.2. Synthesis of Cu2ZnSn1-yGeyS4 and Cu2ZnSn1-yGeySe4 compounds by 

the Bridgman method 

Polycrystalline bulk kesterite compounds with different Ge/Sn ratios were grown by a 

modified Bridgman method (Figure 3.12), using constituents with purities ≥ 99.999%. 

The growth was carried out in an evacuated quartz ampoule introduced in a vertical 

furnace, followed by a heating ramp up to 1173 K avoiding overpressures. A quartz stick 

was welded to the quartz ampoule, which was used as a holder to apply a vibration 

moment while the compound was liquid. In this way, the formation of the desired 
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compound was accelerated. The ampoule was then cooled down and an ulterior 

homogenization process was applied at 973 K for 7 days. The synthesis and growth 

temperature of the bulk kesterite compounds were selected in accordance with the 

Cu2ZnSnS4, Cu2ZnSnSe4, Cu2ZnGeS4 and Cu2ZnGeSe4 phase diagram reported in [1,4–6] 

respectively. At the initial stage, the temperature was risen at the rate of 2.5 K/min up to 

700 K, then it was applied a plateau of 2 h with the vibration system on. In this way, the 

volatile substances like sulfur or selenium can react easily with the other elements. Again, 

the temperature was risen up until 800 K with a ramp rate of 1.7 K/min, and then it was 

applied the same plateau of 2 h with the vibration to ease the reaction between the 

elements. The final temperature of 1173 K was reached with 1.7 K/min ramp rate and the 

ampoule was kept at this temperature for 2 h with the vibration on. After that, the furnace 

was naturally cooled down. 

 

Figure 3.12. Scheme of the vertical furnace for bulk kesterite synthesis by modified Bridgman 

method. 1) Thermocouple, 2) Insulating plug, 3) Resistance/Heater, 4) Quartz ampoule, 5) Starting 

constituents, 6) Insulator, 7) Quartz stick and 8) Vibration axis system. 

3.1.3. Synthesis of Cu2ZnSn1-yGeyS4 and Cu2ZnSn1-yGeySe4 single crystals by 

Chemical Vapor Transport deposition (CVT) 

Using the CVT technique, Cu2ZnSn1-yGeyS4 and Cu2ZnSn1-yGeySe4 single crystals were 

synthesized [7]. The previously synthesized polycrystalline kesterite compounds (section 

3.1.2) were grinded and used as source material for the CVT synthesis.  
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 The CVT process was performed in a quartz ampoule with two sections (see Figure 

3.13.a). The source material was loaded in the section 1 and in the section 2, 5 mg cm
-3

 of 

iodine were loaded in a capillary vessel and a magnetic hammer was placed inside (Figure 

3.13b). Then, the two-section ampoule was evacuated at around 10
-3 

Pa and sealed 

(Figure 3.13c). Once the ampoule was evacuated, the capillary with the iodine was broken 

by the magnetic hammer and the section 2 was heated to transfer the iodine in gas form 

towards the section 1 of the ampoule. Finally, the two section ampoules were sealed to 

obtain two independent ones (Figure 3.13d).  The section 1 ampoule was ready to place it 

in a furnace with two independent heating zones to perform the single crystals synthesis. 

Iodine was used as transport agent. The temperature at the crystallization zone was kept at 

970 K, around 80 K lower than the temperature at the reaction zone (1050 K), and both 

were maintained for 8 days. Upon the end of the process, the ampoule was pushed out 

from the furnace around 4 cm towards the hot extreme. As a consequence, the iodine was 

transferred from the surface grown crystals to the cooler extreme end of the ampoule.   

 

Figure 3.13. Sequence of operation schema to prepare the ampoule to perform the synthesis of the single 

crystals.1 and 2 are the section 1 and section 2 of the ampoule, respectively; 3 is the initial material; 4 is the 

magnetic hammer; 5 is the quartz capillary within iodine; and 6 is the iodine transferred.   

The growing process of the single crystals can be explained with the following 

reactions: 
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1) Initially in the hot zone, the iodine interacts with the starting material and as a 

consequence the formation of the iodides of copper, zin and tin takes place via the 

next reaction: 

Cu2ZnSnS4(bulk)+2I2(gas) 2CuI(gas)+ ZnI(gas)+SnI(gas)+2S2(gas) 

2) The constituted iodides were transferred to the crystallization zone (cooler zone) due 

to the temperature gradient along the ampoule, where the growth of the single 

crystals occurs: 

2CuI(gas)+ ZnI(gas)+SnI(gas)+2S2(gas) Cu2ZnSnS4(single crystals)+2I2(gas) 

3) The released iodine was transferred to the reaction zone and again it was involved in 

the formation of iodides and the final single crystal growth process. 

Similarly, these reactions and single crystals formation happened in the other 

kesterite structures like Cu2ZnSnyGe1-yS4 and Cu2ZnSnyGe1-ySe4. 

Figure 3.14 shows a picture of different Cu2ZnSn1-yGeyS4 single crystals growth by 

chemical vapor transport deposition. From this image, it is possible to have an idea 

about the dimensions of the single crystals comparing with the ruler below them.  

 

Figure 3.14. Cu2ZnSn1-yGeyS4 single crystals growth by Chemical Vapor Transport deposition. Under there 

is a ruler as a dimensional reference. 

3.2. Composition of bulk compounds 

This section presents the chemical composition measurements performed by two 

independent methods, EDX and WDX.  The section is divided in two parts. The first part 

shows the chemical composition of the sulfur and selenium single crystals synthesized by 

CVT and the second one presents the chemical composition of the sulfur and selenium 

polycrystalline compounds synthesized by Bridgman method and solid state reaction.  
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3.2.1. Single crystals chemical composition 

Tables 3.1 and 3.2 show the composition of Cu2ZnSnyGe1-yS4 and Cu2ZnSnyGe1-ySe4 

single crystals respectively as measured by EDX and WDX. The relative error of the 

concentration values is 1% maximum. In most of the cases, the compositions obtained by 

EDX and WDX are consistent. In all the cases, the x=[Ge/(Ge+Sn)] atomic ratio are 

similar and they agree with the desired nominal values of the y ratio (the x atomic ratio is 

the experimental value of the y values present in the chemical formula Cu2ZnSn1-yGeyS4 

or Cu2ZnSn1-yGeySe4). The main deviations between both chemical composition 

techniques are present in the copper and zinc cations. These differences might be 

explained due to the different calibration standards used in each specific equipment or the 

presence of inhomogeneous composition in the sample. In the next section, the x ratio will 

be a key aspect in the following analyses of the structural, optical and vibrational 

properties.  

In Table 3.1, it can be observed that most of the sulfur single crystals show a cooper and 

zinc rich composition as can be observed in the Cu/(Zn+IV) and Zn/IV ratios, where IV is 

the sum of Sn and Ge. Ge concentration was varied intentionally to investigate the effect 

of the Ge addition into the CZTS and CZTSe. The sulfur single crystals show a near 

stoichiometric composition as can be observed in the S/M ratio. 

In Table 3.2, it can be seen that most of the selenium single crystals show a cooper rich 

and zinc poor composition as can be observed in the Cu/(Zn+IV) and Zn/IV ratios. The 

selenium single crystals show that they are poor in selenium respects the cations as can be 

seen in the Se/M ratio. 
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Table 3.1. Composition of sulfur single crystals measured by EDX and WDX (Italics). Note: M= Cu + Zn 

+ Sn + Ge; IV = Sn + Ge 
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Cu2ZnGeS4 26.95 11.38 0.00 11.08 50.59 1.20 1.03 1.00 1.02 

Cu2ZnGeS4 25.69 12.52 0.00 11.26 50.51 1.08 1.11 1.00 1.02 

Cu2ZnSn0.1Ge0.9S4 24.81 11.78 0.85 9.80 51.32 1.09 1.11 0.92 1.09 

Cu2ZnSn0.3Ge0.7S4 27.18 11.90 3.39 8.48 49.05 1.14 1.00 0.71 0.96 

Cu2ZnSn0.3Ge0.7S4 25.50 12.72 3.37 7.89 50.50 1.06 1.13 0.70 1.02 

Cu2ZnSn0.5Ge0.5S4 24.62 12.07 5.63 6.77 50.91 1.01 0.97 0.55 1.04 

Cu2ZnSn0.5Ge0.5S4 25.48 12.73 6.02 5.52 50.52 1.05 1.10 0.48 1.02 

Cu2ZnSn0.7Ge0.3S4 26.49 11.78 9.17 3.55 49.00 1.08 0.93 0.28 0.96 

Cu2ZnSn0.9Ge0.1S4 24.77 13.13 11.29 1.04 49.77 0. 97 1.06 0.08 0.99 

Cu2ZnSnS4 24.48 12.13 12.71 0.00 50.68 0.98 0.95 0 1.03 

 

Table 3.2. Composition of selenium single crystals measured by EDX and WDX (Italics). Note: M= Cu + 

Zn + Sn + Ge; IV = Sn + Ge 
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Cu
2
ZnGeSe

4
 26.56 12.59 0.00 12.80 48.05 1.05 0.98 1.00 0.92 

Cu
2
ZnGeSe

4
 27.38 12.11 0.09 11.03 49.14 1.18 1.09 0.99 0.97 

Cu
2
ZnSn

0.3
Ge

0.7
Se

4
 27.16 12.06 3.68 8.93 48.17 1.10 0.96 0.70 0.93 

Cu
2
ZnSn

0.3
Ge

0.7
Se

4
 27.13 11.95 3.57 7.93 49.16 1.16 1.04 0.69 0.97 

Cu
2
ZnSn

0.5
Ge

0.5
Se

4
 27.71 11.65 5.46 6.98 48.20 1.15 0.94 0.56 0.93 

Cu
2
ZnSn

0.7
Ge

0.3
Se

4
 27.39 11.85 9.10 3.70 47.95 1.11 0.93 0.29 0.92 

Cu
2
ZnSn

0.7
Ge

0.3
Se

4
 25.05 14.05 7.73 3.66 47.33 0.98 1.23 0.32 0.94 

Cu
2
ZnSnSe

4
 24.90 12.89 14.00 0.00 48.21 0.93 0.92 0.00 0.93 
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3.2.2. Polycrystalline compounds chemical composition 

Table 3.3 and Table 3.4 display the composition of Cu2ZnSnyGe1-yS4 and Cu2ZnSnyGe1-

ySe4 polycrystalline compounds respectively as measured by EDX and WDX. The same 

behavior as described above for single crystals is observed for polycrystalline 

compounds; the ratio x=[Ge/(Ge+Sn)] measured by EDX and WDX are similar and they 

agree with the desired nominal values of the y ratio. The main deviations between both 

chemical composition techniques are present in the copper and zinc cations. In the next 

sections of this chapter, the fundamental properties of these compounds will be analyzed. 

In Table 3.3, it can be observed that depending on the measured technique, the samples 

show copper poor or copper rich composition, as can be seen in the Cu/(Zn+IV) ratio, 

which means that the copper has a near stoichiometric composition. Moreover, most of 

the samples show zinc poor composition, as can be observed in the Zn/IV ratios. 

In Table 3.4, it can be seen that the most sulfur single crystals show a cooper rich and 

zinc poor composition, as can be observed in the Cu/(Zn+IV) and Zn/IV ratios. 

Furthermore, in both cases, the single crystals show a near stoichiometric composition 

as can be observed in the S/M and Se/M ratio. 

Table 3.3. Composition of sulfur polycrystalline compounds measured by EDX and WDX (Italics). Note: 

M= Cu + Zn + Sn + Ge; IV = Sn + Ge 
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Cu2ZnGeS4 24.64 12.01 0.00 11.92 51.43 1.01 1.01 1.00 1.06 

Cu2ZnGeS4 25.56 12.43 0.00 11.19 50.77 1.08 1.11 1.00 1.03 

Cu2ZnSn0.5Ge0.5S4 24.62 12.08 5.63 6.77 50.90 0.97 0.97 0.55 1.04 

Cu2ZnSn0.5Ge0.5S4 25.98 11.99 6.04 6.78 49.15 1.05 0.94 0.53 0.97 

Cu2ZnSn0.7Ge0.3S4 25.12 12.27 8.78 3.62 50.21 0.99 0.99 0.29 1.01 

Cu2ZnSnS4 24.55 11.39 13.38 0.00 50.68 0.85 0.85 0.00 1.03 

Cu2ZnSnS4 25.64 11.49 13.19 0.00 49.65 1.04 0.87 0.00 0.99 
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Table 3.4. Composition of selenium polycrystalline compounds measured by EDX and WDX (Italics).  

Note: M= Cu + Zn + Sn + Ge; IV = Sn + Ge 
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Cu2ZnGeSe4 26.81 11.62 0.00 12.66 48.91 1.10 0.92 1.00 0.96 

Cu2ZnGeSe4 24.80 15.02 0.00 10.23 49.90 0.98 1.46 1.00 1.00 

Cu2ZnSn0.3Ge0.7Se4 26.57 11.37 4.46 8.80 48.80 1.08 0.86 0.66 0.95 

Cu2ZnSn0.3Ge0.7Se4 24.87 13.01 3.25 8.44 50.41 1.01 1.11 0.72 1.02 

Cu2ZnSn0.5Ge0.5Se4 26.32 11.62 6.70 6.62 48.74 1.06 0.87 0.50 0.95 

Cu2ZnSn0.5Ge0.5Se4 26.91 11.87 6.21 5.65 49.31 1.13 1.00 0.48 0.97 

Cu2ZnSn0.7Ge0.3Se4 26.97 10.96 9.30 3.50 49.27 1.14 0.86 0.27 0.97 

Cu2ZnSn0.7Ge0.3Se4 26.53 12.18 9.02 3.21 49.02 1.09 1.00 0.26 0.96 

Cu2ZnSnSe4 25.66 12.07 12.38 0.00 49.89 1.05 0.97 0.00 1.00 

Cu2ZnSnSe4 25.76 12.59 12.63 0.00 48.96 1.02 1.00 0.00 0.96 

Table 3.5 shows the chemical composition measured by EDX of the three different 

approaches to achieve the CZTS compound presented in section 3.1.1. It can be seen that 

the approach by binary compounds was unsuccessful. It was not possible to achieve the 

formation of the CZTS quaternary compound. Instead, it was formed a similar ternary 

compound to Cu2SnS3 from the compositional results. The other two approaches gave a 

successful formation of the CZTS compound. In both approaches, ZnS was detected as 

secondary phase, and also, in the ternary and binary compound approach, it was detected 

Cu2S. The final compositions of both were Cu-poor and Zn-rich. In spite of the presence 

of secondary phases, both compounds were used as a source material for the flash and 

thermal evaporation to obtain absorber thin films, which will be presented in chapter 4. 
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Table 3.5. Chemical composition of the Cu2ZnSnS4 compounds synthesized with different approaches 

measured by EDX. 

CZTS approach 
Cu 

(at%) 

Zn 

(at%) 

Sn 

(at%) 

S 

(at%) 

Cu / 

(Zn+Sn) 
Zn/Sn S/M 

From pure elements 
23.19 15.89 11.7 49.23 0.84 1.35 0.97 

-- 46.69 - 53.31 -- -- -- 

From binary 

compounds 
29.69 -- 19.38 50.94 1.53 -- 1.03 

From ternary and 

binary compound 

23.57 19.71 10.35 46.37 0.78 1.90 0.87 

61.54 -- -- 38.46 -- -- -- 

-- 44.9 -- 51.99 -- -- -- 

3.3. Structural properties of kesterite compounds 

In this section, diffraction measurements by X-rays and neutrons are presented.  This 

section is divided in two parts, first for the single crystals and second for the 

polycrystalline compounds investigated. 

3.3.1. Single crystals X-ray and neutron diffraction measurements 

In Figure 3.15 and Figure 3.16, it is presented the X-ray diffraction (XRD) and neutron 

diffraction (ND) patterns, respectively, of Cu2ZnSn1-xGexS4 (CZTGS) and Cu2ZnSn1-

xGexSe4 (CZTGSe). In both figures it can be observed how the peaks are shifted to higher 

angles when the amount of germanium increases. This phenomenon is clearer in the case 

of the XRD patterns (Figure 3.15) and especially for the main Bragg peak 112.  

Furthermore, the XRD patterns fit with the Miller indexes of the kesterite structure and 

the presence of secondary phases was not observed.  
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Figure 3.15. X-ray diffraction patterns of CZTGS (a) and CZTGSe (b) single crystals with indication of the 

Miller indexes of kesterite structure for the most intense peaks. 
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Figure 3.16. Neutron diffraction patterns of CZTGS (a) and CZTGSe (b) single crystals. 
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3.3.1.1. Simultaneous refinement of single crystals 

The Rietveld refinement was done simultaneously with the X-Ray data and Neutron 

data obtained in D1B at ILL (Grenoble) using the FullProf software. This was done 

because the amount of powder of these single crystal compounds was small (around 1 

gram) which produces higher background in the diffraction patterns than usual. As a 

consequence, it was used a X-ray diffraction pattern together with a neutron diffraction 

pattern in the refinement to be able to extract more reliable information. The advantage of 

this refinements was the high quality of the single crystal samples like high crystallinity 

and absence of secondary phases. In this way, it was possible to extract valuable 

structural information combining both data. A couple of examples of simultaneously 

refinements are shown in Figure 3.17 and Figure 3.18 for one of the sulfur single crystals 

and other one of the selenium single crystals, respectively.   

 

Figure 3.17. Example of the simultaneous Rietveld refinement of the X-Ray pattern (a) and Neutron pattern 

(b) of the Cu2ZnSn0.5Ge0.5S4 sample. In red, the observed profile; in black, the calculated profile after the 

refinement fitting; the blue vertical lines are the theoretical Bragg reflections for the kesterite structure; and 

the horizontal blue line shows the difference between the observed and calculated profiles. 
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Figure 3.18. Example of the simultaneous Rietveld refinement of the X-Ray pattern (a) and Neutron pattern 

(b) of the Cu2ZnSn0.7Ge0.3Se4 sample. In red, the observed profile; in black, the calculated profile after the 

refinement fitting; the blue vertical lines are the theoretical Bragg reflections for the kesterite structure; and 

the horizontal blue line shows the difference between the observed and calculated profiles. 

The refinement was done with chemical constrains defined by the WDX and EDX 

chemical composition. As it was mentioned in the introduction, the stannite and kesterite 

structures are similar, and that was the reason to refine the experimental data also 

considering the stannite crystal structure and space group I-42m and it was not possible to 

dismiss this structure because the refinement parameters were not enough different than 

the ones obtained using the kesterite structure and space group I-4. To conclude about the 

correct structure after the refinement, the spectroscopic ellipsometry characterization of 

the same single crystals was taken into account [8], which is also presented in the section 

3.4. In [8], it was clear that the band-gap for sulfur single crystals was well defined and 

fits properly with the kesterite structure. In the case of the selenium single crystals, except 

Cu2ZnGeSe4, they also showed the kesterite structure (section 3.4). For these reasons, the 

final crystal structure considered for all these samples in this work has been the kesterite 

type structure with space group I-4. In the appendix I, it can be found all the simultaneous 

refinement patterns and the refined parameters for each sample. 

In Table 3.6 and Table 3.7, it is shown the lattice constants (a, c, c/2a) and agreement 

parameters (RBragg, χ
2
) obtained after the simultaneous refinement of X-ray and neutron 

diffraction data of CZTGS and CZTGSe single crystals, respectively. The RBragg 

factor measures the agreement between the integrated intensities at the Bragg positions 

calculated from a crystallographic model and those observed and integrated 

experimentally, and it depends on the fit of the structural parameters. χ
2
, also called 
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goodness of fit, is defined as the ratio between the expected and weighted profile R 

factors: χ
2
=(Rwp/Rexp)

2
. The lattice parameters of the Cu2ZnGeS4, Cu2ZnSn4, 

Cu2ZnGeSe4 and Cu2ZnSnSe4 compounds can be compared with theoretical calculations 

and experimental data from the literature, as it was presented in the introduction. The 

lattice parameters of Cu2ZnSnS4 and Cu2ZnSnSe4 obtained by the refinements fit 

perfectly with the calculated and experimental data of the literature for the kesterite 

structure [9–11]. In the case of Cu2ZnGeS4 and Cu2ZnGeSe4, there is less information and 

references of these compounds. As it was mentioned above, it was assigned a space group 

of the kesterite structure to perform the refinement of the Cu2ZnGeS4, while for 

Cu2ZnGeSe4 was assigned the space group of the stannite structure. Curiously, if these 

lattice parameters are compared with the literature, it gives out that the lattice parameters 

of Cu2ZnGeS4 are close to the stannite structure (a= 5.328 Å, c= 10.741 Å (calculated) 

[12]; a= 5.342 Å, c= 10.540 Å (experimental) [5]), and the ones of Cu2ZnGeSe4 are close 

to the kesterite structure (a= 5.602 Å, c= 11.259 Å (calculated); a= 5.606 Å, c= 11.040 Å 

(experimental) [12]), just the opposite structures and space group assigned for the 

refinements in this work. These are clear examples that it is very difficult to distinguish 

between these two structures and at certain point it did not define the final result of the 

refinements, at least for the lattice parameters.  

Table 3.6. Tetragonal lattice constants (a,c), tetragonal distortion (c/2a), agreement parameters (RBragg, χ
2
) 

for the CZTGS single crystals obtained after simultaneous Rietveld refinement of the neutron and X-ray 

diffraction data. Note: Standard deviations in last place digits are indicated in brackets. XRD=X-ray 

diffraction; ND=Neutron diffraction;* means measured by XRD. 

Sample a (Å) c (Å) c/2a 
RBragg 

χ
2
 

ND XRD 

Cu2ZnGeS4 5.34283 (5) 10.51436(13) 0.984(2) 8.50 10.14 2.57 

Cu2ZnSn0.1Ge0.9S4 5.34873(7) 10.5415(16) 0.985(3) 8.69 9.61 2.90 

Cu2ZnSn0.3Ge0.7S4 5.36634(8) 10.59697(19) 0.987(3) 8.26 9.79 3.49 

Cu2ZnSn0.5Ge0.5S4 5.39145(7) 10.66399(24) 0.990(3) 6.40 9.29 7.31 

Cu2ZnSn0.7Ge0.3S4
*
 5.40219(7) 10.73159(16) 0.993(3) --- 10.84 3.50 

Cu2ZnSnS4 5.43322(8) 10.83583(21) 0.997(3) 8.84 5.12 1.33 
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Table 3.7. Tetragonal lattice constants (a,c), tetragonal distortion (c/2a), agreement parameters (RBragg, 

χ2) of the CZTGSe single crystals obtained after simultaneous Rietveld refinement of the neutron and X-ray 

diffraction data. Note: Standard deviations in last place digits are indicated in brackets. XRD=X-ray 

diffraction; ND=Neutron diffraction. 

Sample a (Å) c (Å) c/2a 
RBragg 

χ
2
 

ND XRD 

Cu2ZnGeSe4 ST 5.60845(7) 11.04398(16) 0.985(2) 17.45 6.42 3.03 

Cu2ZnSn0.5Ge0.5Se4 5.64221(8) 11.17333(18) 0.990(3) 7.80 4.52 4.71 

Cu2ZnSn0.7Ge0.3Se4 5.65921(22) 11.22958(62) 0.992(4) 13.29 5.03 1.72 

Cu2ZnSnSe4 5.69558(7) 11.34561(18) 0.996(2) 10.59 5.19 2.40 

In Figure 3.19 and Figure 3.20 there are plotted the tetragonal lattice constants a, c and 

the tetragonal distortion defined as c/2a,  presented in Table 3.6 and Table 3.7, 

respectively. In these figures, it is shown the linear fits of the lattice parameters and the 

tetragonal distortion. Moreover, in each plot there is the linear function of the fittings. 

The linear functions for the sulfur single crystals are: 

𝑎(Å) = 5.430(1) − 0.089(2)𝑥 

𝑐(Å) = 10.830(6) − 0.317(9)𝑥 

𝑐/2𝑎 = 0.9972(4) − 0.0130(6)𝑥 

Equation 3-1   

Furthermore, the linear functions for the selenium single crystals are:  

𝑎(Å) = 5.690(5) − 0.084(8)𝑥 

𝑐(Å) = 11.33(1) − 0.29(2)𝑥 

𝑐/2𝑎 = 0.9960(3) − 0.01129(5)𝑥 

Equation 3-2 

As can be seen in the Equation 3-1 and Equation 3-2 the slopes of the lattice parameters 

and the tetragonal distortion are very similar between the sulfur and selenium single 

crystals. In addition, in all the plots there is a linear decrease when tin (Sn) is substituted 

by germanium (Ge) following the Vegard’s law [13]. Indeed, Vegard's law is fulfilled 

when the atomic ratio x=[Ge/(Ge+Sn)] changes. The tetragonal lattice constants decrease 
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when the amount of germanium increases because the ionic radii of the germanium (53 

pm)[14] is smaller than that of the tin (69 pm) [14].    

In the case of sulfur single crystals, the parameters to evaluate the quality of the 

refinements (RBragg and χ
2
) show a similar behavior for all the compounds, with RBragg 

around 8 for most of the neutron diffraction data and 10 for the X-ray diffraction data 

refinements. Selenium single crystals show a RBragg average of 12.28 and 5.19 from 

neutron diffraction and X-ray diffraction data, respectively. The higher RBragg ND values 

of Cu2ZnGeSe4 and Cu2ZnSnSe4 might be due to a high background. The goodness of fit 

parameter (χ
2
) is below 4 for both, sulfur and selenium single crystals. In the case of 

Cu2ZnSn0.5Ge0.5S4, which shows a χ
2 

over 7, it might be related to the random disorder 

between Sn and Ge cations, which would be reasonable because it is the intermediate 

composition. It has been important to combine the X-ray and neutron diffraction data to 

do the Rietveld refinements because XRD cannot distinguish between the isoelectronic 

cations Cu
+
, Zn

2+
 and Ge

4+
 due to the similar X-ray scattering factors of these cations. On 

the other hand, neutron diffraction can distinguish between these isolectronic cations 

because the coherent neutron scattering lengths are enough different (bCu=7.718(4) fm, 

bZn=5.680(5) fm, bGe=8.185(20) fm [15]). As a consequence, it is possible to use both 

data (X-ray and neutron) to extract more reliable structural information. 

                     

 
Figure 3.19. Tetragonal lattice constant a, c and tetragonal distortion c/2a of sulfur single crystals. Note: 

Error bars are included but some of them are not distinguishable in the plots. Linear fittings and R-factors 

are also included in the plots. 
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Figure 3.20. Tetragonal lattice constant a, c and tetragonal distortion c/2a of selenium single crystals. Note: 

Error bars are included but some of them are not distinguishable in the plots. Linear fittings and R-factors 

are also included in the plots. 

Table 3.8 and Table 3.9 present the anion coordinates (X,Y,Z) and the cation-anion 

distances values plotted versus the x=[Ge/(Ge+Sn)] ratio in Figure 3.21 and Figure 3.22 

for sulfur and selenium single crystals, respectively. The position of the anion (sulfur) 

(XYZ) affects directly the cation (Cu,Zn,Sn,Ge) - anion (S) distance. There is not a clear 

evolution in the cation-anion distances but in the most cases there is a tendency to 

decrease the distance cation-anion when the amount of germanium increases. This 

decrease can be observed clearly in the plots of S8i-Ge/Sn2b and Se8i-Ge/Sn2b from 

Figure 3.21 and Figure 3.22, respectively.  This behavior is mainly explained as it is 

mentioned before, because the ionic radii of the germanium (53 pm) [14] is smaller than 

the atomic radius of tin (69 pm) [14], which makes possible to reduce the cation-anion 

distances. Another option could be an ionic hybridization when the germanium replaces 

the tin atoms and decrease the interatomic distances. This ionic hybridization could be 

present for the compound with x=0.55 and 0.71 where it seems that the anion has a 

“lateral” translation because there is a tendency that when the anion-cation distance of 

Ge(2b) and Cu(2c) increases, the anion-cation distance of Zn(2d) and Cu(2a) decreases, 

and the other way around.      
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The values extracted for the Cu2ZnSn0.7Ge0.3S4 sample were obtained only from the 

Rietveld refinement of the X-ray diffraction data because the amount of powder of this 

sample was not enough to perform neutron diffraction measurements.  

Table 3.8. Anion coordinates (X, Y, Z) and cation-anion distances of the sulfur single crystals obtained 

from Rietveld refinement of the neutron and X-ray diffraction data. Note: Standard deviations in last place 

digits are indicated in brackets. Ge2b-S8i is equivalent to Sn2b-S8i; * means measured by XRD. 

Sample X Y Z 

Cu2ZnGeS4 0.26232(47) 0.26574(47) 0.12036(51) 

Cu2ZnSn0.1Ge0.9S4 0.26718(55) 0.26019(55) 0.12017(48) 

Cu2ZnSn0.3Ge0.7S4 0.26197(330) 0.27072(225) 0.12090(60) 

Cu2ZnSn0.5Ge0.5S4 0.26469(131) 0.23646(163) 0.12869(74) 

Cu2ZnSn0.7Ge0.3S4
*
 0.26556(153) 0.23406(176) 0.12885(43) 

Cu2ZnSnS4 0.23269(113) 0.25859(132) 0.13173(39) 

Sample 

Cu2a-S8i 

(Å) 

Cu2c-S8i 

(Å) 

Zn2d-S8i 

(Å) 

Ge2b-S8i 

(Å) 

Cu2ZnGeS4 2.363(4) 2.321(4) 2.341(4) 2.187(4) 

Cu2ZnSn0.1Ge0.9S4 2.363(4) 2.358(4) 2.315(4) 2.191(4) 

Cu2ZnSn0.3Ge0.7S4 2.394(13) 2.315(12) 2.370(13) 2.187(12) 

Cu2ZnSn0.5Ge0.5S4 2.352(8) 2.390(8) 2.213(8) 2.345(8) 

Cu2ZnSn0.7Ge0.3S4
*
 2.360(6) 2.411(6) 2.212(6) 2.362(6) 

Cu2ZnSnS4 2.386(6) 2.227(6) 2.393(7) 2.422(6) 
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Figure 3.21. Sulfur single crystals cation-anion distance: Cu2a-S8i, Cu2c-S8i, Zn2d-S8i, and Ge2b-S8i. 

Note: Ge2b-S8i is equivalent to Sn2b-S8i; * means measured by XRD. 

Table 3.9. Anion coordinates (X, Y, Z) and cation-anion distances of the selenium single crystals obtained 

from the simultaneous Rietveld refinement of the neutron and X-ray diffraction data. Note: Standard 

deviations in last place digits are indicated in brackets. ST=Stannite structure; Ge2b-S8i is equivalent to 

Sn2b-S8i. 

Sample X Y Z 

Cu2ZnGeSe4 ST 0.25744(22) 0.25744(22) 0.12522(35) 

Cu2ZnSn0.5Ge0.5Se4 0.25780(83) 0.24271(72) 0.12677(35) 

Cu2ZnSn0.7Ge0.3Se4 0.25172(204) 0.25730(218) 0.12917(64) 

Cu2ZnSnSe4 0.26614(42) 0.24763(68) 0.13032(19) 

Sample 
Cu2a-S8i 

(Å) 

Cu2c-S8i 

(Å) 

Zn2d-S8i 

(Å) 

Ge2b-S8i 

(Å) 

Cu2ZnGeSe4 ST 2.369(3) 2.416(3) 2.416(3) 2.466(3) 

Cu2ZnSn0.5Ge0.5Se4 2.446(5) 2.374(5) 2.474(5) 2.449(5) 

Cu2ZnSn0.7Ge0.3Se4 2.443(10) 2.434(11) 2.401(11) 2.501(11) 

Cu2ZnSnSe4 2.455(3) 2.638(3) 2.491(3) 2.544(3) 
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    Figure 3.22 shows similar behavior but less clear for the compounds with x=0.56 and 

0.70. It might be explained because in this case the anion is Se instead of S, which should 

be taken into account. It seems that an ionic hybridization could explain that the anion has 

a “lateral” translation because there is a tendency that when the anion-cation distance of 

Ge(2b) and Cu(2c) increases, the anion-cation distance of Zn(2d) and Cu(2a) decreases 

and the other way around.      

    

       

    

Figure 3.22. Selenium single crystals cation-anion distance: Cu2a-Se8i, Cu2c-Se8i, Zn2d-Se8i, and Ge2b-

Se8i. Note: Ge2b-S8i is equivalent to Sn2b-S8i. 

Table 3.10 shows the cation substitution reaction and the intrinsic point defects [16,17] 

obtained because of the chemical composition. In Figure 3.23 it can be seen that, after the 

compositions shown in Table 3.1, the most sulfur single crystals are in the region F-type 

[17], but the CZTS sample, which is a mix of A-type and C-type regions. In these regions, 

the following defects should be present: “ZnSn,Ge
2+ + 2Cui

+“ or “CuSn,Ge
+ + Cui

+ + Zni
2+” 

for F-type, “ZnCu
2+ + VCu” for A-type, and “2CuZn

+ + SnZn
4+” for C-type. On the other hand, 

Figure 3.24 shows that selenium single crystals are placed in the A-C, B, D and F regions 
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after Table 3.2. For B and D-type regions, it should be present the “2ZnCu
2+ + ZnSn,Ge

2+ ” 

“2CuZn
+ + Cui

+” defects, respectively. To verify that these defects were present in the 

samples, it was compared the site occupancy factors (s.o.f.) refinements (Table 3.11 and 

Table 3.12) to identify qualitatively whether the cation point defects types defined in the 

Table 3.10 fit with sulfur and selenium single crystals compositional measurements and 

subsequent Rietveld refinements. For sulfur single crystals (Table 3.11), the F-type (Cu-

rich, Zn-rich, (Sn,Ge)-const.) samples show the presence of the antisite defect ZnSn,Ge
2+  in 

all the samples, and in some of them it appears an excess of copper which matches with 

the presence of the interstitial defect 2Cui
+. Both defects combined are the fingerprint of 

the defects in the F-type region. Continuing with the sulfur single crystals, in the case of 

A, C-type (A=Cu-poor, Zn-rich, (Sn,Ge)-const; C= Cu-rich, Zn-poor, (Sn,Ge)-rich) 

samples, it appears a defect of Cu which might be related with the vacancy defect VCu, 

and/or the antisite defect ZnCu
2+. These two defects are related with the A-type region, so it 

is possible to discard the presence of C-type defects related. These correlation of the 

theoretical defect prediction [16,17] (Table 3.11) with the composition of the samples 

have been also confirmed in the case of selenium single crystals as it can be observed in 

Table 3.12.  

Table 3.10. Cation substitution reactions and their intrinsic point defects corresponding with the chemical 

composition [16,17]. 

Type Composition 
Cation substitution 

reaction 
Intrinsic point defects 

A 
Cu-poor/Zn-rich/(Sn,Ge)-

const. 
2Cu

+
Zn

2+
 ZnCu

2++VCu 

B 
Cu-poor/Zn-rich/(Sn,Ge)-

poor 
2Cu

+
+Sn

4+
3Zn

2+
 2ZnCu

2+ + ZnSn,Ge
2+  

C 
Cu-rich/Zn-poor/(Sn,Ge)-

rich 
3Zn

2+
2Cu

+
+Sn

4+
 2CuZn

+ +SnZn
4+ 

D 
Cu-rich/Zn-poor/(Sn,Ge)-

const. 
Zn

2+
2Cu

+
 CuZn

+ + Cui
+ 

F 
Cu-rich/Zn-rich/(Sn,Ge)-

const. 
Sn

4+
Zn

2+
+2Cu

+
 

ZnSn,Ge
2+ + 2Cui

+ or CuSn,Ge
+ +

Cui
+ + Zni

2+ 

 Comparing Tables 3.11 and 3.12 and considering the last column with the occupation 

factors of the observed defects, the amount of them present in the sulfur single crystals is 

higher, in some cases one order of magnitude, than the ones present in the selenium single 
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crystals. The quality parameters of the refinements (RBragg and χ
2
) were kept without any 

remarkable change when the intrinsic point defects were introduced in the analysis.  

 

 

Figure 3.23. Cation ratio plot Cu/(Zn+Ge+Sn) vs. Zn/(Ge+Sn) showing the different chemical composition 

of the sulfur single crystals and their types A to F [17]. 

Table 3.11. Site occupancy factors (s.o.f.) by cations obtained from Rietveld refinement of cation position 

of sulfur single crystals following the most lightly defect presented in Table 3.10. 

 
Sample 

Cu 2a 

s.o.f. 

Cu 2c 

s.o.f. 

Zn 2d 

s.o.f. 

Sn 2b 

s.o.f. 

Ge 2b 

s.o.f. 
𝐙𝐧𝐒𝐧,𝐆𝐞

𝟐+  

F
-T

y
p

e 

Cu2.08Zn1.01Ge0.91S4 1.00000 1.05146 0.90603 --- 0.94268 0.06384 

Cu2.10Zn1.00Sn0.09Ge0.81S4 1.00000 1.00000 1.12001 0.10634 0.82634 0.02634 

Cu2.06Zn1.03Sn0.27Ge0.64S4 1.03462 1.00000 1.12356 0.29490 0.66490 0.03490 

Cu2.05Zn1.02Sn0.48Ge0.44S4 1.00000 1.00000 1.00158 0.49860 0.45860 0.02860 

A
,C

-T
y

p
e
 

Sample 
Cu 2a 

s.o.f. 

Cu 2c 

s.o.f. 

Zn 2d 

s.o.f. 

Sn 2b 

s.o.f. 

Ge 2b 

s.o.f. 𝐙𝐧𝐂𝐮
𝟐+ 

Cu1.98Zn0.98Sn1.03S4 0.91540 0.86827 0.95879 0.93126 --- 0.02236 
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Figure 3.24. Cation ratio plot Cu/(Zn+Ge+Sn) vs. Zn/(Ge+Sn) showing the different chemical composition 

of the selenium single crystals and their types A to F [17]. 

 Table 3.12. Site occupancy factors (s.o.f.) by cations obtained from simultaneous Rietveld refinement of 

cation position of the selenium single crystals following the most lightly defect presented in Table 3.10. 

D
-T

y
p

e Sample 

Cu 2a 

s.o.f. 

Cu 2c 

s.o.f. 

Zn 2d 

s.o.f. 

Sn 2b 

s.o.f. 

Ge 2b 

s.o.f. 𝐂𝐮𝐙𝐧
+  

Cu2.16Zn0.96Ge0.87Se4 

1.03258 0.98514 1.02855 -- 0.86547 0.00547 

F
-T

y
p

e 

Cu 2a 

s.o.f. 

Cu 2c 

s.o.f. 

Zn 2d 

s.o.f. 

Sn 2b 

s.o.f. 

Ge 2b 

s.o.f. 𝐂𝐮𝐒𝐧,𝐆𝐞
𝟐+  

1.03711 0.98523 1.00837 -- 0.87000 0.01959 

D
-T

y
p

e 

Sample 

Cu 2a 

s.o.f. 

Cu 2c 

s.o.f. 

Zn 2d 

s.o.f. 

Sn 2b 

s.o.f. 

Ge 2b 

s.o.f. 𝐂𝐮𝐙𝐧
+  

Cu2.19Zn0.90Sn0.43Ge0.48Se4 1.00000 0.97189 0.90606 0.43000 0.48000 0.01110 

B
-T

y
p

e 

Sample 

Cu 2a 

s.o.f. 

Cu 2c 

s.o.f. 

Zn 2d 

s.o.f. 

Sn 2b 

s.o.f. 

Ge 2b 

s.o.f. 𝐙𝐧𝐂𝐮
𝟐+ 𝐙𝐧𝐒𝐧,𝐆𝐞

𝟐+  

Cu1.09Zn1.12Sn0.61Ge0.29Se4 1.00000 0.97265 1.00466 0.60983 0.2893 0.00265 0.00983 

C
-T

y
p

e 

Sample 

Cu 2a 

s.o.f. 

Cu 2c 

s.o.f. 

Zn 2d 

s.o.f. 

Sn 2b 

s.o.f. 

Ge 2b 

s.o.f. 𝐙𝐧𝐂𝐮
𝟐+ 

Cu2.00Zn1.06Sn0.94Se4 0.94717 0.92863 0.96571 0.94000 -- 0.00675 
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In summary, it has been shown how the theoretical defect prediction [16,17] (Table 

3.11) match with the site occupancy refinements performed and the compositions 

measured by WDX and/or EDX. For the sulfur single crystals, the A,C-type mixture has 

been determined by the chemical composition measurements while  the presence of ZnCu
2+ 

and ZnSn,Ge
2+  defects was obtained by the refinements. This means that the sample that 

shows the A,C-type mixture is mostly A-type because C-type defects were not found.. For 

some of the selenium single crystals, the B-type sample was found, consistent with the 

observed presence of ZnCu
2+ and ZnSn,Ge

2+  defects; in some other samples, C-type and D-

type regions have been found, with the presence of ZnCu
2+ and CuZn

+  defects, respectively. 

In the case of the Cu2ZnGeSe4, it appears to be a mixture of F and D-type regions and two 

defects were found, CuZn
+  and CuSn,Ge

2+ , respectively, but the amount of CuSn,Ge
2+  defects 

was one order of magnitude higher than the amount of CuZn
2+ defects, and therefore it 

could be concluded that this sample is mostly D-type. 

3.3.2. Cu2ZnSnS4 polycrystalline compounds synthesized with different 

approaches 

Figure 3.25 shows the X-ray diffraction patterns of the Cu2ZnSnS4 polycrystalline 

compounds synthesized with three different approaches. In the pure elements approach, 

the characteristic Miller indexes of the kesterite structure are indicated. Moreover, there 

are indicated the secondary phase peaks of ZnS and Cu2SnS3 with Δ and α, respectively. 

In most of the cases these secondary phases overlap with the kesterite peaks. Here, they 

are included in the plot because they were detected by EDX and due to the increment on 

the broadening of the peaks overlapped. Despite EDX measurements did not detect the 

presence of kesterite phase in the binary approach alloy, in the XRD pattern it appears the 

kesterite peaks plus Cu2SnS3 secondary phases. Most of the Cu2SnS3 peaks overlap with 

the kesterite peaks but a couple of peaks were detected and assigned to this compound at 

around 2θ=31º and 42º. In the ternary and binary approaches, it was not possible to 

identify the Cu2S peaks detected by EDX. The Σ letter indicates the aluminum peaks from 

the aluminum holder used to perform the XRD measurement. To avoid the presence of 

these peaks, all the rest of the XRD measurements were performed on carbon holders, 

which have no peak reflections.  
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Through the inhomogeneity of these samples and the presence of secondary phases, 

these powders were not further characterized and they were used as a source material to 

make absorber thin films (chapter 4).  

 

Figure 3.25. X-ray diffraction patterns of Cu2ZnSnS4 polycrystalline compounds synthesized with different 

approaches with indication of the Miller indexes for the most intense peaks of the kesterite structure. Note: 

the Greeks letters Δ, α, Σ indicates the ZnS, Cu2SnS3secondary phase peaks and the Aluminum peaks due to 

the holder, respectively.  

3.3.3. Cu2ZnSnyGe1-yS4 and Cu2ZnSnyGe1-ySe4 polycrystalline compounds X-

ray and Neutron Diffraction measurements 

Figure 3.26 shows the X-ray diffraction patterns of sulfur (a) and selenium (b) 

compounds. In the diffraction pattern of Cu2ZnGeS4, several extra peaks appear related 

with undesired secondary phases. For this reason, the CZGS sample was discarded in the 

neutron diffraction measurements. In Figure 3.27 the Neutron diffractograms of CZTGS 

(a) and CZTGSe (b) compounds are plotted. The polycrystalline compounds show less 

crystallinity and homogeneity in composition than the single crystals and the presence of 

Zn(S,Se) secondary phases, which will be discussed below. In the case of the 
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polycrystalline compounds, the amount of the powders was much higher (more than 3 

grams) than in the case of single crystals (around 1 gram). This fact made feasible to 

perform the refinements with only the neutron diffraction data because the higher amount 

of the powders gave clear peaks with less background, which can be clearly observed at 

the higher angles when compared the single crystals (Figure 3.16, Figure 3.17, Figure 

3.18) with the polycrystalline (Figure 3.27, Figure 3.28) neutron diffraction patterns. As a 

consequence, it was not necessary to perform simultaneous refinements with X-ray and 

neutron data to extract reliable structural information. For this reasons, the Rietveld 

refinement was done only on the Neutron data obtained at HZB. 

In Figure 3.26 and Figure 3.27 it can be observed how the peaks are shifted to higher 

angles when the amount of germanium increases. This phenomenon is clearer in the case 

of the XRD patterns (Figure 3.26) and especially for the main peak 112, as observed for 

the single crystals. In the Cu2ZnGeS4 pattern, it was detected several extra peaks not 

related to the kesterite structure. This fact was fundamental to discard this compound for 

neutron measurements. Since the neutron beam time was limited, it was used for other 

compounds that presented better X-ray patterns.  
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Figure 3.26. X-ray diffraction patterns of CZTGS (a) and CZTGSe (b) polycrystalline compounds with 

indication of the Miller indexes of kesterite structure for the most intense peaks. 
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Figure 3.27. Neutron diffraction patterns of CZTGS (a) and CZTGSe (b) polycrystalline compounds. 
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Figure 3.28 is an example of the refined neutron patterns of Cu2ZnSnS4 (a) 

Cu2ZnSn0.3Ge0.7S4 (b) with the kesterite and Zn(S,Se) phases.  

 

Figure 3.28. Examples of neutron patterns refined of polycrystalline compounds by Rietveld method, 

Cu2ZnSnS4 (a) and Cu2ZnSn0.3Ge0.7Se4 (b). In red is the data acquisition, in black the refinement fitting, the 

blue vertical lines are the theoretical Bragg reflections for the kesterite structure, the red vertical lines are 

the theoretical Bragg reflections of Zn(S,Se) secondary phases  and the horizontal blue line is the difference 

between the data acquisition and refinement fitting. 

3.3.3.1. Refinement of Cu2ZnSnyGe1-yS4 and Cu2ZnSnyGe1-ySe4 

polycrystalline compounds 

From these refinements, the cell parameters were extracted for the sulfur compounds 

(Table 3.13) and selenium compounds (Table 3.14), as well as the agreement parameters 

(RBragg and χ
2
). In both cases, most of the compounds were refined considering two 

phases, kesterite (KS) and Zn(S,Se), except the Cu2ZnSn0.7Ge0.3S4 and Cu2ZnGeSe4. The 

Rietveld refinement and the agreement parameter improved sensitively in the moment 

that the secondary phases (Zn(S,Se)) were included in the refinement. In the most of 

sulfur and selenium polycrystalline compounds, the goodness of fit parameter (χ
2
) are 

below 2. Also, the RBragg agreement parameter ranges from 4 to 14, which gives an idea 

about the inhomogeneity of the polycrystalline compounds. The RBragg of the single 

crystals showed less divergence due to the higher homogeneity and crystallinity of these 

compounds compared to the polycrystalline compounds. All the parameters and patterns 

related to these refinments are presented in the Appendix I.  

Figure 3.29 and Figure 3.30 show the lattice constants (a,c) and tetragonal distortion 

(c/2a) of the sulfur and selenium polycrystalline compounds, respectively. Following is 
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the linear function of the lattice constants and tetragonal distortion fittings for the sulfur 

polycrystalline compounds: 

𝑎(Å) = 5.4320(8) − 0.091(2)𝑥 

𝑐(Å) = 10.830(1) − 0.314(3)𝑥 

𝑐/2𝑎 = 0.99686(4) − 0.0122(1)𝑥 

Equation 3-3 

 These values obtained in these fitting are very close to the ones presented in the sulfur 

single crystals (see Equation 3-1). Also, these similarities are present in the selenium 

single crystals (see Equation 3-2) and the selenium polycrystalline compounds as can be 

seen in the next fittings:  

𝑎(Å) = 5.695(3) − 0.085(5)𝑥 

𝑐(Å) = 11.351(8) − 0.30(1)𝑥 

𝑐/2𝑎 = 0.9967(5) − 0.0116(8)𝑥 

Equation 3-4 

Furthermore, all the plots follow a linear decrease when the tin (Sn) is substituted by 

germanium (Ge) following the Vegard’s law [13]. These behaviors are analogue to the 

single crystal samples and it is due to the same reasoning, the lattice constants decrease 

when the amount of germanium increase because the ionic radii of the germanium (53 

pm) [14] is smaller than the atomic radius of tin (69 pm) [14]. All the refined parameters 

and the neutron diffraction patterns are presented in Appendix I.   

Table 3.13. Tetragonal lattice constants (a,c), tetragonal distortion (c/2a), refinement parameters (RBragg, χ
2
) 

of the sulfur polycrystalline compounds obtained from Rietveld refinement of the Neutron diffraction data. 

Note: Standard deviations in last place digits are indicated in brackets. KS=Kesterite structure; 

SF=Secondary phase (ZnS); ND=Neutron diffraction. 

Sample a (Å) c (Å) c/2a 
RBragg 

χ
2
 

KS SF 

Cu2ZnSn0.5Ge0.5S4 5.38244(18) 10.65808(56) 0.997(3) 13.55 9.62 1.58 

Cu2ZnSn0.7Ge0.3S4 5.40493(12) 10.73787(38) 0.993(3) 9.17 -- 1.86 

Cu2ZnSnS4 5.432390(9) 10.83048(34) 0.997(3) 4.76 4.04 1.85 
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Table 3.14. Tetragonal lattice constants (a,c), tetragonal distortion (c/2a), refinement parameters (RBragg, χ
2
) 

of the selenium polycrystalline compounds obtained from Rietveld refinement of the neutron diffraction 

data. Note: Standard deviations in last place digits are indicated in brackets. KS=Kesterite structure; 

SF=Secondary phase (ZnSe); ND=Neutron diffraction. 

Sample a (Å) c (Å) c/2a 
RBragg 

χ
2
 

KS SF 

Cu2ZnGeSe4 5.60899(15) 11.04369(45) 0. 984(4) 10.29 -- 1.65 

Cu2ZnSn0.3Ge0.7Se4 5.64122(9) 11.1571(24) 0.989(3) 9.28 21.15 2.65 

Cu2ZnSn0.5Ge0.5Se4 5.64813(13) 11.19741(41) 0.991(3) 7.91 7.68 3.47 

Cu2ZnSn0.7Ge0.3Se4 5.66936(10) 11.25967(36) 0.993(3) 13.29 5.03 1.72 

Cu2ZnSnSe4 5.69598(26) 11.35021(96) 0.996(5) 14.27 12.09 1.43 

    

 

Figure 3.29. Tetragonal lattice constant a, c and tetragonal distortion c/2a of sulfur polycrystalline 

compounds. Note: Error bars are included but some of them are not distinguishable in the plots. Linear 

fittings and R-factors are also included in the plots. 
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Figure 3.30. Tetragonal lattice constant a, c and tetragonal distortion c/2a of selenium polycrystalline 

compounds. Note: Error bars are included but some of them are not distinguishable in the plots. Linear 

fittings and R-factors are also included in the plots. 

Table 3.15 and Table 3.16 present the anion coordinates (X,Y,Z) and the cation-anion 

distances values plotted versus the x=[Ge/(Ge+Sn)] ratio in Figure 3.21 and Figure 3.22 

for sulfur and selenium single crystals, respectively. As it was mentioned for sulfur single 

crystals, there is not a clear evolution in the cation-anion distances but it seems there is a 

tendency to decrease the distance cation-anion when the amount of germanium increases. 

This decrease is clearly observed in the plots of the anion-germanium distances (see 

Figure 3.21 and Figure 3.32). The reason of this behavior is attributed to the difference in 

the germanium and tin ionic radii (53 pm and 69 pm [14], respectively), which makes 

likely the reduction of the cation-anion distances. Another option mentioned above, it 

could be the ionic hybridization in the moment that germanium is changed for tin atoms 

and decrease the interatomic distances. Similar behavior is present for sulfur 

polycrystalline and single crystals, it seems that the anion has a “lateral” translation. 

There is a tendency that when the sulfur-cation distance of Ge(2b) and Cu(2a) increase 

the sulfur-cation distance of Zn(2d) and Cu(2c) decrease and contrariwise.  
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Table 3.15. Anion coordinates (X, Y, Z) and cation-anion distances of the sulfur polycrystalline obtained 

from Rietveld refinement of the neutron and X-ray diffraction data. Note: Standard deviations in last place 

digits are indicated in brackets. Ge2b-S8i is equivalent to Sn2b-S8i. 

Sample X  Y  Z  

Cu2ZnSn0.5Ge0.5S4 0.24098(1318) 0.23988(1440) 0.12142(730) 

Cu2ZnSn0.7Ge0.3S4 0.24481(980) 0.27450(787) 0.11397(545) 

Cu2ZnSnS4 0.24252(400) 0.24562(400) 0.12803(258) 

Sample 
Cu2a-S8i  

(Å) 

Cu2c-S8i  

(Å) 

Zn2d-S8i  

(Å) 

Ge2b-S8i  

(Å) 

Cu2ZnSn0.5Ge0.5S4 2.24(8) 2.35(8) 2.35(8) 2.36(8) 

Cu2ZnSn0.7Ge0.3S4 2.24461(4) 2.36491(4) 2.40605(4) 2.33131(4) 

Cu2ZnSnS4 2.33(3) 2.32(3) 2.34(4) 2.40(3) 

    

    

Figure 3.31. Sulfur polycrystalline cation-anion distance: Cu2a-Se8i, Cu2c-Se8i, Zn2d-Se8i, and Ge2b-

Se8i. Note: Ge2b-S8i is equivalent to Sn2b-S8i.  
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Table 3.16. Anion coordinates (X, Y, Z) and cation-anion distances of the selenium single crystals obtained 

from the simultaneous Rietveld refinement of the neutron and X-ray diffraction data. Note: Standard 

deviations are indicated in last place in brackets. ST=Stannite structure; Ge2b-S8i is equivalent to Sn2b-

S8i. 

Sample X  Y  Z  

Cu2ZnGeSe4 0.25199(259) 0.23330(259) 0.12219(246) 

Cu2ZnSn0.3Ge0.7Se4 0.25744(94) 0.25857(94) 0.12564(94) 

Cu2ZnSn0.5Ge0.5Se4 0.26967(1681) 0.26137(925) 0.12629(152) 

Cu2ZnSn0.7Ge0.3Se4 0.25398(1250) 0.25008(527) 0.13044(88) 

Cu2ZnSnSe4 0.26545(1055) 0.24557(594) 0.12987(209) 

Sample 
Cu2a-S8i 

(Å) 

Cu2c-S8i 

(Å) 

Zn2d-S8i 

(Å) 

Ge2b-S8i 

(Å) 

Cu2ZnGeSe4 2.448(19) 2.375(19) 2.498(19) 2.350(19) 

Cu2ZnSn0.3Ge0.7Se4 2.386(8) 2.427(8) 2.435(8) 2.490(8) 

Cu2ZnSn0.5Ge0.5Se4 2.35(7) 2.46(7) 2.40(7) 2.55(7) 

Cu2ZnSn0.7Ge0.3Se4 2.47(5) 2.43(5) 2.40 (5) 2.50(5) 

Cu2ZnSnSe4 2.46(5) 2.37(5) 2.50(5) 2.53(5) 

Figure 3.32 shows a similar behavior than the ones presented for the selenium single 

crystals, but in this case it seems that all the anion-cation distance of the compounds are 

interrelated maybe because the ionic hybridization is present in all the compounds. This 

hybridization behavior might explain that the anion has a “lateral” translation because 

there is a tendency that when the selenium-cation distance of Ge(2b) and Cu(2c) 

increases, the selenium-cation distance of Zn(2d) and Cu(2a) decreases and inversely. 
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Figure 3.32. Selenium polycrystalline cation-anion distance: Cu2a-Se8i, Cu2c-Se8i, Zn2d-Se8i, and Ge2b-

Se8i. Note: Ge2b-S8i is equivalent to Sn2b-S8i. 
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3.4. Optical properties of kesterite compounds 

In this section, there are two sub-sections. The first one shows the spectroscopic 

ellipsometry measurements of the sulfur and selenium single crystals synthesized by CVT 

and the second one presents the spectroscopic ellipsometry measurements of the sulfur 

and selenium polycrystalline compounds synthesized by the Bridgman method. In each 

section, the results are presented and discussed. 

3.4.1. Single crystals measured by Spectroscopic ellipsometry [8] 

Figure 3.33 and Figure 3.34 show the experimental spectral dependence of the dielectric 

functions of the different Cu2ZnSn1-yGeyS4 and Cu2ZnSn1-yGeySe4 single crystals, 

respectively. 

 

Figure 3.33. Experimental spectral dependence of real (ε1(E)) and imaginary (ε2(E)) parts of the dielectric 

function ε(E) of Cu2ZnSn1-yGeyS4 single crystals. The spectra exhibit three CP structures, E0, E1A and E1B 

for each compound. 
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Figure 3.34. Experimental spectral dependence of real (ε1(E)) and imaginary (ε2(E)) part of the dielectric 

function ε(E) of Cu2ZnSn1-yGeySe4 single crystals. 

Figure 3.33 shows in the spectra clear interband critical points (CP) structures analyzed 

in terms of standard analytic line shapes:  

𝜀(𝜔) = 𝐶 − 𝐴𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑖𝛷(𝜔 − 𝐸 + 𝑖𝛤)𝑚 

Equation 3-5 

where A is the amplitude, E is the energy threshold, Γ is the boarding, and Φ is the 

excitonic phase angle [18]. These parameters are determined by fitting the numerically 

obtained second derivative spectra d
2
ε(E)/dE

2
 of the experimental ε(E) to Equation 3-5. 

The exponent m has the value -½ for one-dimensional, 0 for two-dimensional, and ½ for 

three-dimensional critical points. From the CPs, information on the energy separation of 

valence and conduction bands can be obtained. Previously, calculations based on different 

features observed in complex dielectric constants have been reported in CZTS [19] and 

CZGS [20] single crystals. Here the ε(E) spectra show three CPs structures: E0, E1A and 

E1B. Analogous procedures were done after Figure 3.34. In this case the interband critical 

points (CP) were not highlighted to avoid confusion in the plot. 
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To obtain the CP’s energies, the ε(E) spectra were smoothed by fast Fourier transform 

filtering before fitting d
2
ε(E)/dE

2
. Figure 3.35 and Figure 3.37 exhibit the second 

derivatives of the real and imaginary parts of the dielectric functions and their fittings by 

using Equation 3-5. The fittings have been done taking into account CPs of 3D-type for 

the fundamental absorption edge E0=Eg and 2D-type for the second, E1A, and third, E1B, 

transition energies.   
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Figure 3.35. (a), (b), (c), (d), (e), (f), (g) Second derivative spectra of the experimental real and imaginary 

dielectric functions and the fitting based on Equation 3-5  to obtain the transition energies of sulfur single 

crystals. E0, E1A and E1B values are given. 
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Table 3.17 shows the energy threshold of the fundamental absorption edge E0 = 2.25 eV 

for Cu2ZnGeS4 (CZGS), which is in good agreement with the 2.27 eV of the kesterite 

CZGS theoretical calculations [21] and that obtained experimentally in single crystals by 

ellipsometry [20]. In the case of the selenide single crystal Cu2ZnGeSe4 (CZGSe) (Table 

3.18 and the red triangle in Figure 3.38), it was noticed a change in the tendency of the 

fundamental absorption edge compared with the other selenium single crystals. This is 

because CZGSe presents a different structure which affects directly to the fundamental 

absorption edge E0 = 1.33eV, which is the E0 value for the stannite structure as reported 

in [10,22] by theoretical calculations. Except this precise compound CZGSe, all the other 

compounds were identified to crystallize in the kesterite structure, as it will be explained 

below in this section.      

The E0 threshold is assigned to the electronic transition at the Γ(000) point, 

corresponding to a direct transition from the valence-band maximum (VBM) to the 

conduction-band minimum (CBM). In this work, for the CZGS kesterite compound, the 

energies of the second threshold E1A and the third E1B are 2.92 eV and 4.24 eV 

respectively. Also for the CZGSe stannite compound, the energies of the second threshold 

E1A and the third E1B are 1.86 eV and 3.08 eV respectively. These energies are very close 

to those reported from theoretical band structure studies in [21] for CZGS and in [10] for 

CZGSe, which correspond to the transitions at the high critical points N(A): 2Π/a (0.5 0.5 

0.5), T(Z): 2Π/a (0 0 0.5) and Γ2:(0 0 0) of the first Brillouin zone for the E1A, E1B and E0 

transitions, respectively.  

The partial substitution of Ge by Sn leads to a decrease of the E0 values, as displayed in 

Table 3.17 and Table 3.18. Figure 3.36 and Figure 3.38 display the variation of the 

fundamental energy E0 with the experimental [Ge/(Sn+Ge)] atomic ratio and its linear 

fitting for sulfides and selenides, respectively. Following is presented the band gap linear 

fitting of the sulfur single crystals: 

𝐸0 = 1.50(1) + 0.73(2)𝑥 

Equation 3-6 

Also, it is shown the band gap linear fitting of the selenium single crystals: 

𝐸0 = 0.91(3) + 0.69(5)𝑥 

Equation 3-7 
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 In both cases the band gap evolution follows the Vegard’s law, as already observed for 

Cu2ZnSn1-yGeySe4 [23]. In Figure 3.38, two points for x=1 (CZGSe) are shown, the red 

triangle (1.33 eV) is the one measured in this work but it did not follow the linear fitting 

because it refers to the stannite structure, and the higher point (1.60 eV) with the star on 

top, that was extracted from literature [10] and it refers to the kesterite structure value like 

all the other measured points of selenium compound. The x=1 (CZGSe) point extracted 

from the literature in Figure 3.38  has been used to perform a linear fitting and useful to 

assure that the rest of the samples follow the kesterite structure tendency. Moreover, in 

[10], a theoretical calculated value of 1.32 eV band-gap and experimentally in [24] by 

spectrophotometry a value of 1.29 eV was obtained for the Cu2ZnGeSe4 with the stannite 

structure, which fits properly with the one that has been measured by spectroscopic 

ellipsometry in this work. The fact that only with spectroscopic ellipsometry it was 

detected the Cu2ZnGeSe4 as stannite structure might be related with this specific single 

crystal. This technique requires a big enough area to reflect the light to perform the 

measurement (section 2.3), and in Cu2ZnGeSe4 single crystals synthesis, only one single 

crystal was enough big to perform this measurement (the other were too small to obtain 

any result). This single crystal was reserved exclusively to perform spectroscopic 

ellipsometry while the rest were used in the other characterization techniques (diffraction 

(section 3.3) and Raman (section 3.5) measurements). This single crystal was measured 

several times to assure that the band gap energy value obtained was reliable. Lately, it 

was performed Raman measurements in the single crystal characterized by ellipsometry 

(section 3.4) and the other measured by Raman (section 3.5). It was found that there were 

remarkable differences. For the Raman spectra measured with 532 nm excitation 

wavelengths, some intensity changes in the 170-180 cm
-1

 region as well as the presence 

of an extra peak around 196 cm
-1

 for the ellipsometry single crystal were found. The 

Raman measurement with the 785 nm excitation wavelength showed the same intensity 

changes in the 170-180 cm
-1

 region and the existence of extra peaks around 190 and 236 

cm
-1

. These changes in the spectrums are related to the coupling modification of the 

excitation wavelength with the band gap energy. This might be due to the coexistence of 

both stannite and kesterite structures. In Appendix II shows both Raman spectra with the 

different excitation wavelengths and the indicated changes. 

 It has to be mentioned, that theoretical works [21] suggest that Zn does not have an 

important role in the change of the band gap energy, so the deviation from a linear 
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increase of E0 with the Ge content may be related to the different Cu concentration of the 

samples. The reason of this deviation may be originated in the Cu-S p-d coupling that 

determines the VBM level, and the Cu-poor samples show higher band gaps due to the 

decrease in the VBM [21,25,26]. The phenomena of the “vacancy compound” for Cu-

poorer thin films, increasing E0, have been widely used in the chalcopyrite compound to 

improve their efficiency like in the case of CISe/CdS interface [27]. The composition of 

the kesterite plays an important role because the highest performance obtained for 

CZTSSe-based solar cells are obtained for Cu-poor kesterite layers. 

Table 3.17. Transition energies E0, E1A and E1B values of Cu2ZnSn1-yGeyS4 (y = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9 and 1) 

single crystals. 

Sample E0 (±0.03) (eV) E1A (±0.03) (eV) E1B (±0.03) (eV) 

Cu2ZnGeS4 2.25 2.92 4.24 

Cu2ZnSn0.1Ge0.9S4 2.20 3.04 4.19 

Cu2ZnSn0.3Ge0.7S4 1.98 2.92 4.20 

Cu2ZnSn0.5Ge0.5S4 1.90 2.82 4.21 

Cu2ZnSn0.7Ge0.3S4 1.69 2.76 4.10 

Cu2ZnSn0.9Ge0.1S4 1.59 2.75 4.09 

Cu2ZnSnS4 1.51 2.69 4.01 

  

Figure 3.36. Variation of the fundamental band gap energy with the x= [Ge/(Sn+Ge)] atomic ratio values of 

Cu2ZnSn1-xGexS4 (x= 0.08, 0.28, 0.55, 0.71, 0.92 and 1) single crystals. The solid line represents the linear 

fit of the experimental data. 
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Figure 3.37. (a), (b), (c), (d), (e) Second derivative spectra of the experimental real and imaginary dielectric 

functions and the fitting based on Equation 3-5 to obtain the transition energies of selenium single crystals. 

E0, E1A and E1B values are given. 
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Table 3.18. Transition energies E0, E1A and E1B values of Cu2ZnSn1-yGeySe4 (y = 0, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 and 1) 

single crystals. 

Sample E0 (±0.03) (eV) E1A (±0.03) (eV) E1B (±0.03) (eV) 

Cu2ZnGeSe4 1.33 1.86 3.08 

Cu2ZnSn0.3Ge0.7Se4 1.45 1.99 3.29 

Cu2ZnSn0.5Ge0.5Se4 1.26 2.14 3.44 

Cu2ZnSn0.7Ge0.3Se4 1.10 1.62 2.62 

Cu2ZnSnSe4 0.93 2.17 3.16 

 

Figure 3.38. Variation of the fundamental band gap energy with the x= [Ge/(Sn+Ge)] atomic ratio values of 

Cu2ZnSn1-xGexSe4 (x= 0, 0.27, 0.50, 0.66 and 1) single crystals. The solid line represents the linear fit of the 

experimental data. Note: the point with the * on top is from literature [10], the red triangle is the E0 of 

stannite CZGSe compound measured. 

3.4.2. Polycrystalline compounds measured by Spectroscopic ellipsometry  

Figure 3.39 and Figure 3.41 exhibit the second derivatives of the real and imaginary 

parts of the dielectric functions and their fittings by using Equation 3-5 of the CZTGS and 

CZTGSe samples, respectively. The fittings have been done again taking into account 

CPs of 3D-type for the fundamental absorption edge E0=Eg and 2D-type for the second, 

E1A, and third, E1B, transition energies. 
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The fundamental absorption edge E0=Eg of the sulfur polycrystalline compounds have 

similar values than the ones obtained for the sulfur single crystals (Table 3.19). Moreover, 

the selenium polycrystalline compounds and the selenium single crystals values of the 

fundamental absorption edge (Table 3.20) are similar in the extremes composition, 

CZGSe and CZTSe. On the other hand, the intermediate selenium polycrystalline 

compounds show differing values in the fundamental absorption edge; although the 

samples were polished, these differences in the fundamental absorption edge might be 

due to the presence of grain boundaries in the surface; this grain boundaries might 

promote the oxidation in these boundaries which could not be possible to remove it with 

the standard polishing [18,28]. As it can be seen, the number of the samples is 

substantially less than the samples presented in the single crystals section. The reason for 

this is the presence of secondary phases in the polycrystalline samples, which makes 

impossible to perform appropriate measurements to achieve reliable energy transition 

values for the CZTGS or CZTGSe samples.   

The partial substitution of Ge by Sn leads to a decrease of the E0 values, as displayed in 

Table 3.19 and Table 3.20, as it was previously observed for the single crystals. 

  

Figure 3.39. (a), (b) Second derivative spectra of the experimental real and imaginary dielectric functions 

and the fitting based on Equation 3-5 to obtain the transition energies of sulfur polycrystalline compounds. 

E0, E1A and E1B values are given. 
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Table 3.19. Transition energies E0, E1A and E1B values of Cu2ZnSn1-yGeyS4 (y = 0 and 0.5) polycrystalline 

compounds. 

Sample E0 (±0.03) (eV) E1A (±0.03) (eV) E1B (±0.03) (eV) 

Cu2ZnSn0.5Ge0.5S4 1.95 2.67 3.58 

Cu2ZnSnS4 1.64 2.72 3.68 

Figure 3.40 and Figure 3.42 display the variation of the fundamental energy E0 with the 

experimental [Ge/(Sn+Ge)] atomic ratio for sulfides and selenides polycrystalline 

samples, respectively, and the linear fitting for the latter ones: 

𝐸0 = 0.91(4) + 0.35(5)𝑥 

Equation 3-8 

The Y axis intersection is the same than for the selenium single crystals (see Equation 

3-7) but the slope is almost the half. The reason of this difference is easy to understand 

since the band gap value considered for the Cu2ZnGeSe4 single crystal was 1.60 eV, 

extracted from the literature, instead the 1.33 eV measured experimentally which 

corresponded to a mixture of stannite-kesterite structures and it was out of range to 

perform a linear suitable adjustment (see Figure 3.38). Meanwhile, linear fitting of the 

selenium polycrystalline compounds band gap energy was done with 1.25 eV for the 

Cu2ZnGeSe4, which affects directly to the slope of the fitting. Furthermore, Vegard's law 

is fulfilled when the atomic ratio x=[Ge/(Ge+Sn)] changes for the selenium compounds. 

There is no linear fitting for the sulfur polycrystalline compounds because there were 

only two samples measured. 
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Figure 3.40. Variation of the fundamental band gap energy with the x= [Ge/(Sn+Ge)] atomic ratio values of 

Cu2ZnSn1-xGexS4 (x= 0 and 0.55).  

      

       

Figure 3.41. (a), (b), (c), (d) Second derivative spectra of the experimental real and imaginary dielectric 

functions and the fitting based on Equation 3-5  to obtain the transition energies of selenium polycrystalline 

compounds. E0, E1A and E1B values are given. 
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Table 3.20. Transition energies E0, E1A and E1B values of Cu2ZnSn1-yGeySe4 (y = 0, 0.3, 0.5 and 1) single 

crystals. 

Sample E0 (±0.03) (eV) E1A (±0.03) (eV) E1B (±0.03) (eV) 

Cu2ZnGeSe4 1.25 2.37 3.69 

Cu2ZnSn0.3Ge0.7Se4 1.20 2.03 3.68 

Cu2ZnSn0.5Ge0.5Se4 1.06 2.29 3.65 

Cu2ZnSnSe4 0.91 2.17 3.61 

 

  

Figure 3.42. Variation of the fundamental band gap energy with the x= [Ge/(Sn+Ge)] atomic ratio values of 

Cu2ZnSn1-xGexSe4 (x= 0 , 0.50, 0.66 and 1) single crystals. The solid line represents the linear fit of the 

experimental data.  
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3.5. Vibrational properties by Raman spectroscopy 

In this section, it will be presented the Raman spectra of the CZTGS, CZTGSe single 

crystals and polycrystalline and its discussion. 

3.5.1. Single crystals [29]  

The Raman spectra of the CZTGS single crystals are presented in Figure 3.43. The 

position of the peaks was deduced from Lorentzian curves deconvolution of the 

experimental spectra excited with three different laser lines (532 nm (Figure 3.43(a)), 633 

nm (Figure 3.43(b)) and 785 nm (Figure 3.43(c))). To perform measurements with three 

different wavelengths gives the advantage that the excitation wavelength matches 

different electronic transitions of the crystal, so the vibrational modes associated with the 

excited electronic state are greatly enhanced and it makes easier to identify low intensity 

modes.  Here, the shift of all peaks to higher wavenumbers with the increase of the Ge 

content is clear. 
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Figure 3.43. Raman spectra of CZTGS single crystals measured with different excitation wavelengths 

marked in the graphs. The numbers in the spectra indicate the x=[Ge/(Ge+Sn)] value according to EDX 

chemical composition measurements. The intensity of the spectra in the low wavenumber range (< 200 cm-

1) has been magnified for convenience. Black dashed lines in the figures are used as a visual guide and their 

symmetry modes are indicated in the 532 nm excitation wavelength. 

Figure 3.44 shows the shifts of the Raman modes of the most relevant peaks, after the 

Lorentzian deconvolution of the spectra, with the [Ge/(Ge+Sn)] ratio. It is important to 

take into account that the Raman modes symmetry indicated in Figure 3.44 is valid only 
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in case of pure compounds and corresponds to the results obtained from polarization 

measurements in Cu2ZnSnS4 [30] and Cu2ZnGeS4 [31] single crystals. 

 

Figure 3.44. Shift of Raman peaks in the CZTGS single crystals. The symmetry mode is indicated only for 

pure compounds and correlates with the results in [30] and [31]. The TO/LO splitting is indicated only 

when it is significant. 
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As it was mentioned in the previous section, the CZTSSe and CZGeSSe compounds, 

crystalizing in the tetragonal Bravais lattice, can be associated to kesterite or stannite type 

structures. These structures are hardly distinguishable from the XRD diffractograms, 

being much easier to differentiate them from the Raman scattering study. As it was 

mentioned in the introduction, according to unit cell group analysis, the irreducible 

representation of the zone center ( point) phonon modes for stannite and kesterite type 

structures differs in the number of possible A1 or A modes (2A1 modes for stannite and 3A 

modes for kesterite). Also, there are other differences in other related modes to 

distinguish these two structural types. However, the utility of these modes to distinguish 

both structures is compromised because of their usual low intensity. Previously, based on 

polarized Raman scattering investigations of single crystals, it was shown that for all four 

pure compounds CZTS(Se) and CZGS(Se), the second most intense band consisting on 

two peaks could be a clear indication for the kesterite type structure in quaternary 

compounds [30–32]. Taking into account these aspects, it will follow the analysis and 

discussion of the results to identify the type of structure. 

As shown in Figure 3.43 and Figure 3.44, the most intense peak (338 cm
-1

 in CZTS and 

359 cm
-1

 in CZGeS) as well as the less intense A symmetry peak (276 cm
-1

 in CZTS and 

285 cm
-1

 in CZGeS) show the two mode behavior (i.e., splitting of the peak in two). On 

the other hand, the second most intense A symmetry peak (287 cm
-1

 in CZTS and 295 cm
-

1
 in CZGeS) presents the one mode behavior. In [31], the anion motion for three different 

A symmetry modes in CZGeS compound was presented, which exhibits strong 

differences in their motion orientation as will be explain with more detail below. This fact 

could explain the different one or two mode behavior of the A symmetry modes in the 

CZTGS single crystals. 

The Raman spectra of the CZTGSe single crystals measured under the laser lines 532, 

633 and 785 nm are shown in Figure 3.45. In the spectra, two intense peaks in the range 

160–210 cm
-1

 are associated to the A-like symmetry modes, and clearly exhibit one-mode 

behavior. The position of the peaks was deduced from Lorentzian curves deconvolution 

of the experimental spectra excited with three different laser lines. An increasing blue 

shift with the [Ge/(Ge+Sn)] ratio for all peaks was found, similar to that found in the 

sulfur compounds, and it is presented in Figure 3.46. Here, the symmetry of the peaks is 

indicated only in the case of the pure compounds and corresponds to the results obtained 

from polarization measurements in Cu2ZnSnSe4 and Cu2ZnGeSe4 single crystals [32]. 
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Excluding the A-like symmetry peaks, the rest of the modes, marked as E or B symmetry 

modes in Figure 3.46, exhibited two mode behavior, which denotes the strong influence 

of Sn and Ge cation vibrations in their nature. It should be underlined that the B 

symmetry peak at the lowest wavenumber (74 cm
-1

 in CZGSe) is supposed to have also a 

two mode behavior, and correlates with the B symmetry mode of CZTSe, which cannot 

be observed here because of the filter cut. 
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Figure 3.45. Raman spectra of CZTGSe single crystals measured with different excitation wavelengths 

marked in the graphs. The numbers in the spectra indicate the x=[Ge/(Ge+Sn)] value according to EDX 

chemical composition measurements. The intensity of the spectra in the low wavenumber range (< 200 cm-

1) has been magnified for convenience. Black dashed lines in the figures are used as a visual guide and their 

symmetry modes are indicated in the 532 nm excitation wavelength. The intensity of the spectra in the low 

wavenumber range (< 150 cm
-1

) has been magnified for convenience. Black dashed lines in the figures are 

used as a visual guide and their symmetry modes are indicated in the 532 nm excitation wavelength. 
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Figure 3.46. Shift of the Raman peaks in the CZTGSe single crystals. The symmetry is indicated only for 

pure compounds and correlates with results in [32]. The TO/LO splitting is indicated only when it is 

significant. 
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For the CZTGSe single crystals, the only resonant conditions are achieved for the pure 

CZGSe compound under NIR excitation (Figure 3.45(c)), which is supported by a small 

enhancement of the high frequency polar modes in the respective spectra. The band gap 

of the compound decreases when the Ge content diminishes [20,33], which leads to the 

necessity of using a higher wavelength laser to induce the resonant conditions. 

The values of full width at half maximum (FWHM) for the most intense A symmetry 

peaks for pure CZTSe and CZGSe were quite similar. They are in the range 4–6 cm
-1

, and 

increase up to 7–9 cm
-1

 in the sample with [Ge/(Ge+Sn)] = 0.55. Nevertheless, such a 

small increase of the FWHM in the single crystals could not be interpreted as an evidence 

of any structural change. As it was previously published in [34] for Cu2(Zn,Fe)SnS4 

single crystals, a clear broadening of the main peaks in the transition from stannite to 

kesterite structure was observed; more specifically, the broadening of the peaks for these 

compounds was three times bigger than the ones observed in our compounds. Taking into 

account this fact and the linear shift of the peaks with the change in the x=[Ge/(Ge+Sn)] 

ratio, we can conclude that all the selenium solid solutions present a kesterite-like 

structure. 

The difference of two and one A symmetry mode behavior in CZTGS and CZTGSe 

single crystals, respectively, could be explained in terms of the difference in the anion 

masses. Thus, the motion of the atoms of sulfur, being more than two times lighter than 

Ge atoms and more than three times lighter than Sn atoms, would be more affected by the 

cations replacement in the lattice. In the case of the selenium atoms, they have closer 

mass values to Ge and Sn ones, which are almost indifferent to the cation substitution, 

resulting only in small shifts of the modes, which was also theoretically predicted [9]. 

However, here an additional effect could be responsible for the different A mode 

behavior in S and Se content compounds. In chalcopyrite compounds, it was shown a 

simple method for calculation of the Raman modes frequency using the mass and force 

constants between cations and anions [35]. For the sulfur content compound, the force 

constant was found to be more than 15 % higher than in the selenide ones [36]. This could 

lead to some preferential occupation of the Ge cations in the crystal lattice of single 

crystals, resulting in the formation of Sn-S and Ge-S subsystems. The idea of this 

preferential occupation is based on the possibility that when a Sn atom is replaced by Ge, 

the next Ge atom will not take a random position, but a position near to the first 
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replacement or in a symmetric position and the third Ge atom replacement will be 

affected from the other previous two replacements. This would occur repeatedly and 

finally, this influence or interaction in the follow Ge replacements will create a non-

random distribution in the CZTS structure, but a subsystem of Ge atoms [37–39]. These 

changes in the surroundings of sulfur atoms creates a Sn-S and a Ge-S subsystem because 

the preferential occupation. These subsystems have different vibrational frequency and 

could lead to a two-mode behavior of the A symmetry modes. 

As it can be also seen from Figure 3.44, not only the most intense peak exhibits the two 

mode behavior. Here, it is interesting to analyze the peaks at 144 cm
-1

 in CZTS, and at 

152 cm
-1

 and 158 cm
-1

 in CZGS, attributed to the E symmetry mode and split into the 

Transverse Optical (TO) and Longitudinal Optical (LO) components in the case of the 

CZGS compound. For the CZTS compound, the split was not observed, which is in good 

correlation with theoretical calculations [9] where such a split was only of 0.5 cm
-1

. As a 

result, we observed a shift of the two CZGS-related peaks and a shift of the only one 

CZTS-related peak for the intermediate compounds. The coexistence of two TO and LO 

peak at almost the same position at 144 cm
-1

 could suggest that both components of the 

corresponding E symmetry mode have the two mode behavior in CZTGS intermediate 

compounds. 

Some of the peaks in Figure 3.44 (black dots) were not correlated to any peaks of other 

pure compounds and are shown as having one mode behavior only for convenience. Due 

to their low intensity and strong overlap with neighbors in all measured spectra, their 

analysis is not simple. For instance, the peak at 250 cm
-1

 in the CZTS compound, most 

probably involves two peaks found from polarization measurements, at 248 cm
-1

 (B(TO) 

symmetry) and 250 cm
-1

 (E(TO) symmetry) [30]. The first of them could correlate with 

the B symmetry peak at 261 cm
-1

 for the CZGS compound and they most probably have 

double mode behavior for the intermediate compounds. The last is also supported by the 

wide shape of the peaks: the FWHM was found to be 15–18 cm
-1

 for them while it did not 

exceed 12 cm
-1

 for the pure Ge/Sn compounds. Some additional low intensity peaks were 

also found in the Raman spectra and they are not presented in Figure 3.44. Most of them 

are only detected in one or two samples of the single crystals. It could be also possible 

that these peaks were artifacts, appearing in the Raman spectra because of the broadening 

of the real peaks and their strong overlapping. Nevertheless, a more complicate nature 
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cannot be excluded for them, e.g. multiphonon, Fermi resonance [40], mutual vibrations 

of Sn and Ge atoms, etc. 

As it is shown in Figure 3.43, the Raman spectra of CZTGS single crystals are much 

dependent on the used excitation wavelength than the CZTGSe single crystals. This is 

related to the change in the resonant conditions with the different [Ge/(Ge+Sn)] ratios. 

The resonant conditions for the pure CZGS compound are achieved when the green 

excitation wavelength is used [31], while for the pure CZTS compound the near infra-red 

(NIR) laser is in resonant conditions [30]. Assuming a linear band gap change with the 

change of the [Ge/(Ge+Sn)] ratio, the resonant conditions for the sample with 

[Ge/(Ge+Sn)] ≈ 0.5 should appear with the red laser. As a consequence, several 

enhancements of high frequency polar modes were found because of the use of different 

excitation wavelengths. This effect should be taken into account and used for future 

quality control of CZTGS layers as well as in the complete thin film solar cells to detect 

the presence of secondary phases. 

The full width at the half maximum (FWHM) of the A symmetry modes was slightly 

higher for CZTS than for CZGS compounds, varying in the range 5–8 cm
-1

 and 3–5 cm
-1

, 

respectively, depending on the different excitation wavelengths. As it was mentioned 

above, the selenium compounds presented a similar FWHM behavior. Therefore, all the 

sulfur single crystals are kesterite-like structure. 

3.5.2. Polycrystalline compounds 

Figure 3.47 and Figure 3.48 show the Raman spectra of the sulfur and selenium 

polycrystalline compounds, respectively, measured with 514 nm excitation wavelength. 

The splitting of the A
3
 symmetry mode from 339 cm

-1
 for Cu2ZnSnS4 to 340 and 351 cm

-1
 

for Cu2ZnSn1-xGexS4, their values and the shift of sulfur polycrystalline compounds 

coincide exactly with the values obtained from the Raman spectra of sulfur single crystals 

(Figure 3.44) when the x ratio (x=[Ge/(Ge+Sn)]) increases. This analogy also happens 

with the selenium polycrystalline compounds (Figure 3.48) and selenium single crystals 

(Figure 3.46); in this case there is only one A symmetry peak which shifts from 196 cm
-1 

to 202 cm
-1

 when the amount of germanium increases. Moreover, the peaks indicated in 

the Figure 3.47 and Figure 3.48 are also present in their analogous single crystals 

compounds. 
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.  

Figure 3.47. Raman spectra of Cu2ZnSnS4 (black line) and Cu2ZnSn0.7Ge0.3S4 (red line) polycrystalline 

compounds measured with 514 nm excitation wavelengths. The main peaks are indicated with their 

frequencies. 

 

Figure 3.48. Raman spectra of Cu2ZnSnSe4 (black line) and Cu2ZnSn0.5Ge0.5Se4 (red line) polycrystalline 

compounds measured with 514 nm excitation wavelengths. The main peaks are indicated with their 

frequencies. 

3.5.2.1. Secondary phases detection 

It is interesting to reveal the usefulness of the Raman spectroscopy as a secondary phase 

detector technique. Figure 3.49 shows the Raman spectrum of CZTS polycrystalline 

compound synthesized from pure elements (section 3.1.1) measured with 514 nm 

excitation wavelength with the different contributions derived from the mathematical 

adjustment by Lorentzian curves of the different peaks. In each CZTS peak is indicated 
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the frequency of the plot adjusted by Lorentzian curves, and in parenthesis is the 

symmetry mode [41]. The presence of binary compounds is likely in these polycrystalline 

compounds because of their reaction issues in the synthesis process [42–44]. There are 

several secondary phases easy to identify with 514 nm excitation wavelength because 

their peaks do not overlap with the kesterite peaks structures like SnS, Sn2S3 and SnS2. 

The peaks of SnS are placed in the region of 100-200 cm
-1

 and SnS2 and Sn2S3 are in pre-

resonance conditions with green light (514 nm), which are easy to detect in any CZTS 

Raman spectra [45,46]. In addition, there are the CuxSe and CuxS binary compounds 

which are not a problem to detect because the presence of their intense peaks occurs at 

low frequencies; furthermore the main peaks at higher frequencies do not overlap with 

other peaks from neither kesterite nor other secondary phases [41,47]. There are other 

secondary phases more complicated to detect, like monoclinic Cu2SnS3 (CTS) and ZnS 

when the kesterite (CZTS) samples are measured with 514 nm excitation wavelength. 

This is due to the overlapping and/or the low intensity of the main modes with this 

specific excitation wavelength (514 nm, green light). In the case of CTS, the spectrum is 

characterized by the main peaks at 290 cm
-1

 and 352 cm
-1

, which is difficult to identify 

because these peaks are close to the main peaks of CZTS [45]. Moreover, there is the ZnS 

secondary phase, where the main Raman peak is located at 348 cm
-1

, having a low 

intensity with green excitation wavelength and partially overlapping with CZTS [45]. To 

solve these problems with both secondary phases (CTS and ZnS), ultraviolet excitation 

wavelength (325 nm), which creates pre-resonant conditions, was used. The 325 nm 

excitation wavelengths are closer to the band gap of these secondary phases which allows 

detecting small amounts of these compounds in presence of CZTS. Figure 3.50 shows a 

clear example of Cu2SnS3 detection with 325 nm excitation wavelength for the CZTS 

polycrystalline compound synthesized with binary compounds (section 3.1.1). Moreover, 

Figure 3.51 is another example of the detection of ZnS with 325 nm excitation 

wavelength for the CZTS polycrystalline compound synthesized with pure elements 

(section 3.1.1). In both cases (Figure 3.50 and Figure 3.51) the Raman measurements 

were done in pre-resonant conditions. In the case of the ZnS, the enhancement of the 

signal by the pre-resonant conditions is large enough to observe the main peak at 349cm
-1

 

and the presence of other two peaks at 696 and 1046 cm
-1

 corresponding to the 2
nd

 and 3
rd

 

order modes, respectively. 
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Figure 3.49. Raman spectrum of CZTS polycrystalline compound (black line) measured with 514 nm 

excitation wavelength with the different contributions derived from the mathematical adjustment by 

Lorentzian curves of the different peaks (colored lines), the orange dashed line is the sum of the Lorentzian 

curves. In each CZTS peak is indicated the frequency of the plot adjusted by Lorentzian curves and in 

parenthesis is the symmetry mode [41]. 

 

Figure 3.50. Raman spectrum of CZTS polycrystalline compound synthesized with binary compounds 

measured with 325 nm excitation wavelength. Note: the CZTS peaks are indicated with a * and the 

Cu2SnS3 peaks are indicated with its frequency. 
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Figure 3.51. Raman spectrum of CZTS polycrystalline compound synthesized with pure elements 

measured with 325 nm excitation wavelength. Note: the CZTS peaks are indicated with a * and The ZnS 

peaks are indicated with its frequency. 

3.6. Electrical characterization of kesterite compounds 

This section presents the conductivity versus temperature measurements of sulfur and 

selenium single crystals.  

3.6.1. Conductivity versus temperature measurements 

3.6.1.1. Single crystals  

 All single crystals were determined p-type by Seebeck measurements using a heated 

probe and a standard multimeter as it was explained in chapter 2, section 2.5. 

The conductivity, σ(T), was extracted from I/V measurements using the van der Pauw 

configuration in the temperature interval from 10 to 300 K. The contacts were made with 

Indium-Gallium alloy. 

The temperature dependence of the conductivity is shown in Figure 3.52 and Figure 

3.53 for CZTGS and CZTGSe, respectively. Two distinct behaviors are explicitly 

observed in two different temperature ranges. Therefore, it seems that different transport 

mechanisms can take place for these CZGTS and CZTGSe single crystals. 
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Figure 3.52. Temperature dependence of conductivity of Cu2ZnSn1-yGeyS4 (CZTGS) single crystals 

 

Figure 3.53. Temperature dependence of conductivity of Cu2ZnSn1-yGeyS4 (CZTGSe) single crystals 
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The conductivity data σ can be quantitatively described by the equation: 

𝜎(T)=σ1 exp (- [
T0

T
⁄ ]

1
4⁄

) +σ2exp (-
E2

kbT⁄ ) +
σ3

T
1

2⁄
exp (-

E3
kbT⁄ )  

Equation 3-9 

where σ1, σ2, σ3 are pre-factors, T0 is the Mott characteristic temperature, kb is the 

Boltzmann constant, E2 is the nearest neighbor hopping activation energy and E3 is the 

grain boundary  barrier energy.  

The first term of Equation 3-9 denotes the Mott variable range hopping (M-VRH) on 

defects transport and the second term is the thermal activation (TA) conduction process. 

Transition from the TA to the M-VRH conduction regime takes place when it becomes 

energetically favorable for electrons to jump beyond the nearest-neighboring sites. Such 

situation is stimulated usually by lowering the temperature or increasing the microscopic 

disorder. The third term is related to the thermionic emission (TE) across grain 

boundaries. Here, the third term on the grain boundaries barrier is neglected because of 

the single crystal nature of the CZTGS and CZTGSe samples in this study. Then, 

Equation 3-9 is rewritten to Equation 3-10. 

𝜎(𝑇) = 𝜎1 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (− [
𝑇0

𝑇⁄ ]

1
4⁄

) + 𝜎2𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−
𝐸2

𝑘𝑏𝑇⁄ ) 

Equation 3-10 

The experimental data were fitted with both possible models, M-VRH and TA. It appears 

that the TA model applies better in the high temperature range down to 120 K and the M-

VRH model applies better at lower interval temperatures from 120 K. Figure 3.54 and 

Figure 3.55 displays the variation of lnσ vs 1000/T in the temperature range 120-300 K. 

As it follows from the second term of Equation 3-10, Equation 3-11, the plots of lnσ vs 

1000/T in the interval of the thermal activation conduction process should be represented 

by linear functions. Therefore, the activation energies E2 can be determined from the 

linear fits of these plots. Equation 3-11 is given by: 









Tk

E
T

b

2
2 exp)(   

Equation 3-11 
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After a visual inspection of the curves and regarding the correlation factors of the 

fittings, in most of the CZGTS compounds two linear fits with two different slopes were 

applied, the first one in the range of 310-215 K and the second between 160-120 K 

approximately. However, the experimental data have been fitted by only one linear fit in 

most of the CZTGSe single crystals with the exception of Cu2ZnGeSe4 that displays a 

different behavior. 

 

Figure 3.54.  ln σ versus 1000/T. The red lines are the linear fits following the Equation 3-11. 

 

Figure 3.55. ln σ versus 1000/T. The red lines are the linear fits following the Equation 3-11. 
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Table 3.21 shows the activation energies E2 obtained for the different CZTGS samples.  

The E2 values at the highest temperatures when two slopes can be considered show an 

increase when the Ge content is decreasing. On other hand, the E2 values in the lower 

range of the high temperature region appear to decrease when the Ge content is 

increasing. These behaviors may be due to the presence of different Germanium defects. 

Up to our knowledge, no activation energies of Germanium related defects in the kesterite 

compound have been already determined, making more difficult to discern the kind of 

defects present in these samples. 

Table 3.21. Fitting parameters for the temperature dependent conductivity in CZTGS single crystals. 

Sample 
Thermal activation 

Tinitial Tfinal    E2 (meV) 

Cu2ZnGeS4 
215 311 36.76 

123 155 21.30 

Cu2Zn Sn0.1Ge0.9S4 
237 307 48.06 

123 157 20.41 

Cu2Zn Sn0.3Ge0.7S4 
220 310 57.52 

124 164 23.90 

Cu2Zn Sn0.5Ge0.5S4 120 312 25.74 

Table 3.22 shows the activation energies E2 obtained for the CZTGSe samples. In this 

case, no correlation between the activation energy and Germanium content was found, 

apart from the lower obtained values compared to the case of the CZGTS samples. 

Table 3.22. Fitting parameters for the temperature dependent conductivity in CZTGSe samples 

Sample 
Thermal activation 

Tinitial Tfinal    E2 (meV) 

Cu2ZnGeSe4 
227 302 33.18 

123 166 5.73 

Cu2Zn Sn0.3Ge0.7Se4 124 301 2.11 

Cu2Zn Sn0.5Ge0.5Se4 121 298 13.52 

Cu2Zn Sn0.7Ge0.3Se4 121 288 2.09 
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Figure 3.56 and Figure 3.57 show the variation of lnσ with T
-1/4

 in the temperature 

interval of 12-120 K. As mentioned above, the Mott variable range hopping fits better to 

the experimental results in this lower temperature range. According to [48], the 

experimental data were linearly fitted using Equation 3-12: 





















4

1

0
1 exp)(

T
T

T 

 

Equation 3-12 

 

 

Figure 3.56. lnσ versus T
-1/4 

of Cu2ZnSn1-yGeyS4 single crystals. The red lines are fitting by Mott VRH 

conduction mechanism by Equation 3-12. 
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Figure 3.57. lnσ versus T
-1/4 

of Cu2ZnSn1-yGeyS4 single crystals. The red lines are fitting by Mott VRH 

conduction mechanism by Equation 3-12. 

Table 3.23 and Table 3.24 shows the characteristic parameters of the Mott VHR 

conduction mechanism. Tv and Tm values are also included, which refer to the initial and 

final fitting temperature ranges respectively. T0 is the characteristic M-VRH temperature, 

extracted from the fittings done following Equation 3-12, and the parameter W is the 

width of  the acceptor band W = (Tv
3
T0)

1/4
 [49–51] . 

Table 3.23. Mott Fitting parameters of the temperature dependent conductivity for CZTGS samples 

Sample 
M-VRH 

T0 (K)  Tv Tm    W (meV) 

Cu2ZnGeS4 17.40x10
4
 52.20 90.43 34.18 

Cu2Zn Sn0.1Ge0.9S4 4.75x10
4
 60.73 98.33 27.68 

Cu2Zn Sn0.3Ge0.7S4 7.33x10
4
 56.64 114.22 29.28 

Cu2Zn Sn0.5Ge0.5S4 33.51x10
4
 40.71 107.28 33.42 
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Table 3.24. Mott Fitting parameters of the temperature dependent conductivity for CZTGSe samples. 

Sample 
M-VRH 

T0 (K)  Tv Tm    W (meV) 

Cu2ZnGeSe4 5.39 53.51 81.85 2.60 

Cu2Zn Sn0.3Ge0.7Se4 12.38 45.80 88.84 2.85 

Cu2Zn Sn0.5Ge0.5Se4 4892.88 47.30 101.53 13.00 

Cu2Zn Sn0.7Ge0.3Se4 1.25 43.61 102.74 1.55 

In the Mott VRH interval, the band width of the band acceptor (W) has been found to 

vary between 27 to 34 meV for CZTGS, being similar to that reported in [49,50] for the 

CZTS compound. From the literature [48,50], it was proposed that the CuZn defect was 

the most probable source of acceptors with a similar W values. In this work, it was 

determined in the section 3.3.1 of the structural properties characterization by Rietveld 

refinements that the predominant defect in the samples was ZnSn,Ge
2+  (see Table 3.12). For 

this reason, here it is proposed that the band acceptor (W) determined for the CZGTS is 

due to the ZnSn,Ge
2+  defect. For CZTGSe, there is more divergence in the band acceptor 

width, from 1.5 to 13 meV. In this case, it is more difficult to achieve a conclusion 

because from the structural properties characterization (section 3.1.1) it appears more 

than one type of defects (see Table 3.13). The W values might be related to the CuZn or 

ZnCu
2+ defects. The higher widths of the acceptor band (W) in CZGTS are attributed to the 

enhanced microscopic disorder in these compounds with respect to CZGTSe ones. 

Moreover, the higher values of the CZGTS compound match with the higher amount of 

defects present than in the case of CZGTSe compounds, presented in the section 3.1.1. 

Indeed, the amount of the defects in CZGTS was higher, in some cases one order of 

magnitude, than the ones determined for CZGTSe. This relation also happens in the band 

width of the acceptor band (W). The values of T0, the Mott characteristic temperature, are 

inversely related to the density (DOS) of localized states near the Fermi level [52]. 

CZTGS samples show higher T0 than those of CZTGSe, probably indicating that there is 

less density of localized states near the Fermi level for CZTGS compounds [53]. 
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This chapter presents the fabrication of the thin films by two rapid deposition 

processes, flash and thermal evaporation. Moreover, it shows different thermal 

treatments changing plateau times and heating rates, the chemical composition 

evolution of the thin films after different chemical etchings and 

sulfurization/sulfoselenization processes, and the fabrication of the solar cells.  

Finally, it is characterized the solar cells by J-V and EQE measurements. 
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4.1. Thin films deposition 

4.1.1. Flash evaporation 

The flash evaporation is a rapid deposition process and appropriate when attempting 

to evaporate compounds whose constituent elements have very different vapor 

pressure as it could be the case to obtain kesterite thin films. Figure 4.1 shows a 

picture of the flash evaporation equipment used in this work. The powder material 

was introduced inside the vibration container. This container had a vibration speed 

selector, which made possible the control of the rate with which the powder material 

came into the hot crucible, thus controlling the deposition rate of the thin film. The 

powder passed through the quartz tube to transfer it to the hot molybdenum crucible. 

The temperature of the crucible was around 1273 K, which produced an instantaneous 

evaporation of the powder onto the substrates. The system was equipped with a quartz 

microbalance to in-situ control the thickness of the thin film deposited on the 

substrate. All the system was closed under a steel bell to be able to perform vacuum. 

The base pressure was of the order of 10
-6

 mbar.      

 

       Figure 4.1. Flash evaporation system 

The quaternary, ternary and binary bulk compounds synthesized by solid state 

reaction, detailed in section 3.1.1 were used as evaporation material to perform the 

flash deposition. Before flash evaporation, these compounds were grinded to a grain 

size range of 100-200 µm and introduced in the container shown in Figure 4.1. 
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Thin films were grown onto molybdenum coated soda-lime glass substrates by flash 

evaporation at different nominal substrate temperatures, Tsub, between 373 and 573 K. 

The thicknesses of the kesterite thin films were between 0.5 and 1 μm approximately. 

Table 4.1 shows the substrate temperatures and the composition of the films and the 

source materials.The source material and the most of the films show Cu-poor, Sn-poor 

and Zn-rich composition. As it can be seen, there are substantial composition 

differences between the samples, despite the initial source material was the same. The 

reason of this fact might be due to the unreliable control of the evaporation rate, 

which affects the vacuum pressure inside the chamber. This change in the pressure 

affected directly to the rate and the way how the evaporated elements were 

incorporated in the substrate. This scenario most likely affected directly the final 

composition of the thin films and made impossible to achieve a fine control of the thin 

film deposition; as can be seen in EF3, EF4 and EF6, EF7 with the same substrate 

temperature of 478 K and 573 K, respectively. Although the substrate temperature and 

the source material are the same for EF3, EF4 and EF6, EF7, respectively, the final 

composition between EF3 and EF4 are clearly different as well as in the case of EF6 

and EF7 (see Table 4.1).  

Table 4.1. Chemical composition measured by EDX of source material and the thin films as grown by flash 

evaporation. Also, it is indicated the substrate temperature (Tsub). 

Sample 

name 

Tsub 

(K) 

Cu 

(at%) 

Zn 

(at%) 

Sn 

(at%) 

S 

(at%) 

Cu / 

(Zn+Sn) 
Zn/Sn S/M 

Source 

material 
-- 23.19 15.89 11.7 49.23 0.84 1.35 0.97 

EF1 300 16.49 17.61 12.02 53.89 0.56 1.47 1.17 

EF2 373 16.77 16.45 15.33 50.41 0.53 1.07 1.04 

EF3 478 11.67 11.53 27.46 51.20 0.30 0.42 1.01 

EF4 478 14.40 7.67 24.42 53.47 0.45 0.31 1.15 

EF5 573 18.83 10.91 15.74 55.29 0.71 0.69 1.22 

Source 

material -- 
23.57 19.71 10.35 46.37 0.78 1.90 0.86 

EF6 573 15.44 16.15 16.49 52.31 0.47 0.98 1.09 

EF7 573 25.23 18.44 8.5 48.14 0.94 2.17 0.92 
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4.1.2. Thermal evaporation 

The vacuum system used for the thermal evaporation is the same than that used for 

the flash evaporation (see Figure 4.1). Now, neither the container nor the quartz tube 

were used for these growth processes. The compounds were grinded to a grain size 

range of 100-200 µm and the powders were placed directly inside the Molybdenum 

crucible with a maximum of five grams of the precursor material. The powders were 

thermally evaporated at nominal substrate temperatures between 373 and 523 K onto 

Mo coated soda-lime glass. The crucible was heated up progressively, keeping the 

evaporation rate between 10 and 30 Å/s until 1393 K. The base pressure was of 10
-6

 

mbar. The thicknesses of the kesterite thin films were between 0.5 and 1.5 μm 

approximately. This deposition process presents the advantage that in only 12 minutes 

it was possible to grow 1.5 µm of kesterite thin films, reducing the costs considerably 

[1].  

Table 4.2 shows the chemical composition of the source material and the as-grown 

thin films by thermal evaporation. Moreover, it is indicated the substrate temperature 

at which the thin film was grown. In the ET1 sample, 100 mg of commercial ZnS 

were added to the source material to ensure a Zn-rich thin film. Using this equipment, 

a preferential re-evaporation of Zn was observed during the flash evaporation process 

independent of the evaporation source used; this is related to the high partial vapor 

pressure of Zn [2]. Unfortunately, the final composition of ET1 shows a Zn poor thin 

film, although, the final ET1 composition was better than ET2. ET2 sample shows a 

very low content of zinc and copper. ET7 source material was obtained thanks to Kai 

Neldner from HZB (Berlin). It is clear that none of them present a suitable 

composition (Cu-poor, Zn-rich [3]) to achieve a good efficiency but it is expected to 

improve the composition by thermal treatments and chemical etchings as it will be 

explained in section 4.2. The effect of the thermal treatments was studied in more 

detailed with samples ET4, ET6 and ET7. The inability to reproduce similar 

compositions of the samples using the same source material is due to the lack of 

reproducibility of this evaporation technique. The main problem detected was that a 

small amount of humidity inside the powder made the evaporation process unstable, 

because of the transition of the water to vapor state when the powders were heated up. 

The vapor expanded suddenly inside the powder and changed the evaporation ratio 
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and, as a consequence, the vacuum pressure of the chamber. At the end, these changes 

affected directly to the final composition because the source material was not 

evaporated homogeneously.  

Table 4.2. Chemical composition measured by EDX of source material and the as-grown thin films by 

thermal evaporation. Also, it is indicated the substrate temperature (Tsub). 

Sample 

name 

Tsub 

(K) 

Cu 

(at%) 

Zn 

(at%) 

Sn 

(at%) 

S 

(at%) 

Cu / 

(Zn+Sn) 
Zn/Sn S/M 

Source 

material 
-- 23.19 15.89 11.7 49.23 0.84 1.35 0.97 

ET1 603 23.36 9.11 14.24 51.39 1.00 0.64 1.10 

ET2 603 17.41 6.63 25.44 50.18 0.54 0.26 1.01 

Source 

material 
-- 23.57 19.71 10.35 46.37 0.78 1.90 0.86 

ET3 523 28.80 11.84 13.07 47.35 1.16 0.91 0.88 

ET4 623 36.21 16.78 4.17 42.84 1.73 4.02 0.75 

ET5 623 27.44 18.63 8.84 45.09 1.00 2.11 0.82 

ET6 623 42.09 8.02 8.36 41.53 2.57 0.96 0.71 

Source 

material 
-- 27.27 14.39 15.81 42.53 0.90 0.91 0.74 

ET7 523 28.85 13.54 14.37 43.25 1.03 0.94 0.76 

4.2. Thermal treatments 

As-evaporated samples were annealed at 823 K for one hour in Ar atmosphere 

(P~100 Pa) in a partially closed graphite container placed inside a quartz tube furnace. 

Elemental sulfur (120 mg) was supplied by placing the desired amount into the 

graphite box prior to heating. Different plateau times (30 and 60 minutes) and heating 

rates (2, 5, 10 and 20 K/minute) were used for the thermal treatments, and the samples 

were cooled down naturally until room temperature.  

The flash evaporated samples were used to understand how the plateau time affects 

the composition and the thermal evaporation samples were used to understand how 

the different heating rates affect the thin film composition. 
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Table 4.3 shows the changes in chemical composition of the as-grown thin films by 

flash evaporation exposed to different thermal treatments via variation of the plateau 

time at the maximum temperature. As it can be seen, in the first thermal treatment 

with a plateau of 30 minutes, there was a general re-evaporation of all the elements 

and inclusion of the sulfur anion inside the thin film. The 60 minutes’ plateau was 

applied in EF1, EF2, EF3 and EF4 samples and it can be observed a decrease in the 

amount of Cu and Sn. At this temperature of the thermal treatments a loss of Sn due to 

the SnS re-evaporation was expected, as it was reported in [2]. The Zn element 

diminishes clearly in the EF3 and EF4 samples and more slightly in the EF1 sample 

comparing with the as-grown thin film composition. In EF2 sample, the amount of Zn 

increased with  respect to the initial composition. As a general tendency, the thermal 

treatments produced a decrease of the cation amounts and an increase of the anion 

amount. Moreover, the impact in the initial composition of the different plateau times 

(30 and 60 minutes) was not significant. In other words, the plateau time was not a 

critical aspect in the chemical composition changes. In both plateaus of 30 and 60 

minutes, the cations re-evaporation followed the same tendency.   
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Table 4.3. Chemical composition measured by EDX of as-grown thin films by flash evaporation and after 

the thermal treatments. Also, it is indicated the different plateau times. 

S
a

m
p

le
 

n
a

m
e 

P
la

te
a

u
 

ti
m

e 
(m

in
) 

Cu 

(at%) 

Zn 

(at%) 

Sn 

(at%) 

S 

(at%) 

Cu / 

(Zn+Sn) 
Zn/Sn S/M 

EF1 

As-grown 16.49 17.61 12.02 53.89 0.56 1.47 1.17 

30 13.90 16.12 9.97 59.06 0.53 1.62 1.48 

60 14.71 17.00 10.62 57.66 0.53 1.60 1.36 

EF2 

As grown 16.77 16.45 15.33 50.41 0.53 1.07 1.04 

30 15.11 15.67 10.06 59.47 0.59 1.56 1.46 

60 14.48 17.04 10.29 59.80 0.53 1.66 1.43 

EF3 

As-grown 11.67 11.53 27.46 51.20 0.30 0.42 1.01 

30 9.72 8.78 21.70 60.74 0.32 0.40 1.51 

60 9.57 8.53 22.04 58.40 0.31 0.39 1.45 

EF4 

As-grown 14.40 7.67 24.42 53.47 0.45 0.31 1.15 

30 13.24 8.83 19.43 58.79 0.47 0.45 1.42 

60 12.45 6.80 18.86 61.85 0.49 0.36 1.62 

EF5 
As-grown 18.83 10.91 15.74 55.29 0.71 0.69 1.22 

30 16.92 11.02 12.44 60.30 0.72 0.89 1.49 

Table 4.4 shows the variation of the chemical composition of the as-grown thin 

films by thermal evaporation with different thermal treatments changing the heating 

rates. As it can be seen, there were not relevant differences between the different 

heating rates (2, 5, 10 and 20 K/min). In all four heating rates, there were the same 

tendency of re-evaporation of Cu and increase of the Zn and Sn contents, doubling the 

amount of Sn in ET4 and almost in ET6 after the thermal treatments. In all the 

thermal treatments the amount of sulfur increased in the final chemical composition. 

The impact of the change of the heating rates in the final composition was not 

significant.   
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Table 4.4. Chemical composition measured by EDX of as grown thin films by thermal evaporation and 

after the thermal treatments. Also, it is indicated the different heating rates. 
S

a
m

p
le

 

n
a

m
e 

H
ea

ti
n

g
 

ra
te

 

(K
/m

in
) Cu 

(at%) 

Zn 

(at%) 

Sn 

(at%) 

S 

(at%) 

Cu / 

(Zn+Sn) 
Zn/Sn S/M 

ET4 

As-grown 36.21 16.78 4.17 42.84 1.73 4.02 0.75 

2 14.47 24.46 8.66 52.40 0.44 2.82 1.10 

10 15.77 22.80 8.95 52.50 0.50 2.55 1.10 

20 15.68 23.05 9.06 52.21 0.49 2.54 1.09 

ET6 
As-grown 42.09 8.02 8.36 41.53 2.57 0.96 0.71 

10 23.66 9.84 13.61 52.88 1.01 0.72 1.12 

ET7 

As-grown 28.85 13.54 14.37 43.25 1.03 0.94 0.76 

2 20.68 11.84 16.08 51.40 0.74 0.74 1.06 

5 20.82 11.71 16.19 51.29 0.75 0.72 1.05 

10 20.82 11.33 15.35 52.5 0.78 0.74 1.11 

4.3. Chemical Etching and Thermal treatments 

The selected sample to apply the chemical etching, thermal treatments and finally the 

layer deposition of the window to finish the device was ET6 because the absorber layer 

was the thickest with 2 μm, and different etchings and thermal treatments were 

investigated in this set of evaporated samples. It is reported that the minimum thick of the 

absorber layer must be 1.5 μm to avoid the recombination process at the back contact of 

the solar cell [4]. Furthermore, this sample shows similar values of Sn and Zn and it was 

expected to reduce the amount of Cu by chemical etchings. Initially, it was performed a 

comparison between the chemical composition measured of the Cu2ZnSnS4 (ET6 

absorber layer) by EDX and XRF.  As it can be seen in Table 4.5 and mentioned above, 

the composition presented is not the appropriated to have a good device performance [3] 

because of a very Cu-rich composition and low concentrations of Zn and Sn. Moreover, 

there is a clear discrepancy in the chemical composition measurements by both 

techniques. This difference might be produced by the use of different internal calibration 

standards or by the intrinsic features of these techniques. The XRF was calibrated with 

measurements by inductively-coupled plasma-optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES) 
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and the EDX was calibrated with an internal standard calibration. Due to this unexplained 

uncertainty, it was decided to consider exclusively the measurements by XRF, being used 

directly after chemical and thermal treatments. For these reasons and from now on, all the 

chemical composition measurements presented here will be those performed by XRF.      

Table 4.5. Chemical composition measurements of ET6 (Cu2ZnSnS4) sample by EDX and XRF  

Technique 
Cu 

(at%) 

Zn 

(at%) 

Sn 

(at%) 

S 

(at%) 

Cu / 

(Zn+Sn) 
Zn/Sn S/M 

EDX 42.09 8.02 8.36 41.53 2.57 0.96 0.71 

XRF 31.20 10.05 13.43 45.32 1.33 0.75 0.83 

As mentioned in the introduction, kesterite is a complex material and with a narrow 

single-phase existence zone in the phase diagram. Moreover, to obtain the highest 

conversion efficiency the composition condition must be off-stoichiometry with Cu-poor, 

Zn-rich and Sn-poor composition [5]. As a consequence, secondary phases like ZnS, CuS, 

Cu2SnS3 and SnS are likely to form in the as-grown absorbers and have already been 

reported in several papers [6–9]. The presence of secondary phases has a detrimental 

effect on the performance of the final device, as it has been observed in [10]. If these 

secondary phases are present along the thickness of the film, the negative effect cannot be 

avoided, and indeed prevention is probably the only solution by selecting the best 

deposition and annealing conditions. On the other hand, if they are present at the surface, 

it is possible to remove them by chemical etching. The most common etchings for 

kesterite are KCN, HCl and (NO4)2S to remove CuxS, ZnS and SnSx, respectively [11–

15]. Table 4.6 summarizes the etching routes with the concentration, temperature and 

exposure time used to remove the different secondary phases and their etching reactions.  
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Table 4.6. Etching procedures to remove secondary phases. Note: v= volume; w = weight (s) = solid; (aq) 

= aqueous; (l) = liquid; (g) = gas and (so) = soluble. 

Secondary phase Etching routes Etching reactions Ref. 

CuxS (1 ≤ x ≤ 2) 
2−10% (w/v) KCN, 

RT, 0.5−30 min 

2CuS(Se)(s) + 5KCN(aq) + 

2KOH(aq) 

 →
← 

2KCu(CN)2(aq) + 2K2S(Se)(aq) + 

KCNO(aq) + H2O(l) 

[11–

13] 

ZnS 
5−10% (v/v) HCl, 

75°C, 5−10 min 

2HCl(aq) + ZnS(s) 

→
← 

ZnCl2(aq) + H2S(g) 

[14] 

SnSx (1 ≤ x ≤ 2) 
4−22% (w/w) (NO4)2S, 

RT, 0.5-10 min 

SnS(s)+2S(aq) = SnS2 (s) 2NH4 

(aq)+ SnS2 (s)  

→
←  

(NH4)2SnS2 (so) 

[15] 

After the etching of the samples, either a sulfurization or a selenization process under Ar 

atmosphere was performed. These thermal treatments are useful to improve the 

crystallization [10] of the samples and to assure that the anion atomic positions were fully 

occupied. Moreover, a partial substitution of sulfur by selenium, also called 

sulfoselenization took also place. This sulfoselenization converts CZTS into CZTSSe. 

The addition of Se reduces the band gap of the kesterite absorber and normally leads to 

better device performance [6,8,16–19].  

For these processes, a graphite box was used (Figure 4.2(a)). The samples were located 

together with 50 mg of S or Se powder (Alfa Aesar, 99.995% and 99.999% respectively) 

and 5 mg of Sn powder (Alfa Aesar, 99.999%) inside the crucible. The annealing step 

was performed in a three zones tubular furnace (Figure 4.2(b)) capable of working in 

vacuum (10
-4

 mbar) and inert gas atmosphere (Ar) [20]. 
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Figure 4.2. Graphite box with samples and sulfur inside (a) and graphite box inside the tubular furnace (b). 

The sulfurization was done at 823 K for 45 minutes under argon pressure of 1 bar 

(Figure 4.3(a)). The selenization or sulfoselenization thermal treatment applied was a 

two-step process (Figure 4.3(b)). The first treatment was carried out at 723 K for 30 

minutes and the subsequent second treatment at 823 K for 15 minutes, and reaching the 

maximum argon pressure of 1 bar. For both treatments, the heating rate was of 20 K/min 

and cooling was allowed to occur naturally down to room temperature; approximately it 

took 2 h to cool down below 373 K. 

    

Figure 4.3. Sulfurization thermal treatment profile (TT1) (a) and selenization / sulfoselenization thermal 

treatment profile (TT2) (b) 

Table 4.7 and Table 4.8 show the evolution of the chemical composition with the 

different etchings and the final thermal treatments. As it can be seen, the initial 

composition was Cu and Sn-rich and Zn-poor. These initial compositions are the opposite 

of the desired composition (Cu-poor and Zn-rich) [3]. For this reason, it is of paramount 

importance to apply the suitable etchings and thermal treatments to obtain the most 

appropriated chemical composition. It can be seen that after the KCN etchings (10% 

(w/v) KCN at room temperature) there is a decrease of the Cu content meanwhile the Zn 
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and the Sn ones increased. Afterwards, it was applied the (NH4)2S etching which 

decreased the amount of Sn. In both etching steps the effect obtained was the expected. 

The total time in the last etching step with (NH4)2S in Table 4.8 was 3 minutes longer 

than in the Table 4.7 because after the first 5 minutes the amount of Sn was higher and Zn 

was still lower than Sn. After the 3 minutes extra, the Zn concentration was higher than 

the Sn content and it still kept a Cu-poor composition. As it can be seen, in each chemical 

etching the thickness of the absorber layer decreases as the chemical etching removes 

layers from the surface. The last step was the thermal treatment, in the case of the sample 

of Table 4.7 a sulfurization thermal treatment (TT1) was carried out and in the case of 

Table 4.8 it was performed a sulfoselenization thermal treatment (TT2). In both cases, the 

final composition was Cu-poor and Zn-rich as those used to obtain high performance 

devices.    

Table 4.7. Chemical composition measurements of Cu2ZnSnS4 by XRF after each etching process and the 

sulfurization thermal treatment (TT1) and the thickness (d) of the kesterite absorbent. Note: the times in the 

chemical etching are consecutives and additives.  

Etching / 

Exposure time 

and thermal 

treatment 

d 

(μm) 

Cu 

(at%) 

Zn 

(at%) 

Sn 

(at%) 

S 

(at%) 

Cu / 

(Zn+Sn) 
Zn/Sn S/M 

None (Initial) 1.91 31.20 10.05 13.43 45.32 1.33 0.75 0.83 

KCN / 5 sec. 1.62 24.04 11.58 16.63 47.74 0.85 0.70 0.91 

KCN / 1 sec. 1.40 21.45 13.52 19.00 46.03 0.66 0.71 0.85 

(NH4)2S / 2 

min. 
1.32 20.60 13.95 16.58 48.87 0.67 0.84 0.96 

(NH4)2S  / 2 

min. 
1.14 22.30 15.68 13.28 48.74 0.77 1.18 0.95 

(NH4)2S  / 1 

min. 
1.02 21.83 17.12 12.57 48.48 0.74 1.36 0.94 

TT1(S) 1.01 21.28 17.48 12.25 48.99 0.72 1.43 0.96 
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Table 4.8. Chemical composition measurements of Cu2ZnSnS4 by XRF after each etching process, plus the 

sulfoselenization thermal treatment (TT2) and the thickness (d) of the kesterite absorbent. Note: the times in 

the chemical etching are consecutives and additives 

Etching / 

Exposure 

Time and 

thermal 

treatment 

d
 

(μ
m
) 

C
u

 (
a

t%
) 

Z
n

 (
a

t%
) 

S
n

 (
a

t%
) 

S
 (

a
t%

) 

S
e 

(a
t%

) 

C
u

 /
 (

Z
n

+
S

n
) 

Z
n

/S
n

 

S
/M

 

S
e/

M
 

S
/ 

(S
+

S
e)

 

None 

(Initial) 
1.91 31.20 10.05 13.43 45.32 -- 1.33 0.75 0.83 -- -- 

KCN / 5 

sec. 
1.79 24.75 11.64 15.69 47.92 -- 0.91 0.74 0.92 -- -- 

KCN / 1 

sec. 
1.68 21.81 12.50 17.15 48.54 -- 0.74 0.73 0.94 -- -- 

(NH4)2S / 5 

min. 
1.41 20.82 14.42 15.05 49.71 -- 0.71 0.96 0.99 -- -- 

(NH4)2S / 3 

min. 
1.18 22.60 16.42 13.16 47.82 -- 0.77 1.25 0.91 -- -- 

TT2(SSe) 1.25 21.61 15.63 13.72 9.53 39.51 0.74 1.14 0.19 0.78 0.19 

 

4.4. Fabrication of the photovoltaic solar cell: Buffer, Window and 

Contact layer deposition 

The completion of the device and the molybdenum deposition were performed at the 

Catalonia Institute for Energy Resarch (IREC) in Barcelona during a research stay. The 

Molybdenum (Mo) back contact was deposited onto the soda-lime glass by direct current 

(DC) magnetron sputtering prior to the deposition of the CZTS absorber layer. To finish 

the device it is necessary to deposit the buffer and window layers, and the metallic grids 

to enhance the current collection. Figure 4.4 shows the scheme of a kesterite thin film 

solar cell and all the necessary layers of a finished device. 
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Figure 4.4. Scheme of a complete kesterite thin film device. 

The CdS buffer layer was deposited by chemical bath deposition, followed by DC-

pulsed sputtering deposition of 50 nm i-ZnO and 350 nm of DC-pulsed In2O3:SnO2 (ITO) 

bilayer (CT100 Alliance Concept, Cran-Gevrier, France) [21]. For device 

characterization, individual solar cells of 3×3 mm
2
 were isolated using a manual 

microdiamond scriber (MR200,OEG, Frankfurt, Germany) with a scribed line width of 20 

μm, thus avoiding the necessity of the metallic grid deposition (front contact) onto the 

ITO surface. 

4.5. Characterization of the device  

4.5.1. Glow Discharge Optical Emission Spectroscopy (GDOES) and Raman 

measurements  

The ET7 sample (see Table 4.4.) was used to perform GDOES measurements of the 

CdS/CZTS/Mo/glass structure to investigate the distribution of the elements through the 

absorber film. Figure 4.5 shows the GDOES depth profiles for the samples annealed with 

2 K/min (a) and 10 K/min (b) heating rates. Sn is preferentially segregated at the back 

interface in both cases since a higher Sn concentration next to the Mo back contact is 

detected for the absorber annealed at higher heating rates. Moreover, an increased content 

of S is measured next to the Mo, coinciding with the increased Sn concentration. This 

might indicate the preferential formation of SnS in the deeper part of the absorber. In 

addition to that, a strong decrease of the Cu and Zn signals is also observed at the 

absorber/Mo back interface. Na diffuses from the soda-lime glass into the absorber layer. 

The positive effect of Na on CIGSe solar cells and the affinity of Na for Cu vacancies is 
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well known [22]. A higher Na concentration near the back contact coincides with the 

decreased Cu and increased Sn GDOES signals, especially in the thermal treatment with a 

10 K/min heating rate. Generally, Na diffuses from the glass substrate towards the 

absorber surface. However, here an increased Na GDOES signal is observed near the 

front half of the CZTS layer in both cases [1]. 

 

Figure 4.5. GDOES depth profile of CdS/CZTS/Mo structure for CZTS films annealed with a heating rate 

of 2 K/min (a) and 10 K/min (b) [1] 
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In order to assure that this SnS secondary phase is not on the absorber surface, Raman 

measurement was performed on this device. An excitation wavelength of 633 nm was 

used to avoid the Raman modes of CdS, estimating the penetration depth around 170 nm. 

As displayed in Figure 4.6, only the characteristic Raman peaks of CZTS were detected 

[23]. 

 

Figure 4.6. Raman spectroscopy of CZTS thin films annealed with 10 K/min heating rate. 

4.5.2. Intensity vs Voltage (I-V) and External Quantum Efficiency (EQE) 

measurements 

After all the etchings and thermal treatments processes, CdS was deposited followed by 

i-ZnO/ITO window bilayer. After that, it was performed the mechanical scribing (Figure 

4.7) as it was previously explained. 

 

Figure 4.7. Scheme of the thin film sample and its scribed and the nomenclature used to name the samples. 
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Despite the adequate chemical composition of the Cu2ZnSnS4 sample as it is shown in 

Table 4.7, the performance was not the desired. All the cell efficiencies () were below 

0.1%, with the exception of the sample ET7 (absorber thickness of 1.5 m) that achieved 

1.1 % efficiency after (NH4)2S chemical etching (Voc = 336 mV, Jsc = 9.3 mA/cm
2
, FF = 

33.7 %) [1]. The presence of SnS inside the absorber layer as detected by GDOES is one 

of the main reasons of this low device performance. The main explanation for the other 

solar cells might be the thin absorber layer (1 μm), which avoids the generation of enough 

light-generated carriers and as a consequence, their collection to generate a significant 

current. However, the existence of secondary phases cannot be ruled out after the GDOES 

analysis, being another possibility of the very low performance of the device, as 

mentioned above. 

The photovoltaic parameters of CZTSSe solar cells fabricated using the absorber layer 

after the sulfoselenization treatment are shown in Table 4.9 and displayed in Figure 4.8. It 

seems that this thermal treatment was a key aspect to achieve a better performance. 

Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9 show the J-V and EQE curves, where one can observe the 

difference between the cells (3 x 3 mm
2
) of the same absorber layer. These results 

indicate the non-uniform deposition character of the absorber layer by thermal 

evaporation as it was explained in section 4.1.2, not being the best procedure to fabricate 

high efficiency solar cells. But this was not the intention of this work; the aim of 

fabricating a whole thin film device was to verify if it was possible to obtain an operation 

cell with the bulk kesterite material synthesized in this thesis by a rapid and simple 

evaporation process, as it was explained in chapter 2.  
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Figure 4.8. J-V curves for Cu2ZnSn(S,Se)4 cells. 

Table 4.9. Photovoltaic parameters of the CZTSSe solar cell devices 

Cell 

name 

Voc 

(mV) 

Jsc 

(mA/cm
2
) 

FF 

(%) 

 

(%) 

Rshunt 

(Ohm*cm
2
) 

Rseries 

(Ohm*cm
2
) 

a1 239.80 18.86 43.90 1.99 53.76 0.51 

a2 190.08 14.89 41.08 1.16 36.43 0.59 

a3 188.60 16.15 34.40 1.05 20.27 0.91 

b1 175.39 15.14 38.58 1.02 27.98 1.79 

b2 164.41 15.27 35.95 0.90 19.79 2.14 

b3 146.68 12.26 38.26 0.69 25.14 2.27 

c1 125.93 14.22 33.92 0.61 12.99 2.49 

c2 110.69 12.82 32.42 0.46 11.37 2.65 

c3 88.33 12.25 29.08 0.31 7.90 3.1 

As shown in Table 4.9, the best cell has achieved 2 % (a1) of efficiency, being 0.31 % 

(c3) the lowest efficiency obtained with the sulfoselenization treatment of the absorber 

layer. The higher efficiency corresponds to the device with all higher PV parameters and 
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higher shunt resistance. The low efficiencies can be mainly due to the low shunt 

resistance values that can cause power losses by providing an alternate current path for 

the light-generated current, leading to a low Voc and fill factor. It can be also seen that the 

parasitic series resistances are an order of magnitude higher than those reported in [21], 

explaining the low Jsc. Moreover, the ET7 sample measured with GDOES showed the 

presence of SnS in depth of the absorber layer, and the high content of Sn at the back 

interface do not allow enhancing the device performance despite the (NH4)2S etching. 

This chemical etching is generally used to remove the SnS secondary phase [15], but it is 

only effective on the absorber surface. Fernandes et al. [24] also observed the presence of 

SnxSy phases at the back contact. The lower band gap SnS phase next to the Mo layer 

could enhance recombination of charge carriers near the back contact [25], reducing the 

short circuit current. The Sn excess of the as-evaporated sample was not lost during the 

annealing treatment. The presence of SnS next to the back contact could be explained by 

the initial formation of SnS during the evaporation of CZTS thin films [1]. Since the 

absorber thin film of ET7 and the “a1” cell were obtained with the same equipment by 

thermal evaporation, it might be possible that this SnS phase might be present in the 

measured cells (Figure 4.8 and Table 4.1) and it would have a negative effect as it is 

mentioned above. In summary, there are a lot of aspects to improve in the devices here 

presented, contacts, p-n junction…, ; but as mentioned above, the main point of this 

chapter is to show a working kesterite cell device.  

Figure 4.9 shows the external quantum efficiency (EQE) versus the wavelength for all 

CZTSSe cells investigated. Analyzing in more detail the EQE curves (Figure 4.9), the 

first thing that can be inferred is the decrease in the quantum efficiency in the spectral 

range from 400 to 515 nm, caused by the optical absorption of the CdS buffer layer. 

Although, all the cells received the same CdS bath deposition, it seems that the thickness 

of the CdS differs between the cells and that is why each cell has its own behavior in this 

spectral region. One reason could be the different roughness of the different absorber 

surfaces that leads to different CdS growth. There is also a clear reduction of the overall 

EQE due to the reflection at the surface and, mainly, to the low carrier diffusion length. In 

conclusion, there are issues in all the spectra to be improved, nevertheless the cells 

worked and achieved almost 2% of efficiency (Table 4.9).   
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In general, these CZTSSe devices are characterized by a long end tail curve sloping 

gradually from 520 nm, which might be attributed to high doping densities and short 

electron diffusion lengths [26]. Moreover, the thickness of the layer might have a crucial 

role in this particular decrease of the EQE curve from 520 nm, being here of only 1.25 

μm. In [4] was reported that a thickness lower than 2 μm might produce a recombination 

process at the back contact of the solar cell, which affects the EQE spectrum in the higher 

wavelengths (from 520 to 1200 nm).   

For an ideal junction, the EQE can be approximated by [27]  

𝐸𝑄𝐸 =  1 −  
𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝛼𝑊)

1+𝛼𝐿𝑛
     

Equation 4-1 

where α is the absorption coefficient, W is the width of the spatial charge region and Ln is 

the minority carrier diffusion length. Assuming a short diffusion length, near 0, the 

product αLn < 1, and then Equation 4-1 reduces to [28]: 

𝐸𝑄𝐸 =  1 −  𝑒𝑥𝑝 (− 𝛼𝑊)    

 Equation 4-2   

For a direct transition, the dependence of the absorption coefficient on the photon 

energy is given by 

𝛼ℎ𝜈 ∝  (ℎ𝜈 −  𝐸𝑔)1/2    

 Equation 4-3 

then, the plot of [E ln(1-EQE)]
2
 against E (Figure 4.10) can be used to extrapolate the 

electronic bandgap Eg. From this plot, it was determined a bandgap value of 0.98 eV for 

the best cell. From the literature, the experimental band gap values of CZTSe were 0.8 eV 

[29], 0.94eV [26], and 1.02eV [30]. Moreover, for CZTSSe there were reported in [31] 

experimental band gap values of 1.03 eV and 1.21 eV for S/(S+Se) ratios of 0.04 and 0.8, 

respectively. The bandgap values differences observed between these references and the 

ones obtained could be due to differences in stoichiometry but also to the presence of 

additional phases [26]. 
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Figure 4.9. External Quantum Efficiency (EQE) vs Wavelength curves for Cu2ZnSn(S,Se)4 cells. 

 

Figure 4.10. Band gap determination of the “a1” (CZTSSe) cell for the plot of [Eln(1 − EQE)]
2
 versus E. 
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Chapter 5 

 Conclusions 

 

 

 

 

 

The objective of the present work was the synthesis of Cu2ZnSn1-yGey(S,Se)4 bulk 

compounds and the study of the fundamental properties of these compounds. Another 

objective was the fabrication of solar cells from the material previously synthesized. 

Next, the main conclusions of this thesis are summarized. 
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5.1. PART I: Bulk Characterization  

5.1.1. Synthesis and chemical composition 

- Cu2ZnSn1-yGeyS4 (CZTGS) with y = 0, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9 and 1, and Cu2ZnSn1-

yGeySe4 (CZTGSe) with y = 0, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 and 1, single crystals were synthesized 

by Chemical Vapor Transport (CVT) without secondary phases. CZTGS and 

CZTGSe in polycrystalline form were synthesized with y = 0, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 (only for 

selenium) and 1 by Bridgman and most of them presented Zn(S,Se) as a secondary 

phase. In all the cases, the x= [Ge/(Ge+Sn)] ratios agree with the desired nominal 

values of y .  

- The Cu2ZnSnS4 (CZTS) compound was also synthesized by solid state reaction (SS) 

but with three different approaches: from pure elements, from binary compounds, 

and from ternary and binary compounds. In two of these approaches, CZTS was 

synthesized successfully, presenting a Cu-poor and Zn-rich composition. 

5.1.2. Structural characterization 

- For the single crystals, a simultaneous Rietveld refinement of the X-ray and Neutron 

diffraction experimental data was done. For the polycrystalline compounds, the 

refinements were carried out only with the neutron diffraction data. For most of the 

single crystals and polycrystalline compounds, the goodness of fit parameter (χ
2
) 

was below 4  

- The tetragonal lattice constants (a, c) and the tetragonal distortion, c/2a, were 

obtained after the Rietveld refinements. In all the compounds, the tetragonal lattice 

constants and the tetragonal distortion fulfilled the Vegard's law when the atomic 

ratio x= [Ge/(Ge+Sn)] changes (the x atomic ratio is the experimental value of the y 

value present in the chemical formula Cu2ZnSn1-yGeyS4 or Cu2ZnSn1-yGeySe4). The 

tetragonal lattice constants decrease when the amount of germanium increases 

because the ionic radii of the germanium (53 pm) is smaller than the tin one (69 

pm). 

- The position of the anion (XYZ) and the anion-cation distances were calculated. In 

all the compounds. It was observed a tendency to decrease the S8i-Ge/Sn2b and 

Se8i-Ge/Sn2b distances with the increase of the amount of germanium. This 

behavior is explained due to lower ionic radii of the germanium.  
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- For the single crystals, the theoretical defect prediction matches with the site 

occupancy factors after the refinements performed and the compositions measured 

by WDX and/or EDX. On the one hand, the ZnCu
2+ and ZnSn,Ge

2+  defects were 

identified for the sulphide compounds. On the other hand, the CuZn
+ , CuSn,Ge

+ , ZnCu
2+ 

and ZnSn,Ge
2+  defects were identified for the selenide compounds. Qualitatively, it was 

found that the amount of defects in the sulphide compounds was higher, in some 

cases one order of magnitude, than the observed ones in the selenide compounds. 

5.1.3. Optical characterization 

- The optical properties of Cu2ZnSn1-yGey(S,Se)4 single crystals and polycrystalline 

compounds with different Ge contents were investigated by spectroscopic 

ellipsometry. It was determined the band gap (E0) and interband (E1A and E1B) 

transition energies with the change of x= [Ge/(Ge+Sn)] ratio. The band gap energy 

increased linearly with the amount of Ge from 0.93 to 1.60 eV and from 1.51 to 2.25 

eV for selenide and sulphide single crystals, respectively. The polycrystalline 

compounds showed similar values and linear behavior as the single crystals. For all 

the compounds, the E0 matched with the theoretical calculation of the kesterite 

structure; except in the case of Cu2ZnSnGeSe4 single crystals, for which it appears 

that the band gap energy (1.33 eV) fitted better for the stannite structure, whose 

band gap value is smaller than the corresponding one for the kesterite structure (1.60 

eV). As a consequence, spectroscopic ellipsometry has proved to be a good non-

destructive technique to determine the band gap energy and to distinguish between 

kesterite and stannite structures. Furthermore, the understanding of the incorporation 

of Ge into the Cu2ZnSn(S,Se)4 lattice is fundamental in order to develop efficient 

bandgap engineering of these compounds towards the fabrication of solar cells with 

enhanced performance. 

5.1.4. Vibrational characterization 

- The vibrational properties were studied by Raman spectroscopy using different 

excitation wavelengths.  For all pure single crystals, the kesterite-type structure was 

determined based on the small broadening of the peaks and the number of observed 

A symmetry modes. The analysis of the measured Raman spectra at different 
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excitation wavelengths allowed determining the position of more than 30 peaks in 

different samples presenting the fingerprint Raman spectra for the single crystals in 

resonant and non-resonant conditions. All the peaks shifted to higher wavenumbers 

when increasing the x= [Ge/(Ge+Sn)] ratio. In selenium containing compounds, all 

A symmetry peaks exhibited only one mode behavior. In the case of sulfur 

containing compounds, most of the peaks showed a two mode behavior, including 

two A symmetry modes. 

- The sulfur and selenium polycrystalline compounds measured by Raman 

spectroscopy showed a similar behavior than the single crystal compounds. All the 

peaks shifted to higher wavenumbers when increasing the germanium content. On 

one hand, in the selenium containing compounds, all A symmetry peaks exhibited 

only one mode behavior. On the other hand, in the sulfur intermediate compounds it 

appeared two A symmetry modes. 

- It was proved that the Raman spectroscopy was a fine technique to detect undesired 

secondary phases like ZnS and Cu2SnS3 by selecting the proper excitation 

wavelength to create pre-resonant conditions. 

5.1.5. Electrical characterization 

- All single crystals were determined p-type by Seebeck measurements using a heated 

probe and a standard multimeter. 

- Two different conduction mechanisms for the single crystals were identified by 

conductivity versus temperature ((T)) measurements. The thermal activated 

conduction process dominates at high temperature ranges, between 300 and 120 K, 

and the Mott variable range hopping fits better with the experimental results at lower 

temperatures, from 120 K to 12 K.  

- A decrease of the thermal activation energies with the Ge content seems to take 

place in CZGTS samples, while no clear dependence of the activation energy is 

obtained with the Ge concentration in CZGTSe samples. 

- In the Mott VRH interval, the band width of the band acceptor (W) has been found to 

vary between 27 and 34 meV for CZTGS. It has been proposed that the ZnSn,Ge
2+  

defect was the most probable source of acceptors for the CZTGS because this was 

the predominant defect obtained by the Rietveld refinements of the structural 

characterization. For CZTGSe, there were more divergences in the band acceptor 
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width, from 1.5 to 13 meV. In this case, the W values might be related to the CuZn
+

 or 

ZnCu
2+ antsite. The higher values for the width of the acceptor band (W) in CZGTS 

are attributed to the enhanced microscopic disorder in these compounds with respect 

to CZGTSe and the higher amount of defects after the Rietveld refinements. Indeed, 

the amount of the defects in CZGTS was higher, in some cases one order of 

magnitude, than the ones determined for CZGTSe. Moreover, CZTGS samples show 

higher T0 than those of CZTGSe, probably indicating that there is less density of 

localized states near the Fermi level for CZTGS.  

5.2. PART II: Device fabrication and characterization 

5.2.1. Thin films deposition 

- Two rapid deposition processes were used to obtain thin films of Cu2ZnSnS4 

(CZTS), by flash evaporation and by thermal evaporation. In both cases, it was 

achieved the CZTS thin film composition but it was detected a problem of 

reproducibility. It was not possible to achieve similar final compositions with the 

same initial source material and substrate temperature. 

5.2.2. Thermal treatments 

- Two different plateau times, of 30 and 60 minutes, at maximum temperature of the 

thermal treatments, were carried out. The plateau time is not a critical aspect on the 

chemical composition changes. In both plateaus, cation re-evaporation happened in 

the same degree. 

- Different thermal treatments changing the heating rates (2, 5, 10 and 20 K/min) were 

performed. The impact of the change of the heating rates on the final composition 

was not significant. In all heating rates, there were the same tendency of re-

evaporation of Cu and increase of the Zn and Sn contents. 

- The chemical etchings were paramount to obtain the desired compositions: Cu-poor 

and Zn-rich: KCN etchings (10% (w/v) KCN at room temperature) during 6 seconds 

decreased the Cu content meanwhile the Zn and the Sn concentrations increased. 

Afterwards, (NH4)2S etching for about 7 minutes decreased the amount of Sn.  
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5.2.3. Characterization of the device  

- A higher Sn concentration next to the Mo back contact was detected by GDOES 

measurements for the absorber annealed at higher heating rates. Moreover, an 

increased content of S was measured next to the Mo, coinciding with the increased 

Sn concentration. This might indicate the preferential formation of SnS in depth. 

Since it was not detected at the surface, as measured by Raman spectroscopy. The 

presence of this SnS secondary phase in the bulk of the absorber layer is one of the 

reasons of the limited device performance.  

- Most of the CZTS cells shown efficiencies () below 0.1%. The main explanation 

might be the thin absorber layer (1 μm), which avoids the generation of enough 

light-generated carriers and as a consequence their collection to generate a 

significant current. However, the existence of secondary phases cannot be ruled 

out, being another possibility of the very low performance of the devices, as 

mentioned above. 

- 2% was the best efficiency for the CZTSSe solar cells. The sulfoselenization 

thermal treatment was a key aspect to achieve a better performance than the ones 

obtained for CZTS. The EQE measurements of the CZTSSe devices were 

characterized by a long end tail curve sloping gradually from 520 nm, which might 

be attributed to high doping densities and short electron diffusion lengths. 

Moreover, the thickness of the layer might have a crucial role in this particular 

decrease of the EQE curve from 520 nm, being here of only 1.25 μm, which affects 

the EQE spectrum in the higher wavelengths (from 520 to 1200 nm).  It was 

determined a bandgap value of 0.98 eV for the best cell. 
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El objetivo de este trabajo consistió en la síntesis de los compuestos Cu2ZnSn1-

yGey(S,Se)4  en volumen y el estudio de sus propiedades fundamentales. Un segundo 

objetivo consistió en la fabricación de células solares con el material sintetizado 

previamente. Las siguientes son las principales conclusiones de esta tesis. 
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6.1. PARTE I: Caracterización de los compuestos en volumen 

6.1.1. Síntesis y composición química 

- Se sintetizaron, sin presencia de fases secundarias, monocristales de Cu2ZnSn1-

yGeyS4 (CZTGS) con y = 0, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9 y 1, y de Cu2ZnSn1-yGeySe4 

(CZTGSe) con y = 0, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 mediante transporte químico en fase vapor 

(CVT). También se sintetizaron compuestos policristalinos de las mismas 

soluciones con y = 0, 0.3, 0,5, 0,7 (sólo para el selenio) y 1 por Bridgman, 

presentando la mayoría de ellos Zn(S,Se) como fase secundaria. En todos los casos, 

las distintas relaciones atómicas x=[Ge/(Ge+Sn)] medidas estuvieron en 

concordancia con los valores nominales deseados de y. 

- El compuesto Cu2ZnSnS4 (CZTS) también fue sintetizado por reacción en estado 

sólido (SS) a través de tres rutas de síntesis diferentes: a partir de elementos puros, 

a partir de compuestos binarios, y a partir de compuestos ternarios y binarios. En 

dos de estas rutas se sintetizó el compuesto en fase única, presentando una 

composición pobre en Cu y rica en Zn. 

6.1.2. Caracterización estructural 

- En el caso de las muestras monocristalinas, se llevaron a cabo refinamientos 

Rietveld simultáneos de los datos experimentales de difracción de rayos X y de 

difracción de neutrones. Para los compuestos policristalinos, los refinamientos se 

llevaron a cabo sólo con los datos de difracción de neutrones. Para la mayoría de los 

monocristales y los compuestos policristalinos, el parámetro de la calidad de ajuste 

(χ
2
) fue inferior a 4. 

- Los parámetros de red (a,c) y la distorsión tetragonal, c/2a, se obtuvieron mediante 

los refinamientos Rietveld. En todos los compuestos, estos parámetros y la 

distorsión tetragonal cumplen la ley de Vegard en función de la relación atómica 

x=[Ge/(Ge+Sn)], y disminuyen con el aumento de la cantidad de germanio debido a 

que el radio iónico del germanio (53 pm) es menor que el del estaño (69 pm). 
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- Se calcularon la posición de los aniones (XYZ) y las distancias anión-catión. En 

todos los compuestos se observó una tendencia a la disminución de las distancias 

S8i-Ge/Sn2b y Se8i-Ge/Sn2b con el aumento de la cantidad de germanio. Este 

comportamiento se explicó por el menor radio iónico del germanio. 

- En el caso de las muestras monocristalinas, los cálculos teóricos de defectos 

concuerdan con los factores de ocupación en las posiciones cristalinas obtenidos 

mediante refinamiento Rietveld y las medidas de WDX y/o EDX. Por un lado, se 

identificaron los defectos ZnCu
2+ and ZnSn,Ge

2+  para los compuestos de azufre, y por 

otro, se identificaron los defectos CuZn
+ , CuSn,Ge

+ , ZnCu
2+ and ZnSn,Ge

2+  para los 

compuestos de selenio. Cualitativamente, se encontró que la cantidad de defectos en 

los compuestos de azufre era mayor, en algunos casos un orden de magnitud, que la 

observada en los compuestos de selenio. 

6.1.3. Caracterización óptica 

- Las propiedades ópticas de los monocristales y compuestos policristalinos 

Cu2ZnSn1-yGey(S,Se)4 con diferentes contenidos de Ge fueron investigados por 

elipsometría espectroscópica. Se determinó la energía de la banda prohibida (E0) y 

las energías de interbanda (E1A y E1B) con el cambio de la relación de x= 

[Ge/(Ge+Sn)]. Se observó que la energía de la anchura de la banda prohibida 

aumenta linealmente con la cantidad de Ge, de 0.93 hasta 1.60 eV y de 1.51 hasta 

2.25 eV para monocristales de selenio y azufre, respectivamente. Los compuestos 

policristalinos mostraron valores similares y el mismo comportamiento lineal que 

en el caso de los monocristales. Para todos los compuestos, la E0 corresponde a los 

valores obtenidos de los cálculos teóricos para la estructura kesterita; excepto en el 

caso del monocristal Cu2ZnSnGeSe4. En este caso, parece que la energía de la 

anchura de la banda prohibida (1.33 eV) se ajusta mejor a los valores de la 

estructura estannita, cuyo valor de E0 es más pequeño que la que corresponde a la 

estructura de kesterita (1.60 eV). Como consecuencia, la elipsometría 

espectroscópica ha demostrado ser una buena técnica no destructiva para determinar 

la energía de anchura de la banda prohibida y para distinguir entre la kesterita y 

otras estructuras como pudiera ser la estanita. Además, la comprensión de cómo se 

incorpora el Ge en la red atómica de Cu2ZnSn(S,Se)4 es fundamental para el 
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desarrollo de la ingeniería de la banda prohibida y para conseguir la fabricación de 

células solares con un mejor rendimiento. 

6.1.4. Caracterización vibracional 

- Las propiedades vibracionales se estudiaron mediante espectroscopia de Raman 

usando diferentes longitudes de onda de excitación. En el caso de los monocristales 

cuaternarios, se confirmó la estructura del tipo kesterita, basado en el reducido 

ensanchamiento de los picos y el número de modos de simetría A observados. El 

análisis de los espectros de Raman medidos con diferentes longitudes de onda de 

excitación permitieron determinar la posición de más de 30 picos en diferentes 

muestras, lo que presenta una huella identificativa de los espectros de Raman para 

estos compuestos en condiciones resonantes y no resonantes. Se observó que la 

posición de todos los picos se desplaza hacia números de onda más elevados cuando 

se aumenta la relación atómica x= [Ge/(Ge+Sn)]. En los compuestos que contienen 

selenio, todos los picos de simetría A exhibieron solamente un comportamiento 

unimodal. En el caso de los compuestos que contienen azufre, la mayoría de los 

picos mostraron un comportamiento bimodal, incluyendo el pico con modo de 

simetría A. 

- Los compuestos de azufre y selenio policristalinos medidos por espectroscopia 

Raman mostraron un comportamiento similar a los compuestos de monocristales. 

Todos los picos se desplazan hacia números de onda más elevados al aumentar el 

contenido de germanio. Por un lado, todos los compuestos que contienen selenio 

mostraron un solo pico en el modo de simetría A. Por otro lado, en los compuestos 

intermedios de azufre aparecieron dos modos de simetría A. 

- Se demostró que la espectroscopia de Raman es una buena técnica para detectar 

fases secundarias no deseadas como ZnS y Cu2SnS3 mediante la adecuada selección 

de la longitud de onda de excitación para crear condiciones pre-resonantes 

6.1.5. Caracterización eléctrica 

- Los monocristales estudiados en este trabajo presentaron conductividad tipo p, 

determinada mediante mediciones Seebeck utilizando una sonda caliente y un 

multímetro estándar. 
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- En estas muestras, se identificaron dos mecanismos de conducción diferentes 

mediante medidas de conductividad frente a la temperatura ((T)). El proceso de 

conducción activado térmicamente domina en el rango de mayores temperaturas, 

entre 300 y 120 K, y el de Mott de “hopping” variable encaja mejor con los 

resultados experimentales a temperaturas más bajas, de 120 K a 12 K. Para las 

muestras CZTGS parece tener lugar una disminución de las energías de activación 

térmica con el contenido de Ge, mientras que no se obtiene ninguna dependencia 

clara de la misma con la concentración de Ge para las muestras CZGTSe. En el 

intervalo Mott VRH, el ancho de banda del aceptor (W) se ha encontrado que varía 

entre 27 y 34 meV para las muestras CZTGS. Se ha propuesto el defecto ZnSn,Ge
2+  

como la fuente más probable de aceptores para los compuestos CZTGS porque fue 

el defecto predominante obtenido a partir de los refinamientos Rietveld en la 

caracterización estructural de estos compuestos. En el caso de las muestras de la 

solución CZTGSe hubo más divergencias en el ancho de banda del aceptor, de 1.5 a 

13 meV. En este caso, los valores de W podrían estar relacionados con los defectos 

CuZn
+  o ZnCu

2+. Los valores más altos para el ancho de banda del aceptor (W) en 

CZGTS se atribuyeron al aumento del desorden microscópico en estos compuestos 

con respecto a los CZGTSe, lo cual está respaldado por la mayor cantidad de 

defectos observada en los refinamientos Rietveld. De hecho, las cantidades de los 

defectos en CZGTS fueron de un orden de magnitud mayor que los determinados 

para CZGTSe. Por otra parte, las muestras de CZTGS muestran temperaturas 

críticas de Mott (T0) superiores a las de CZTGSe, probablemente indicando que hay 

menor densidad de estados localizados cerca del nivel de Fermi para CZTGS. 

6.2. PARTE II: Caracterización de las láminas delgadas 

6.2.1. Deposición de películas delgadas 

- Se utilizaron dos tipos de proceso de deposición rápida para obtener películas 

delgadas de Cu2ZnSnS4 (CZTS), por evaporación flash y por evaporación térmica. 

En ambos casos, se logró la composición deseada de la película pero se detectó un 

problema de reproducibilidad. No fue posible conseguir composiciones finales 

similares con el mismo material inicial y misma temperatura de sustrato. 
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6.2.2. Tratamientos térmicos 

- Se llevaron a cabo varios tratamientos térmicos con diferentes tiempos de duración 

del tratamiento. Los tiempos a la máxima temperatura no fueron un aspecto crítico 

en los cambios de la composición química de las muestras. En ambos casos, la re-

evaporación de cationes ocurrió con el mismo grado. 

-  Se llevaron a cabo diferentes tratamientos térmicos  cambiando las velocidades de 

calentamiento (2, 5, 10 y 20 K / min). El impacto del cambio de las velocidades de 

calentamiento en la composición final no fue significativoa. En todos los casos, se 

observó la misma tendencia de re-evaporación del Cu y un aumento de Zn y Sn. 

- Los ataques químicos fueron de suma importancia para obtener las composiciones 

finales deseadas: pobres en Cu y ricas en Zn. El ataque químico de KCN (10% (p / 

v) KCN a temperatura ambiente) durante 6 segundos disminuyó el contenido de Cu 

mientras que las concentraciones de Zn y Sn aumentaron. Los ataques posteriores 

con (NH4)2S durante alrededor de 7 minutos consiguieron reducir la cantidad de Sn. 

6.2.3. Caracterización del dispositivo 

- Las medidas de GDOES evidenciaron una mayor concentración de Sn junto al 

contacto trasero de Mo para el absorbente tratado térmicamente a velocidades de 

calentamiento superiores. Por otra parte, se midió un aumento del contenido de S 

junto al Mo, coincidiendo con el aumento de la concentración de Sn. Esto podría 

indicar la formación preferencial de la fase secundaria SnS en profundidad que no 

fue detectada en la superficie, según la medida que se realizó con espectroscopia de 

Raman. La presencia de esta fase secundaria SnS en el interior de la capa 

absorbente es una de las razones del rendimiento limitado del dispositivo. 

- La mayoría de las células CZTS mostraron eficiencias () por debajo de 0.1%. La 

principal explicación podría ser que la capa absorbente fuera demasiado fina (1 

μm), lo que reduciría la colección de portadores para generar una corriente 

significativa. Sin embargo, no se puede descartar la existencia de fases secundarias, 

siendo otra posibilidad que explique la eficiencia tan baja, como ya se mencionó 

anteriormente. 

- 2% fue la mejor eficiencia de las células solares fabricadas con los compuestos 

CZTSSe tras el tratamiento de sulfoselenización, lo que fue un aspecto clave para 

lograr un mejor rendimiento que en los dispositivos obtenidos a partir de los 
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compuestos CZTS. Las mediciones de EQE de los dispositivos CZTSSe se 

caracterizaron por una curva con una larga cola que descendía de manera gradual a 

partir de los 520 nm, pudiéndose atribuir a la alta densidad de dopaje y a la corta 

longitud de difusión de los electrones. Además, el espesor de la capa podría tener 

un papel crucial en esta particular disminución de la curva EQE a partir de 520 nm, 

siendo en este caso el espesor de tan sólo de 1.25 μm. Para la mejor célula se 

determinó un valor de la anchura de la banda prohibida de 0.98 eV. 
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Appendix I: Rietveld refinements 

In section 3.3, the structural properties by Rietveld refinements were discussed. In this 

appendix, all the diffraction patterns and refined parameters for each sample are 

presented.  

I.1. Single crystals refinements by X-ray and neutron diffraction data  

I.1.1. Sulfur single crystals 

Cu2ZnGeS4  

 

Figure I.1. Simultaneous Rietveld refinement of the X-Ray pattern, above, and Neutron pattern, below, of 

the Cu2ZnGeS4 single crystal. 
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Cu2ZnSn0.1Ge0.9S4 

 
Figure I.2. Simultaneous Rietveld refinement of the X-Ray pattern, above, and Neutron pattern, below, of 

the Cu2ZnSn0.1Ge0.9S4 single crystal. 
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Cu2ZnSn0.3Ge0.7S4 

 

Figure I.3. Simultaneous Rietveld refinement of the X-Ray pattern, above, and Neutron pattern, below, of 

the Cu2ZnSn0.3Ge0.7S4 single crystal. 
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Cu2ZnSn0.5Ge0.5S4 

 

 

Figure I.4. Simultaneous Rietveld refinement of the X-Ray pattern, above, and Neutron pattern, below, of 

the Cu2ZnSn0.5Ge0.5S4 single crystal. 
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Cu2ZnSn0.7Ge0.3S4 

 

Figure I.5. Rietveld refinement of the X-Ray pattern of the Cu2ZnSn0.7Ge0.3S4 single crystal. 
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Cu2ZnSnS4 

 

 

Figure I.6. Simultaneous Rietveld refinement of the X-Ray pattern, above, and Neutron pattern, below, of 

the Cu2ZnSnS4 single crystal. 
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I.1.2. Selenium single crystals 

Cu2ZnGeSe4  

 

 

Figure I.7. Simultaneous Rietveld refinement of the X-Ray pattern, above, and Neutron pattern, below, of 

the Cu2ZnGeSe4 single crystal. 
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Cu2ZnSn0.5Ge0.5Se4 

 

 

Figure I.8. Simultaneous Rietveld refinement of the X-Ray pattern, above, and Neutron pattern, below, of 

the Cu2ZnSn0.5Ge0.5Se4 single crystal. 
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Cu2ZnSn0.7Ge0.3Se4 

 

 

Figure I.9. Simultaneous Rietveld refinement of the X-Ray pattern, above, and Neutron pattern, below, of 

the Cu2ZnSn0.7Ge0.3Se4 single crystal. 
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Cu2ZnSnSe4 

 

 

Figure I.10. Simultaneous Rietveld refinement of the X-Ray pattern, above, and Neutron pattern, below, of 

the Cu2ZnSnSe4 single crystal. 
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I.3. Polycrystalline refinements by neutron diffraction data  

I.3.1. Sulfur polycrystallines 

Cu2ZnSn0.7Ge0.3S4 

 

Figure I.11. Rietveld refinement of the neutron pattern of the Cu2ZnSn0.5Ge0.5S4 polycrystalline. 
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Cu2ZnSn0.7Ge0.3S4 

 

Figure I.12. Rietveld refinement of the neutron pattern of the Cu2ZnSn0.7Ge0.3S4 polycrystalline. 
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Cu2ZnSnS4 

 

Figure I.13. Rietveld refinement of the neutron pattern of the Cu2ZnSnS4 polycrystalline. 
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I.3.2. Selenium polycrystalline 

Cu2ZnGeSe4 

 

Figure I.14. Rietveld refinement of the neutron pattern of the Cu2ZnGeSe4 polycrystalline. 
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Cu2ZnSn0.3Ge0.7Se4 

 

Figure I.15. Rietveld refinement of the neutron pattern of the Cu2ZnSn0.3Ge0.7Se4 polycrystalline. 
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Cu2ZnSn0.5Ge0.5Se4 

 

Figure I.16. Rietveld refinement of the neutron pattern of the Cu2ZnSn0.5Ge0.5 Se4 polycrystalline. 
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Cu2ZnSn0.7Ge0.3Se4 

 

Figure I.17. Rietveld refinement of the neutron pattern of the Cu2ZnSn0.7Ge0.3 Se4 polycrystalline. 
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Cu2ZnSnSe4 

 

Figure I.18. Rietveld refinement of the neutron pattern of the Cu2ZnSnSe4 polycrystalline. 
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Appendix II: Raman measurements 

In section 3.4.1, it was discussed if the band gap measured for Cu2ZnGeSe4 single 

crystal was due to the mixture of stannite-kesterite structures. In this appendix, it is 

plotted the Raman measurements of the two CZGSe single crystals presented in this 

work, one with the kesterite structure studied in the Raman (section 3.5) and structure 

analysis section, while the other seems to be a mixture of both structures, which was the 

one studied in the ellipsometry section (section 3.4).  

 

Figure II.1. Raman spectra of Cu2ZnGeSe4 single crystals measured with 532 nm, left, and 785 nm, right, 

excitation wavelengths marked in the plots. In black, there is the Raman spectrum of the single crystal 

characterized in the Raman section 3.5. The red Raman spectrum is the single crystal characterized only in 

the Ellipsometry section 3.4.  Green arrow indicated the intensity changes between both spectra in the 170-

180 cm
-1

 region. Blue arrows shown the new peaks, above appears the peak at 196 cm-1 and below appear 

two extra peaks at 190 cm
-1

 and 236 cm
-1

.
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